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I. INTRODUCTION 
The proton and neutron, constituent particles of nuclei, are not 
simple, point particles. They appear to have an internal structure. For 
example, the neutron, a particle with zero charge, has a mean square 
charge radius of -0.113 F (1). This would be zero if the neutron had 
no structure. Also, if they were point particles, the proton and neutron 
would have, in units of nuclear magnetons, magnetic moments equal to 1 
and 0, respectively. However, the proton's value is about 2.79 and the 
neutron's -1.91. This suggests that the proton and neutron consist of 
some set of circulating, charged particles. These particles are taken 
to be quarks. 
The proton and neutron, denoted as p and n, belong to a larger 
class of particles known as baryons. Baryons, as will be shown in more 
detail, are thought to be particles consisting of three quarks or of 
three antiquarks. Another class of related particles is the mesons 
which are thought to be particles consisting of one quark and one anti-
quark. The mesons and baryons together make up the class of particles 
known as hadrons. Baryons, three quark systems, are the subject of this 
thesis. This chapter is a review of quark and baryon properties and 
much of the material is taken from the texts of Dean (2) and 
Kokkedee (3). 
Before proceeding further, a review of the system of units to be 
used is needed. Planck's constant, M, and the speed of light, c, are 
set equal to one. In this case, an energy unit, taken as the MeV, is 
the only one needed. This implies that velocity is given as a fraction 
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of c and angular momentum in units of R. Since He has the dimensions 
- 1  
energy times length, then length is given in MeV . The electromagnetic 
fine structure constant, 
si 1 
* = Mc 137.03604 ... 
implies that charge is given in units of the proton charge, e, 
e = (137.03604 ...)"^^^ . (1.1) 
The relation between rest mass, m, and rest energy, E^, 
EQ = mc^ 
then becomes 
Eg = m (1.2) 
and thus a particle's mass is the same as its rest energy and is given 
in units of MeV. The relation between total energy, E, momentum, p, and 
rest mass, 
E^ a + mfc^ 
then becomes 
E^ = pf + (1.3) 
and thus momentum is also given in units of MeV. 
To begin, some properties of quarks will be given. For the purposes 
of this woric, only three quarks will be considered. They are the up, 
down, and strange quarks and are denoted as u, d, and s. In Table 1.1, 
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quantum numbers of these quarks are given. Q is the charge in units of 
the proton charge, Y is the hypercharge, is the z component of the 
isospin, B is the baryon number, St is the strangeness, and S is the 
spin. 
Table 1.1. Quark quantum numbers 
Quark Q Y St S 
u +2/3 +1/3 +1/2 0 1/2 
d 
-1/3 +1/3 -1/2 0 1/2 
s 
-1/3 -2/3 0 -1 1/2 
The quarks are spin 1/2 particles and so they are fermions. The u and 
d quarks form at- 1/2 multiplet, T being the total isospin. This is 
called an isospin doublet since the number of different states in an 
isospin multiplet is 2^+1. The s quark has T = 0 and belongs to an 
isospin singlet. It will be assumed that the u and d quarks have equal 
mass and that the s quark is more massive than the u and d. In Chapter 
II, it will be shown that the u and d have masses of about 330 MeV and 
the s about 540 MeV. For the quantum numbers of antiquarks, just change 
the signs in Table 1.1, except for the spin. 
The quark quantum numbers obey the two relations 
Q = J Y + 
and 
Y  =  S t + B  
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These quantum numbers and relations come about from an underlying sym­
metry of the quarks and their interactions known as SU(3)* This stands 
for the Special Unitary group of dimension three. The dimension is three 
because there are three types of quarks. If quarks with this SU(3) 
structure, or something similar, exist in baryons and mesons, then 
baryons may be grouped into decuplets and octets and mesons into octets 
and singlets. These groupings have been observed and are called super­
multiplets. If the SU(3) symmetry were exact, then all the masses within 
a supermultiplet would be degenerate. However, this Is not observed and 
is taken as evidence that the s quark has a mass greater than the u and 
d. This SU(3) symmetry of quarks, interacting with forces called the 
strong interactions, was proposed by Gell-Mann to explain the approximate 
symmetry seen in hadron spectroscopy. 
The baryon octet and decuplet are represented by plotting the 
observed particles on a graph of their hypercharge versus their z com­
ponent of isospin. The octet, shown in Fig, l.J, consists of particles 
with total angular momentum, J, of 1/2 and parity, n, which is positive. 
The quark content of each particle is given below its label. The super­
scripts on the particle labels gfve the charge in units of e. The n 
and p contain u and d quarks coupled to T » 1/2, CSee Appendix A for 
the coupling rules.) Then, the nearly equal mass n and p are interpreted 
as two different charge states of the nucléon, labelled as N, a particle 
with T " 1/2. Putting one s quark in the baryon octet yields the Z and 
A particles. E has T = 1 and has three charge states, E , E°, and E^. 
A has T « 0 and has one charge state, A°. The 5, with two s quarks, has 
n 
*(ucld) 
-f= 
-l(dds) (uds) (uds) 
Tdss) 
Figure 1.1. The baryon octet particles 
P (uud) 
(uus)i 
*(uss) 
1 have = 1/2* 
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T = 1/2 and has two charge states, H and H°. In Table 1.2, the masses 
of each particle in the baryon octet are given. These experimental 
values and the rest of the data in this thesis, unless so noted, are 
taken from the 1980 "Review of Particle Properties" (4) by the Particle 
Data Group. All of these particles have small mass widths of less than 
0.1 MeV. The widths are small because these particles are stable against 
decay by strong interactions. 
The isospin average is the mass assigned to the N, Z, A, and 5 par­
ticles. The differences in mass between members of the same isospin 
multiplet are small and may be due to electromagnetic interactions 
between the charged quarks and/or a small difference in the u and d 
masses. It will be assumed here that the u and d have equal masses and 
so the small, intramultiplet mass differences will then be due to 
electromagnetic effects. Note that as s quarks are added, the mass of 
the particle tends to increase. This is taken as evidence that the s 
quark is more massive than the u and d. The Gel 1-Mann—Okubo mass 
formula, based on an SU(3) mass operator, predicts that 
2[N + E] = Z  +  3A Cl.4) 
where the particle label stands for its mass. This formula îs satisfied 
to 1%. The baryon decuplet, shown in Fig. 1.2, consists of particles 
with = 3/2*. The A, simflar to N in that it has no s quarks, has 
T  "  3 / 2  a n d ,  t h u s ,  h a s  f o u r  c h a r g e  s t a t e s ,  A  ,  A ° ,  A * ,  a n d  A ^ ,  T h e  Z  
is seen as a resonance of the octet Z. It has T = 1 and three charge 
states, Z*, Z °, Z**. Similarly, the S* is a resonance of the octet E. 
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Table 1.2. Baryon octet particle masses 
Particle 
Mass 
(MeV) 
Isospi n 
Average 
(MeV) Isospin 
n 
P 
940 
938 
N = 939 1/2 
z" 1198 
z° 1193 E = 1193 1 
z*" 1189 
A° 1115 A = 1115 0 
2" 
=0 
1321 
1314 
5 = 1317 1/2 
,A" (ddd) X 1 - -(udd) 
s*-
H(dds) 
?*-
"(dss) 
—o-< »-A 
,*o 
(uds) 
(sss) 
Figure 1.2. The baryon decuplet particles 
.A 
(uud) .f (uuu) 
4-Tz 
Kuus) 
f *o 
(uss) 00 
A11 have = 3/2* 
It has T  = 1/2 and two charge states, 5 *  and The 0  consists of 
three s quarks and has T = 0. The 0 is stable against decay by strong 
interactions. In Table 1.3, the isospin averaged mass and the mass 
width of each particle in the decuplet is given. 
Table 1.3. Baryon decuplet masses 
Particle 
Mass 
(MeV) 
Mass 
Width 
(MeV) Isospin 
A 1232 115 3/2 
Z *  1385 35 1 
* 
1530 10 1/2 
0 1672 - 0 
Here, the Gell-Mann—Okubo formula predicts that 
0 - 5* = 5* - Z* = E* - A (1.5) 
and this is satisfied to k%. Thus, there is an approximately equal 
increase in mass as one adds an s quark in the decuplet and this is 
taken as evidence that the s is more massive than the u and d by roughly 
150 MeV. Note that the mass differences between octet and decuplet 
particles, such as A - N = 293 MeV, are due to the strong interactions 
between quarks. Thus, the strong interactions between quarks in hadrons 
are roughly 100 times greater in magnitude than the electromagnetic 
interactions which produce the small, intramultiplet mass differences in 
the octet, such as n - p % 2 MeV. The N and A contain no strange quarks 
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and so are called nonstrange baryons. They are the focus of this thesis 
and since the u and d quarks are assumed to have equal mass, the N and A 
are taken to be systems of three equal mass particles. The 0 is also a 
system of three equal mass particles and a few results will also be given 
for it. 
The N and A, bound states of three quarks, have resonant spectra. 
These resonances then occur by putting the quarks into excited states. 
The N spectrum below 2000 MeV is given in Table 1.4. The particle data 
group has rated the confidence in the experimental values of a level's 
mass, angular momentum, and parity on a rising scale of from one to four 
stars. Those in Table 1.4 are three and four star levels. There Is an 
overall, gross structure to this spectrum. The positive parity ground 
state is located at 940 MeV, a shell of negative parity levels lies 
above that with a center of gravity at about 1600 MeV, and a positive 
parity shell lies above that with a center of gravity at about 1800 MeV. 
If quarks were bound to each other by potentials, such as a harmonic 
oscillator, which depend only on the distance between quarks, then the 
N ground state would be interpreted as one in which the three quarks are 
in relative IS states. The negative parity shell would have one negative 
parity IP excitation added to the system. The positive parity shell 
would have one positive parity 2S or ID excitation or two IP excitations 
added to the system. This structure is roughly true in the observed N 
spectrum. There is a fine structure to the spectra whixh is the mass 
differences within the negative and positive parity shells. This fine 
structure could be due to spin dependent forces between quarks, for 
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Table 1.4. N spectrum below 2000 
MeV 
Mass J 
1990 7/2* 
1810 3/2* 
1710 1/2* 
1688 5/2* 
1470 1/2* 
1700 3/2" 
1670 5/2" 
1650 1/2" 
1535 1/2" 
1520 3/2" 
939 1/2* 
example. The main goal of this thesis is to postulate a three quark 
Hamiltonian for the N and A and to compare the theoretical spectra with 
experiment. 
This work has a direct bearing on nuclear physics in that the under­
lying forces between quarks can be used to derive a nuclear force. This 
work has been carried out by S. A. Williams, D. L. Pursey, P. D. Morley, 
and F. J. Margetan (5). They have taken the deuteron, a six quark 
system consisting of the p and n, and have used the same Hamiltonian to 
describe the quark forces as that used in this thesis. They have found 
that this Hamiltonian describes the deuteron properties well. Thus, the 
nuclear force is seen as originating from forces between quarks. This 
thesis will attempt to verify that the quark Hamiltonian used by 
Williams, Pursey, Morley, and Margetan is a plausible one in that it 
describes well the more fundamental, three quark systems. 
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II. A SEMIRELATIVISTIC QUARK MODEL OF BARYONS 
In this chapter, a Hamiltonian describing the interactions between 
quarks in baryons, as well as the motivation for it, will be given. 
First, however, we consider some symmetry properties. Since quarks are 
spin 1/2 particles, we note that by adding the two quark spin states to 
the SU(3) symmetry of hadrons, we derive an SU(6) symmetry. If S is the 
total spin of the three quarks, 
S = s^ + Sg + Sg , (2.1) 
then this SU(6) symmetry predicts that S = 1/2 for the octet and S = 3/2 
for the decuplet. Assuming that each quark in an octet or decuplet 
baryon is in an identical, positive parity, IS state, then the orbital 
angular momentum of the ith quark, A., is zero and, hence, the total 
orbital angular momentum of the three quarks, 
L = Aj + Ag + » (2.2) 
is also zero. Since the total angular momentum, J, is given as 
J = L + S , (2.3) 
then J = S and, thus, the SU(6) symmetry correctly predicts the values 
of the octet and decuplet. (See Appendix A for a review of angular 
momentum.) If each quark is in an identical IS orbital state, then the 
part of the baryon wavefunction depending on the space variables, r^, 
and r^, is symmetric under particle interchange. The R, in particu­
lar, has S = 3/2 and, thus, the spin part of the wavefunction is sym­
metric as is the isospin part since there are three identical T = 0 
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quarks. Therefore, the 0 appears to have an overall symmetric wavefunc-
tion in the combined space, spin, and isospin variables. It can be 
shown that the N and A also have symmetric wavefunctions in space, spin, 
and isospin. However, quarks are fermions and so the N, A, and 0, each 
containing three identical quarks, should have overall antisymmetric 
wavefunctions. 
The proper, Fermi statistics of quarks are recovered in the theory 
of strong interactions called quantum chromodynamics and denoted as QCD. 
QCD will provide the motivation for the quark model in this thesis. The 
following is a brief review of the main postulates of (iCD as presented 
in a paper by DeRujula, Georgi, and Glashow (6). 
(1) It incorporates the previously mentioned SU(6) symmetry. 
(2) It adds the new set of quark variables, color, to the hadron 
wavefunction. Quarks also come in three colors and color is 
assumed to be an exact SU(3) symmetry. 
(3) All physically observable states are color singlets. This 
would explain why, for systems of three or less quarks, only 
baryons (three quarks or three antiquarks) and mesons (a 
quark-antiquark pair) are observed. This implies that the 
color part of the baryon wavefunction is antisymmetric. Thus, 
the N, A, and n will have antisymmetric wavefunctions in the 
combined space, spin, isospin, and color variables, thereby 
recovering Fermi statistics. 
(4) The strong interactions are mediated by 8 massless, neutral, 
spin 1, color gluons. Since gluons are massless, neutral, 
and spin 1 particles, they are analogous to photons. The spin 
1/2 quarks are then analogous to spin 1/2 electrons, whose 
Interactions are mediated by photons. Thus, one may think of 
quarks as possessing a "color charge" In the same way that 
electrons possess the more familiar electric charge. 
(5) This model of strong interactions displays asymptotic freedom 
and infrared slavery. Asymptotic freedom means that at short 
separations, quarks interact only weakly. Conversely, infrared 
slavery means that quarks are strongly bound together at 
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large separations and implies that quarks cannot be isolated. 
This is the opposite of electrons which interact weakly at 
large separations and strongly at small separations. 
DeRujula, Georgi, and Glashow use these QCD postulates as inspira­
tion for the following assumptions about quarks in hadrons. Their work 
provides the main motivation behind the Hamiltonian used in this thesis. 
(1) Although in fundamental QCD the u and d quarks are assumed to 
be mass less and the s quark to have some finite mass, they use 
what might be called quasi-quarks. These are bound quarks 
which are assumed to have an effective mass of about 1/3 the N 
mass for the u and d, and a slightly greater mass for the s. 
This means that the SU(3) symmetry discussed in Chapter I is 
not exact, as suggested by experiment. (See Eq. (1.5).) 
(2) These quasi-quarks are assumed to be simple, Dirac, point 
particles and so the intrinsic magnetic moment of the ith 
quark is eQ;/2m; where Q; is the charge and m; is the effec­
tive mass. 
(3) To the extent that the u, d, and s are degenerate in mass, the 
overall baryon wavefunctions for the decuplet and octet 
particles are antisymmetric in the combined space, spin, 
isospin, and color variables. This implies that the wavefunc­
tions are symmetric in the combined space, spin, and isospin 
variables. 
(4) The property of infrared slavery assumed by the model implies 
that the principal binding forces between quarks In hadrons 
are long range forces assumed to depend only on the distance 
between quarks. This force does not allow a single quark to 
be liberated from hadrons. Note that if the masses of the u, 
d, and s were equal, m^ « mj = m-, and if this were the only 
force present between quarks, all octet and decuplet particles 
would be degenerate in mass. This long range force Is 
responsible for the gross structure present in the N spectrum 
of Table 1.4. This is seen explicitly, for example, in the 
large splitting of the 1/2* states, 1710 - 939 = 771 MeV. 
(5) Asymptotic freedom implies that there exist weaker, short 
range forces between quarks that depend on the quark spins and 
masses. These forces are assumed to arise as if from one-gluon 
exchange. Since gluons are analogous to photons and quarks to 
electrons, these forces should have the same form as the 
Fermi-Breit electromagnetic interaction between electrons. 
This interaction is taken to order 1/c^ (7,8), which includes 
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the lowest order, nonrelativistic term plus the first order, 
relativiStic correction. All higher order terms are assumed 
to be small enough that they may be ignored. This is why one 
calls this a semirelativistic model. In this expansion to 
1/c , one-gluon exchange will involve only local potentials, 
similar to conventional nuclear physics. There is no explicit 
retardation due to relativistic quark velocities and so this 
is sometimes called a potential model. These weaker, short 
range forces produce the fine structure in the N spectrum of 
Table 1.4. This is seen, for example, in the small splitting 
of the 1/2" states, 1650 - 1535 = 115 MeV. 
DeRujula, Georgi, and Glashow give the quark Hamiltonian for baryons 
and mesons as 
p2 
H = L(r,,r2, ...) + % (m. +^) + (aQ.Q^ + KOs)V_ , (2.4) 
where L is the long range confinement potential, and r., m., p., and Q. 
are the position, mass, momentum, and charge of the ith quark. V.j is 
the two body, basic l/r-interaction expressed in the Fermi-Breit form, 
V.j = — + (Darwin) + (Fermi-contact) + (spin-orbit) + (tensor-force) , 
(2.5) 
where 
1 p.'p. r . (r • p.)p. 
Darwin = - + z J ) , (2.6) 
zm.mj ^ 
- A  1 1 l6s. •  S .  
Fermi-contact = -76 (r)(-sr + -y + —= ) , (2.7) 
~ m.' mj Snijitij 
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1 rxp. • s. r xp. 'S. 2r xp. • s. 
spin-orbit = - ~ -g- ~ - " ~—4-
2r m. m. m.m. 
I J • J 
2r xp. • s. 
- ~ "J—— ) , (2.8) 
IDjUIj 
and 
- 3(s. • r)(s, • r) . 
tensor-force r ( —= ~ y"-'—— - s. • s. ) . (2.9) 
m.m^r^ r ~ 
Here, r = r. - rj and s. 1s the spin of the ith quark. 1/r is the non-
relativistic term and the rest is the first order, relativistic correc­
tion. The Ko_V.. term is the one-gluon exchange potential where K is 
a IJ 
-4/3 for the quark-antiquark pair in mesons and -2/3 for the quark-quark 
pair in baryons. K is derived from operating on the color part of the 
hadron wavefunction with operators in the color variables, is the 
strong interaction structure constant and is presumed to be positive, 
which means that KogVjj is an attractive potential. Also, is expected 
to be of order one. aQ.QjV.j is the one-photon exchange potential 
between the charged quarks and is small compared to Ka^V.j, since 
a % 1/137. Thus, reiterating the idea presented in Chapter I, the elec­
tromagnetic interactions between quarks in hadrons are roughly 100 times 
smaller than the strong interactions. 
OeRujula, Georgi, and Glashow then use a perturbation approach, 
parameterize matrix elements, and compare mass splittings with experiment 
(see Tables 1.2 and 1.3), where the baryon mass is defined as 
18 
M. = <T.1H|'I'.> . (2.10) 
|Y.> is the three quark wavefunction, antisymmetric in the combined space, 
spin, isospin, and color variables. As detailed at the beginning of 
this chapter, |v.> is assumed to have the quarks all in identical IS 
states and so J = S. They first show that the ratio of the nonstrange 
quark mass to the strange quark mass is 
m 
— = 0.622. (2.11) 
""s 
2 Then they expand 1/m and 1/m to first order in Am = m - m which 
s s su 
incurs about a 15% error by (2.11). Then they can reproduce the Gell-
Mann—Okubo formulas of Eqs. (1.4) and (1.5)» as well as the SU(6) 
relation 
* * E  -  Z  =  5  -  5  ,  
which is experimentally satisfied to 5%. Thus, the Hamiltonian repro­
duces the splittings within the octet and decuplet which originate 
mainly from the difference in mass between the u (or d) and s quarks. 
It also reproduces the splittings between octet and decuplet particles 
which originate from the Fermi-contact term in the one-gluon exchange 
potential. They argue, in general, that the decuplet must be heavier 
than the octet because in an attractive Coulomb potential such as Kot-V.., S IJ 
two Dirac particles with zero orbital angular momentum have a higher 
energy when their spins are aligned (the decuplet), than when opposite 
(the octet). Then, by setting the u and d masses at 336 MeV to give the 
19 
p magnetic moment the exact experimental result, they find respectable 
agreement with experiment for the known baryon magnetic moments. Note 
that m^ = 336 MeV implies that m^ = 540 MeV by (2.11). From the one-
photon exchange term, they reproduce the Coleman-Glashow relation 
Z *  -  Z  = p - n  +  E ° - 5  ,  
which is wel1-satisfied experimentally. They also find that the 
Hamiltonian works well for the mesons. Thus, DeRujula, Georgi, and 
Glashow's quark model of baryons, inspired (but not rigorously derived) 
from QCD, works well in describing the splittings between the masses of 
Tables 1.2 and 1.3 and in describing magnetic moments. However, reso­
nant spectra to compare with Table 1.4 were not calculated. Also, the 
octet and decuplet baryons only provided tests of the Fermi-contact 
term in the one-gluon exchange and of the quark masses. The model needs 
a more detailed test, which will be done in this thesis for the N and 6, 
the nonstrange baryons. 
The Hamiltonian of (2.4)-(2.9) will be used in this thesis with 
only minor modifications. To be entirely consistent, since V.. is taken 
2 to order 1/c , the kinetic energy of the quarks must be of this order 
also. This means that the quark kinetic energy, Ej^, must be given to 
Ij 
order p . The result, which may be found by expanding (1.3) in a Taylor 
2 2 
series in the variable p /m , is 
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where E = m + Ej^. Also, the confining potential must be given explicitly. 
In order to reproduce the gross structure of the N spectrum of Table 1.4, 
a potential proportional to the distance between quarks is chosen, 
L(r,,r2,r ) « I |r. - r.| 
I ^ V I ^  J " 
Note that if L(r^,r2fr2) were harmonic (proportional to the square of 
the quark separation), the splitting between the ground state and 
negative parity shell would be equal to that between the negative parity 
shell and the positive parity shell. Since the first is larger than the 
second, a linear potential, which does not increase as rapidly with 
separation, is chosen. 
The Hamiltonian for nonstrange baryons, systems of three equal mass 
quarks, is then 
3 2 4 
3tn+ E [--%]+ I X; • X [V?f + vj-^] , (2.13) 
i=1 2m Sm-* i>j -J 
where m is the mass of the u and d quarks. The X. are vector, color 
operators, and when operating on the color part of the hadron wavefunc­
tion, X. • X. is -4/3 for mesons and -2/3 for baryons. Note that X. • X. 
~ • -J -I -J 
operating on the color variables is zero if quark i and quark j are in 
different color singlets. This has ramifications for the deuteron 
problem. is the one-gluon exchange potential. 
yOGE _ r 1 1 \ g 
îj 
«  •  A A  n v \ * /  Q  
Og [ - - T" (P:'P: + r • (r • p.)p.) r- (1 + J S. • s.) 
^ r 2m^r m^ ^ "J 
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(rxp. «s. - rxp. - S; + 2rxp. » s. - 2rxp. - s.) 
w* m* I «V m, J «V J m» «M I m* J *» J •** • 
m r 
y-T (3(sj • r)(s. • r) - s. • s.)] 
I —^ I W J ^1 ••J 
(2.14) 
where r = r/r. V.. is the linear confinement potential, 
- ' J 
-k|r. - r.| 
' •'J 
(2.15) 
where k is the strength of the potential. i< is positive so that the 
potential is attractive. The one-photon exchange is not used since it 
is 100 times smaller than the one-gluon exchange. The mass of a baryon 
resonance, M., is then defined by Schrodinger's equation, 
where |Y.> is the three quark wavefunction of the resonance. The exact 
form of the eigenfunctions of H, |Y.>, are not known and so H will be 
diagonalized in a complete set of states which are truncated at some 
point. The eigenvalues will give an approximate spectrum of the reso­
nant masses for the N and A and the eigenvectors an approximation to the 
exact wavefunctions. Convergence of the eigenvalues will be investigated 
by using bases of increasing size. Note that diagonalizing H in a com­
plete set of states would give the exact eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 
H. The eigenvectors so found will be used to calculate magnetic moments, 
charge radii, and photon decay amplitudes. There are four parameters in 
the model, m, Og, and k are parameters of H and an inverse length scale, 
6, is a parameter of the space part of the wavefunctions. These 
H|Y.> = M. |Y.> (2.16) 
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parameters will be fixed by fitting theoretical results to a small set of 
experimental data. It has been assumed that the first order, relativis-
Age 
tic corrections to E. and V.. are needed, but that higher order terms K IJ 
are hopefully small enough to be ignored. The quark velocities in the 
resonant states will be examined to see if this argument is consistent 
with the theoretical results. 
Previous research into the quark model of baryons has centered 
around two approaches. The first type involves potential models with 
effective mass quarks, the approach used in this thesis, as inspired by 
OeRujula, Georgi, and Glashow. The second type involves a model called 
the MIT bag model, which uses massless u and d quarks. 
In potential model calculations, the most detailed results have 
been reported by Isgur, Karl, and Koniuk (9-13). They used one-gluon 
exchange, but were inconsistent in that they kept only the Fermi-
2 
contact and tensor-force terms and used only the p term in the kinetic 
energy. They assumed harmonic confinement. For the N, A, A, and E, 
they examined the ground states of Tables 1.2 and 1,3, the first shell 
of negative parity states, and the next shell of positive parity states. 
(See Table 1.4 for these N shells.) They did not examine all levels 
together by using one Hamilton!an with one set of parameters, but rather 
stayed within a given shell and just used the Fermi-contact and tensor-
force terms to determine the mass splittings on a relative scale. A 
simple parametrization of any neglected anharmonicity in the poten­
tials was also used. Energy eigenvalues and eigenfunctions were deter­
mined by diagonalizing in a harmonic oscillator basis of states. 
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truncated at two units of energy above the ground state. Note that this 
basis accounts for only 60% of the known resonances for the N and A .  
They found excellent results for splittings within a shell, the average 
error being only 3% for the N and A  levels. Also, good results were 
found for magnetic moments and reasonable values were determined for 
photon decay amplitudes. However, while they claimed to have a nonrela-
tivistic model, their quark velocities are actually highly relativistic, 
being on the order of 0.8. Thus, one would expect terms of a higher 
2 
order than 1/c would also be important. Because of these large veloci­
ties, they found the p charge radius, experimentally equal to 0.88 F 
(14), to be only 50% of that value. Also, they used two different sets 
of parameters and did not explicitly specify the complete Hamiltonian. 
Because of this, they cannot calculate energies and wavefunctions of 
resonances with larger J values. Celmaster's work (15) is the closest 
in spirit to this thesis. He has used (2.13) as his Hamiltonian, but, 
like Isgur, Karl, and Koniuk, has only derived splittings within a shell. 
He examined the ground state shell and the first negative parity shell 
for the N, A, A, and E by diagonalizing H in a basis of harmonic oscilla­
tor states truncated at one unit of energy above the ground state. Note 
that this basis accounts for only 35% of the known N and A resonances. 
Splittings and magnetic moments were respectable, but again quark 
velocities were too large to justify the exclusion of terms of a higher 
order than 1/c . Gromes and Stamatescu (16,17) have added relativistic 
corrections to the linear confining potential and have used perturbation 
in the sense of (2,10). In concert with Isgur and Karl, they examined 
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only the splittings within the ground state shell, the first negative 
parity shell, and the next positive parity shell. They, however, found 
the quarks to have velocities consistent with the assumption that only 
2 terms to order 1/c are needed. They found reasonable results for mass 
splittings within the shells. Relativistic corrections to the confining 
potential are not used in this thesis because the potential's origin is 
unknown and because this may introduce long range spin and mass dependent 
potentials, in contradiction to DeRuJula, Georgi, and Glashow's postulate 
that infrared slavery involves a potential which depends only on the 
quark separations. 
In the MIT bag model (18,19), the u and d quarks are assumed to be 
massless and the s quark to have a mass of about 240 MeV. The hadrons 
are then assumed to consist of quarks confined within a bag and interac­
tions occur via one-gluon exchange. The interaction responsible for 
mass splittings is similar to the Fermi-contact term of (2.7). However, 
resonant masses were calculated only for the ground state baryons and 
the first negative parity shell. The results are rather poor when com­
pared to the potential models. 
Thus, this thesis will be an improvement over previous potential 
model research because the work will be done in more detail, done with 
more care, and will attempt to be physically consistent with underlying 
2 
assumptions. One Hamiltonian, using all terms to order 1/c and with 
one set of parameters, will be used to calculate all the known N and A 
resonances. The absolute energies will be calculated and not just 
splittings within one particular shell. 
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III. THE BASIS OF STATES USED IN THE 
DIAGONALiZATION OF THE HAMILTON IAN 
As stated in Chapter II, an approximate spectrum of eigenvalues and 
their corresponding eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian of Eqs. (2.13)-(2.15) 
will be found by diagonalizing H in a basis consisting of a complete set 
of states, truncated at some point. Diagonalizing H means that the 
matrix A, consisting of elements 
'  <3-') 
is to be diagonal ized. The state |(^^> is an antisymmetric basis func­
tion for the N and A in the combined quark variables of space, spin, 
isospin, and color. In this chapter, the basis for the N and A will be 
specified. 
The color part of the basis functions can be processed for all A 
mn 
since each |(|)^> is antisymmetric in the color variables. may be 
written as |i|)^>|C>, where is the symmetric basis function in the 
combined space, spin, and isospin variables and |C> is the color basis 
function. Then, for the mass and kinetic energy terms in the Hamiltonian, 
which do not depend on any color operators, 
2 4 2 4 
|[3m+ I ( — W)l|i|' XClC> = <* |[3m + ^ (— V ) ] > 
•" i 2m 8m^ " i 2m 8m^ " 
Then, for the potential energy terms, 
lO - - f l*n> • 
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since X. • Aj|c> = -2/3|C>. Thus, the elements of A may be written as 
(3.2) 
where X. • X^ is replaced by -2/3 in (2.13). 
Next, we consider four symmetry properties of H. These will be 
used to partition the basis functions into sets such that A = 0 unless 
and are in the same set. Appropriate quantum numbers will be 
used to differentiate the sets. 
The first symmetry property of H is that it is invariant to simul­
taneous rotations in the three quark space and spin coordinates. This 
will be displayed explicitly in Chapter IV. Thus, the basis functions 
2 
may be chosen to be simultaneous eigenfunctions of J , as given by 
(2.l)-(2.3), and the z-component of J, J^. Because H is invariant under 
rotations, it is a tensor of rank zero. If and = |JM>, 
then by (7 30), 
Thus, A^^ • 0 unless J = J' and M = M' and, hence, the basis is parti­
tioned into sets labeled by the J and M quantum numbers. All members of 
a particular set have the same J and same M values. By (3.3), A^^ is 
independent of M and so the eigenvalues of will not be specified in 
the diagonalization procedure. 
mn 
A = <J'M'1H|JH> 
mn ' ' 
= C(JOJ'; M0M')<J'||H||J> 
(3.3) 
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Similarly, the second symmetry property is that H is also a scalar 
under rotations in the three quark isospin coordinates, since it contains 
no isospin operators. Thus, the basis functions may be chosen to be 
2 
eigenfunctions of T and Tq , where 
I = It + (3-4) 
and T.  = 1/2 is the isospin of the ith quark. Then, = 0 unless 
U > and U > have the same T and the same M values. Members of the 
' m ' n T 
same set will have equal isospins. Hence, this separates the N basis 
functions from the A basis functions. Defining 
T,2 - %, + 32 . (3.5) 
then three possible isospin couplings of the three nonstrange quarks 
occur, 
I[[1/2 X 1/2]1 X 1/213/2,M^> , I[[1/2 x 1/2]1 x 1/2]1/2,M^> 
and I[[1/2 x 1/2]0 x 1/2]1/2,M^> . (3.6) 
These are labeled as [[[t^ x ï2^^12 ^ A shorthand notation, 
1 w i l l  b e  u s e d  i n  t h e  f o l l o w i n g .  T h e  A  h a s  T = 3/2; there­
fore, the isospin part of the A basis functions will be the state 
1 (1)3/2,M_^>. The N has T = 1/2 and the isospin part of the N basis 
functions will consist of |(l)l/2,M^> and |(0)1/2,M^>. As with the M 
quantum numbers, A is independent of M and so these values are not 
mn T 
specified in the diagonalization. All members of an isospin multiplet 
have the same mass in this model. 
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The third synmetry property of H is that it is invariant under 
reflection of the space coordinates, 
p.':,-::-:,) - (-ri'-cz'-c,) • 
where is the reflection operator. This implies that the basis func­
tions may be chosen to be eigenfunctions of P^ with eigenvalues ir. The 
parity of the basis function is given by ir and a negative parity function 
has u = -1 and a positive parity function has rr = +1. Parity is given 
as a superscript on the J values. If |\|;^> = |j^ M> and = |J*M>, 
then 
= </'M|pJ[p^HpyjyM> 
•|> Ja 
where P P = P P =1. Thus, A is zero unless IT = ir' and this parti-iT ir IT ir mn 
tions the basis into sets labeled by the ir values. Parity is a conserved 
quantity in the strong and electromagnetic interactions and total angular 
momentum is always conserved. Hence, invariance of H under rotations 
and reflections is a necessary property In any model of the strong 
interactions. 
The fourth symmetry property of H is that it is invariant under any 
interchange of the three particle indices in the combined space, spin, 
isospin, and color variables. ^Thus, H has the group as a symmetry 
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group. (See Appendix B for a review of S^.) This implies that the basis 
functions may be chosen to be irrep basis functions under simultane­
ous interchange of indices in the space, spin, isospin, and color varia­
bles. The irrep label, j, would then label the different sets. Physics 
dictates, since quarks are fermions, that only the antisymmetric irrep, 
j = [1^]» of Sg is allowed. As postulated in Chapter II, the color part 
of the wavefunction is antisymmetric. Thus, the space-spin-isospin part 
is symmetric and so forms the |l11> basis function in the [3] irrep. 
This is shewn explicitly in Table 8.4, where coupling the [3] irrep 
(space-spin-isospin) with the [1^]' irrep (color) yields the [1^]" irrep 
(space-spin-isospin-color). To form these symmetric basis functions, 
the rules for coupling three irreps, one each for the space, spin, 
and isospin parts of the basis functions, to give an overall [3] irrep, 
must be specified. 
Because operators of space-spin rotations, isospin rotations, 
reflections, and permutation of indices all commute, the basis functions 
2 2 
may be simultaneous eigenfunctions of J , JQ ,  T  , TQ , and and may 
also be basis functions. Thus, the quantum numbers J, M, T , M^, and 
IT, and the space-spin-isospin-color irrep label, j, may be used 
simultaneously to partition the basis functions. Further, it follows 
that, if has the values J', M', T ', M^, ir', and j' and if has 
the values J, M, T , M^, n ,  and j, then A^^ = 0 unless J' = J, M' = M, 
T'  =  T,  = M^, ïï' = TT, and j ' = j. Note that only the space-spin-
isospin-color [1^] irrep is used and A is independent of M and M . 
mn T 
Hence, only J, T , and n will be used to label the sets. 
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In order to build the space-spin-isospin [3] irreps, the various 
spin and isospin wavefunctions, of which all possibilities are known, 
must be classified as irreps. The space part of the basis functions, 
depending on the variables r^, r^, and r^, will be classified once a 
complete set of states in the space variables is chosen. By using the 
projection operators of Table 8.3, it may be shown that the three types 
of isospin wavefunctions in (3.6) are classified as in Table 3.1, where 
the shorthand notation is used. 
Table 3.1. The N and à three quark Isospin 
functions classified as basis 
functions 
Isospin Function Irrep Basis Function 
|(1)3/2,M^> [3] |111> 
1(1)1/2,M^> [2,1] |211> 
|(0)1/2,M^> [2,1] |121> 
Three spin 1/2 quarks are coupled, in (2.1), to give a total spin, S. 
This Is completely analogous to the previous isospin coupling. Thus, if 
!I2 = !l h • <3.7) 
again three possible couplings occur. Using the shorthand notation, 
|[[s, X SgJS^g X Sj]S,Mg> = |(Sj2)S,Mg>, where Sj = 1/2, then the 
classifications of the spin functions, given in Table 3.2, are analogous 
to the classifications of isospin functions. 
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Table 3.2. The three quark spin functions classi­
fied as basis functions 
Spin Function Irrep Basis Function 
1(1)3/2,Mg> [3] |111> 
|(l)l/2,Mg> [2,1] |211> 
1(0)1/2,Mg> [2,1] |121> 
Note that the [1^] irrep does not occur because there are only two 
states for the three spin (or isospin) 1/2 quarks. The z-component of 
quark spin may be either +1/2 or -1/2. A [1 ] irrep requires at least 
three different states. Also, the [2,1] irrep requires at least two 
different states, while the [3] irrep requires at least one. This is 
why, for example, the isospin part of the 0 wavefunction must be the 
symmetric, [3] irrep. Only the |Tj,M^.>= |0,0> state is available 
because there are three s quarks. 
If we assume that all S^ irreps occur when the space wavefunctions 
are classified, then the rules for coupling the space, spin, and isospin 
wavefunctions to a [3] irrep may be specified for the N and A. The M 
has T = 1/2, which is the [2,1] irrep. The space-spin-isospin irrep must 
be [3]. Hence, from Table 8.4, the space-spin irrep must be [2,1]. If 
S = 3/2, then the spin irrep is [3] and so the space irrep must be [2,1]. 
If S = 1/2, the spin irrep is [2,1] and so the space irrep may be [3], 
[2,1], or [1^]. The A has t = 3/2, which is the [3] irrep. Hence, the 
space-spin irrep must be [3]. if S = 3/2, the [3] irrep, then the space 
irrep must be [3]. If S = 1/2, the [2,1] irrep, then the space irrep 
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must be [2,1]. It will be shown that the space irrep basis functions 
2 
are eigenfunctions of L , L^, and P^, where L is the total orbital angular 
momentum of (2.2). Similarly, as shown in Table 32, the spin irreps 
are eigenfunctions of S and S . Thus, when the S- coupling of the space 
- U J 
and spin irreps is performed, the angular momentum coupling of space and 
spin, J = L + S, is also performed. Table 3*3 summarizes the six pre­
vious Sj rules for coupling space, spin, and isospin. The and 
angular momentum coupling notation is ((j x j')k x j")[31» where j l_ir i jir T 
is the space irrep with orbital angular momentum and parity L^, j' 
is the spin irrep with spin S, k is the coupled space-spin irrep 
with angular momentum and parity j' is the isospin irrep with 
isospin T, and [3] is the coupled space-spin-!sospin irrep. Fol­
lowing this is the explicit form of the space-spin-isospin |111> basis 
function in terms of the individual space, spin, and isospin basis 
functions. The space functions are unprimed, the spin primed, and 
the isospin double-primed. (Tables 3.1 and 3.2 give the explicit form 
of the spin and isospin irreps.) Rules 1-4 apply to the N, which has 
T = 1/2, and 5 and 6 apply to the A, which has T = 3/2. 
Next, the set of functions in the space variables must be specified. 
However, because only the Internal motion of the quarks is relevant to 
the structure of the N and A resonances, a coordinate system which 
explicitly factors out the center of mass must be used. The Jacobi 
coordinates, R, X, and p, are used. These are given in Table 3.4 for 
three equal mass particles, along with their conjugate momenta, where 
p a -iV. The inverse transformations are also given. R is the center 
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Table 33. Coupling the irreps of space, spin, and isospin in the N 
and A to give an overall [3] irrep 
(1) (([2,1] ^ X [33^/2) [2,1] ^ X [2,1]',y2)[3] 
L J 
(2) ((131 , X [2,n|/2)(2,H , X [2,1iy^2)[31 
(3) (([2.11 ^ X [2,111/2)[2,1] , X [2,11^/2)[31 
- i [(-|211>^j211>j/ 2  4. |l21>^J121>;/2)^j211>';/2 
(4) (([l3] ^ X [2,1]j/2)[2,1] ^ X [2,1]''/2)[3] 
^ t-(|321>^,|l21>;/2)^,|211>Y/, . (|321>^J211>J/2)_^,|121>'V21 
(5) (([31 , X [3]i/2)[3] , X [31%/;)[31 
«l'"VI"'>WjJ'"="3/2l 
(6) (([2,11 , X [2,11J/2)[31 , X [3]%/2)t3] 
i [(I211X j211>j/2 + l'2'>^.l'21>;/2)j,|l''>S/2: 
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Table 3.4 The Jacob! coordinates, their conjugate 
momenta, and the inverse transforma­
tions for three, equal mass particles 
R ' V3(r, + r, + r,) 
. X = 1/»^(r^ + Tg - 2rj) 
p =  1 / /2 ( r^  -  r^)  
Pr = Pi + P2 + P3 
!x • * Ç2 • 
- Ç2' 
r^  = R + 1/1/5^ X + ^ / ^ / Z  p 
rg  = R + ^/^ X -  I / /2  p  
r^ = R - a/ZS" X 
Pi = 1/3 Pp + l/ZT P, + 1//2 P^ 
P, = 1/3 Pp + p, - I//2 P^ 
es = ÎR • 
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of mass and X and p are the internal coordinates. Note that under inter­
change of indices, R transforms as the 1111> basis function of the [3] 
irrep and X and p transform as the |211> and |121> basis functions of 
the [2,1] irrep, respectively. The center of mass frame is chosen, 
P|^ = 0, and the baryon is centered at the origin so that on the average, 
R = 0. Hence, 
L = !i + - Lx + Lp • 
Thus, when H is written in terms of the Jacobi variables, the terms 
involving only A, P., p, and P will be nonzero in (3.2). This implies 
that the space functions need to be given in terms of only \ and p. 
These Jacobi coordinates have the property that 
è I'l * "a * 
is transformed to 
Pr 1 2 2 
2%^+ 25 (Px + ' 
where = 3m. This shows that the mass of the u and d quarks, m, may 
be associated with the X and p variables. The complete set of space 
functions is then chosen to be the two-particle, harmonic oscillator 
functions in the X and p variables, where each particle has the same 
mass, m. These are the set of functions, coupled to total orbital 
angular momentum L, 
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A p 
0>1.2 L S \L^ - L I, L ^ + L , 
and M, = -L,-L+1, ..., L} (3.8) 
where the single particle, harmonic oscillator functions are given by 
(9.3) and (9.4). The inverse length parameter, 3, is the same for the 
X and p harmonic osci1 lator functions and 
3 = 1/b = /mw (3.9) 
where b is the length parameter of (9.3). By (9.1), these functions are 
eigenfunctions of 
(3.10) 
where to is the oscillator frequency, and 
"I'WpV'-V = »(2''x*S-^2lt^^L^-c3)|(NjL,N^L^)L,M^>.(3.Il) 
Thus, the excitation energy of ](N.L.N L)L,M,>, in units of w, is A A P P L 
2N. + L, + 2N + L . Under reflections, A A p p 
-X 
-P 
and since 
YL„(-r) - (-1) YL„(r) 
then 
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L,+L 
P.I<"xLxNpL,)L."L> = (-') " "KNjLJN L )L,H|_> . (3.12) 
Hence, the negative parity states have an odd number of units of excita­
tion energy and the positive parity have an even number. The basis is 
truncated by using all states with an excitation energy less than or 
equal to nto, where n is some finite integer. In this thesis, a 6w basis 
is used, but the 2w and 4w bases will be used also in order that the 
convergence of eigenvalues may be investigated as the size of the basis 
increases. Table 3*5 lists the 6w basis. The notation is 
lK,n> = [(N^L^,NpLp)L:E> 
where K is the index and two sets of indices are used, one for ir = -1 
and one for n = +1. The excitation energy, in units of to, is given by 
E = 2N, + L, + 2N + L . A X P P 
The next step is to extract the irreps, under interchange of 
indices 1, 2, and 3, from this set. The method given in Appendix B, 
utilizing the projection operators and the Gram-Schmit orthonormaliza-
tion procedure, will be used. Before doing this, the projection 
operators of Table 8.3 will be rewritten in a form which is easier to 
utilize. By Table 8.2, where X = |2U> and p = |l21>. 
(e) 
X 
P 
X 
P 
and 
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Table 3.5. The 6w basis of two-particle, harmonic oscillator states, 
[K,ir> = [(Nj^L^,NpLp)L:E> 
[!,+> [<0 0.0 0)0: 0> [91. +> [(0 0,2 2)2: 6> CI, -> - C(0 1 0 0)1:1> 
C2,+> [<1 0.0 0)0: 2> [92,+> ((2 2,0 0)2: 6> C2, -> • [(0 0 0 1)1:1> 
[3,+> [(0 0.1 0)0: 2> [93, +> C(0 1,2 1)2:6> C3, -> [(0 0 1 1)1:3> 
C4.+> [<0 1.0 1)0:2> [94, +> [(2 1,0 1>2:6> (4. -> [(1 1 0 0)1: 3> 
[5,+> [(0 1.0 1)1:2> [99,+> [(0 1, 1 3)2:6> [9. -> [(1 0 0 1)1:3> 
[6,+> [(0 2,0 0)2:2> [96. +> [(1 3,0 1)2:6> [6. -> [(0 1 1 0)1:3> 
t7.+> [<0 0.0 2)2:2> [97. +> [(1 0, 1 2)2:6> C7. -> [(0 2 0 1)1:3> 
C8.0 [(0 1.0 1)2:2> [98, *> C(1 2, 1 0)2:6> C8, -> [(0 1 0 2)1:3> 
C9.+> [(0 0,2 0)0:4> [99, +> (CO 2,2 0)2:6> 19, -> [(0 2 0 1)2:3> 
[10,+> [(2 0.0 0)0:4> [60,+> [(2 0.0 2)2:6> (10, -> (<0 1 0 2)2:3> 
[11,+> [(0 1,1 1 )0:4> [61, +> [(0 2, 1 2)2:6> [11, -> ((0 0 0 3)3: 3> 
[12. O [<1 1,0 1)0:4> [62,+> [<1 2,0 2)2:6> (12, -> [(0 3 0 0)3:3> 
[13,+> [<1 0,1 0)0: 4> [63, +> ((0 2,0 4)2:6> (13, -> [(0 2 0 1 )3:3> 
[14.+> [(0 2,0 2)0: 4> [64,+> [(0 4,0 2)2:6> (14, -> [(0 1 0 2)3:3> 
[19. 4> [<0 1,1 1)1:4> [69, +> [<1 1. 1 1)2:6> (19, -> [<0 0 2 1)1: 9> 
[16,+> [<1 1,0 1)1:4> [66, +> C(1 1,0 3)2:6> C16, -> (<2 1 0 0)1:9> 
[17.+> [<0 2,0 2)1: 4> [67, +> [(0 3,1 1)2:6> (17, -> [(0 1 2 0)1: 9> 
[18,+> [<0 0, 1 2)2:4> [68,+> ((0 3,0 3)2:6> (18, -> [(2 0 O 1)1:9> 
[19. O [<1 2,0 0)2:4> [69, +> ((O 1, 1 3)3: 6> (19, -> [(0 1 1 2)1:9) 
[20. +> [(0 1,1 1)2:4> [70,+> (d 3,0 1)3:6> (20, -> (d 2 0 1)1:9> 
C21.+> [(1 1,0 1)2:4> [71,+> ((0 2, 1 2)3:6> (21, -> (<1 0 1 1)1:9> 
[22. +> [<0 1,0 3)2:4> C72, +> ((1 2,0 2)3:6> (22, -> (d 1 1 0)1:9> 
[23.+> [(0 3,0 1)2:4> [73, +> ((0 2,0 4)3:6) (23, -> ((0 2 1 1)1:9> 
[24.+> [<1 0,0 2)2:4> [74,+> ((0 4,0 2)3:6> (24, -> ((1 1 0 2)1:9> 
[29. +> [<0 2,1 0)2:4> [79, •> (<1 1.0 3)3:6> (29, -> ((0 2 0 3)1:9> 
[26. +> [(0 2.0 2)2:4> [76, +> ((0 3, 1 1)3:6> (26, -> ((0 3 0 2)1:9> 
[27,+> [(0 1.0 3)3:4> [77, •> ((0 3,0 3)3:6> (271, -> (<0 1 1 2)2:9> 
[28, +> C(0 3.0 1)3:4> C7B, +> [(0 0. 1 4)4:6> (28. -> ((1 2 0 1)2:9> 
[29, +> [<0 2.0 2)3:4> [79,+> ((1 4.0 0)4:6> (29, -> ((0 2 1 1 )2: 9> 
[30, *> [(0 0,0 4)4:4> [80,+> [<0 1,1 3)4:6> (30, -> ((1 1 0 2)2: 9> 
[31,+> [<0 4,0 0)4:4> [81,+> [(1 3,0 1)4:6> (31, -> ((0 2 0 3)2: 9> 
[32,+> [<0 1,0 3)4:4> [82, *> ((0 1,0 9)4:6> (32, -> ((0 3 0 2)2: 9> 
[33, +> [<0 3,0 1)4:4> [83,+> [<0 9.0 1)4:6> (33, -> ((0 0 1 3)3: 9> 
[34,+> [(0 2,0 2)4:4> [84, +> [<1 0.0 4)4:6> (34. -> ((1 3 0 0)3: 9> 
[39,+> [(0 0,3 0)0:6> [89, +> [<0 4, 1 0)4:6> (39. -> [(0 1 1 2)3: 9> 
[36, +> [<3 0.0 0)0:6> [86, *> [<0 2, 1 2)4:6> (36. -> ((1 2 0 1)3: 9> 
[37,+> C<0 1,2 1)0:6> [87,+> [(1 2,0 2)4;6> (37, -> [<0 1 0 4)3:9> 
[38,+> [<2 1,0 1)0:6> [88,*> t t o  2,0 4)4:6> (38, -> [(O 4 o 1)3: 9> 
(39, +> [(1 0,2 0)0:6> [89, +> [<0 4.0 2)4:6> (39, -> ((1 0 0 3)3: 9> 
[40, +> [<2 0, 1 0)0:6> [90, +> [<1 1,0 3)4:6> (40, -> [(0 3 1 0)3: 9> 
[41, +> [<0 2,1 2)0:6> [91, •> [<0 3, 1 1)4:6> (41, -> [(0 2 1 1)3: 9> 
[42, +> [(1 2,0 2)0:6> [92, +> [<0 3,0 3)4:6> (42, -> ((1 1 0 2)3:9> 
[43, +> C<1 1, 1 1 )0:6> [93. +> (<0 1,0 9)9:6> (43, -> [<0 2 0 3)3: 9> 
[44.+> [<0 3,0 3)0:6> [94.•> [<0 9,0 1)9:6> (44, -> [(0 3 0 2)3:9> 
[49. +> C(0 1,2 1)1:6> [99. +> [(0 2,0 4)5:6> (49, -> ((0 1 0 4)4:9> 
[46. O C(2 1,0 1>1:6> (96, +> [(0 4,0 2)9:6> (46, -> [(0 4 0 1)4:9> 
[47,+> [(0 2,1 2)1:6> (97,+> ((0 3,0 3)9:6> (47, -> ((0 2 0 3)4:9> 
[48, +> [(1 2,0 2)1:6> (98, +> [(0 0,0 6)6:6> (48, -> [(0 3 0 2)4: 9> 
[49, +> [(1 1, 1 1)1:6> (99,•> ((0 6,0 0)6:6> (49, -> ((0 0 0 9)9: 9> 
[90.+> [(0 3.0 3)1:6> (100,+> [(0 1.0 9)6:6> (90. -> ((0 9 0 0)9:9> 
(101,+> [(0 9.0 1)6:6> (91, -> [<0 1 0 4)9: 9> 
[102,+> [(0 2.0 4)6:6> (92, -> ((0 4 0 1)9: 9> 
C103.+> ((0 4,0 2)6:6> (93. -> [(0 2 0 3)9:9> 
[104,+> ( < 0  3.0 3)6:6> (94. -> [ < 0  3 0 2)9: 9> 
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(12) 
\ 
P 
X 
-p 
Thus, because Y, _ (-p) = (-1) „ (p), 
X P P P 
1/2[(e) + (12)]|(N^L^N L )L,M^> = [(N^L^N L )L,Ml>, if L is even 
= 0 if L is odd 
P 
(3.13) 
and 
1/2[(e) - (l2)]|(N^L^NpLp)L,ML> = |(N^L^NpLp)L,ML>, if is odd 
=0 , if Lp is even 
(3.14) 
The operator l/2[(e) + (12)] projects out the functions of Table 3-5 with 
even and it will be denoted as P^. 1/2[(è) - (12)] projects out those 
0 
with odd L and it will be denoted as P . Note that under the subgroup 
P P 2 
S-, operating on indices 1 and 2 only, P^ and P^ are pj?^, and P^î 
^  P  P  L L J L L  
of Table 8.2, respectively. Then, because all elements of may be 
written as products of (e), (12), and (23) only, the projection operators 
of Table 8.3 may be written in terms of P^, P®, and (23). These are 
given in Table 3.6. The result of operating on the states with the (23) 
operator is needed next. By Table 8.2, 
(23) 
*x" '-1/2 " 
P /3/2 1/2 P 
(3.15) 
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Table 3.6. The S, projection operators of Table 
8.3 written in terms of P^, P®, and 
(23) P ^ 
p[3] 
111,111 
= 1/3{P^ + 2pE(23)pE} p p p 
p[2,1] 
211,211 = 2/3{P^ - pE(23)P^} p p p 
pl2,1] 
121,211 « 2//3{P°(23)P^} p p 
p[ i ' i  
321,321 
= 1/3{P° - 2P°(23)P°} p p p 
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and then, since the states of (3.8) are a complete set, one may write 
Xfy n 
A A p p 
X |(n^A^np&p)&,m^> , (3.16) 
where |(n.A.n & )&,m > are again the two-particle, harmonic oscillator A A P P X 
states of (3.8), depending on the variables X and p. The coefficients 
of the unitary transformation, <N^L^N L LM, In.A.n Z Zm.>, are Talmi 
A A p p L ' A A p p £ ' .  
brackets. The explicit form of these is derived in Appendix C and given 
by (9.22), where -a = d = 1/2 and b = c = /3/2. By (9.l6)-(9.19), the 
Talmi brackets are zero unless 
L = & 
\ " '"Z ' 
+ Lx + 2Np + Lp = 2n^ + + 2% + % ' 
and 
L.+L &.+& 
(-1) ^ P = (-1) ^ P 
Thus, (23)1(N.L.N L)L,M,> is a linear combination of l(n.&.n A )A,m.>, A  A  P  P  L  A A P P X R  
all having the same excitation energy and, hence, the same parity, as 
Then, the space irreps are generated from the states of Table 
3.5 by using the following steps. 
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(1) For each L and E values, take the set from Table 3.5, 
F = {[K,Tr> . = [(NLL.,N L )L:E>: al 1 N, ,L. ,N , and L 
A A p p  A  A  p  p  
for fixed L and E} , 
and apply each projection operator of Table 3.6 to each state 
in F. This gives the set 
G = {P^ ^[K ,Tr>: all [K,ir> in F and all , 
each element being a linear combination of the states in F. 
(2) As detailed in Appendix C, take each of the four sets 
G(j;k) = {P^ ^[K,ir>: all [K,Tr> in F where Pj^ j^[K,Tr> 3* 0} 
and apply the Gram-Schmit orthonormalization procedure to each 
of the four sets. The orthonormal set extracted from G(J;k) 
will be the |k> basis functions of the j irrep. The total 
number of |k> in the j irrep, extracted in this manner, equals 
the number of occurrences of the irrep j in the set F. Note 
that this amounts to applying a unitary transformation to F 
and, hence, the number of states in F must equal the resulting 
number of orthonormal, basis functions. 
(3) Repeat for the next values of L and E until all the states in 
Table 3.5 have been exhausted. 
As an example, we will generate the basis functions from the set 
of states In Table 3.5 with L = E = 4, 
[30,+> 
[31,+> 
F = [32,+> 
[33,+> 
[34,+> 
Using (3.16) and (9.22), 
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(23)F = 1 1? 
1 9 2^ 6/3 3»^ 
9 1 -6/3 -2/3 3/5" 
2/3 -6/3 806/2 
6/3 -2/3 0 8 -6/2 
3/5* 3/5* 6v^ -6/2 -2 
(3.17) 
Then, by using (3.13), (3.14), and (3.17), it may be shown that 
and 
,[3] 
111,111 
F = 
F 
, [2 ,1]  
211,211 
F = 
p [2 ,1 ]  p  
'^121,2ir 
3 3 0 0 /5" 
3 3 ^ 
0 
0 
/5" /§• 0 0 2 
F 
1 
5 -3 
-3 5 
0 
0 
-/F -/F 0 0 
0 0 ~/5" 
-/g-
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 0 
1 3 
-3 -1 
0 
0 
^ /£ 0 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
^321,32r 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
(3.21) 
where any element not given explicitly in the 5x5 matrices is assumed 
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to be zero. By (3.21), the [1^] irrep does not occur in F. Applying 
the Gram-Schmit procedure, operating first on row one, then row two, 
etc., gives. 
1 
¥ 
for (3.18), 
1 
20 
y/U r/6 0 0 2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
5/To -3/ÏÔ 0 0 -2/ÎÎ 
0 4/10" 0 0 -4/ÏT 
0 
0 
0 
for (3.19), and 
1 
10 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
/ÏÔ 3/ÏCr 0 
-3/10" /ÏÔ 0 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
for (3.20). From (3.22), there is one occurrence of the [31 irrep and 
its basis function is 
|lll,l> = l/4[/E'[30,+> + /6'[3l,+> + 2[34,+>] 
From (3.23) and (3.24), there are two occurrences of the [2,1] irrep. 
In the first occurrence. 
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|211,1> = 1/20[5/ÏÔ[30,+> - 3/fÔ[31,+> - 2/T5[34,+>] 
|121,1> = 1/10[/ÏÔ'[32,+> + 3/ÏÔ[33,+>] 
and in the second, 
|211,2> = 1/20[4/TÔ[31,+> - 4/ÎÎ[34,+>] 
|121,2> = 1/10[-3/ÏÔ[32,+> + /ÎÔ[33,+>] 
Note that instead of applying the Gram-Schmit procedure to (3.20), the 
[2 11 |121> functions could have been found from (3.23) by using 2II S'nce 
= |i2i,i> . (3.25) 
In the computer program which performs the task of extracting the Sg 
irreps, the method shown in the above example is used for computing the 
|121> functions, not (3.25). This is because (3.25) uses the numerically 
generated matrix of Talmi brackets in (3.17) two times in computing 
|121>, first in finding the |211,i> functions and then in determining 
r 2 1 *1 
Pjgj 211Since this matrix involves more computer round-off 
error than the Gram-Schmit procedure, the method shown in the example, 
which uses the matrix only once to compute the |121> functions, is used. 
The lengthy table of the Irreps, extracted from the states of 
Table 3.5, is given in Appendix D, Table 10.1. The notation used is 
[ma,ir> = [k,i:E,L> = % C%/'[K,n> , 
K ^ 
where m is the index and two sets of indices are used, one for n = +1 
and one for ir = t1. The label a differentiates the two basis functions 
of the [2,1] irrep; a = a for the |211> function and a = b for the 
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|l21>. The label k is the basis function label and i labels the 
irrep occurrence for one set of L and E values. The [K,'ir> are the states 
k i 
of Table 3.5 and the C|^' are the coefficients of the unitary 
transformation. 
These irreps are then used to generate the different sets of 
basis functions. Each set will consist of all possible functions with 
the same T values (1/2 for N, 3/2 for A) and the same values such 
that the space-spin-isospin function is overall symmetric. The sets 
will then be labeled by N J* or 6 for the various values. Thus, one 
set of basis functions consists of the two spin irreps of Table 3.2, the 
isospin irrep of Table 3*1 with isospin T, and all the space irreps, 
with parity ir, of Table 10.1, which may be coupled to a symmetric func­
tion using the rules of Table 33, and which may be coupled to total 
angular momentum J. As an example, we will give the basis of states for 
the N 1/2* resonances for E 6 2. If S = 3/2, then = 1* and 2* and 
the space irrep must be [2,1]. The only function in Table 10.1 satis­
fying this is [6,+>. If S » 1/2, then = 0* and 1* and the space 
irreps may be [3], [2,1], or [1^]. The functions satisfying this are 
[1,+>, [2,+>, [3»+>, and [4,+>. The five states are then, in the nota­
t i o n  o f  T a b l e  3 3 ,  
|t> - •^tC[1,+>,.|2ll>j. ) |2!l>"„ + ((l,t> |12)>j. ) ^ 
/2 0 1/2 0 1/2 
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|2> = ^ [([2,+> ) |211>' + ([2,+> 1121>' ) + 
/Î 0 ' 1/2 ' 0 ' 1/2 
X |121>';/2] (2} 
|3> = - Y [(-[3a,+>^+|211>|/2 + [3b,+>Q+|l21>i/2\/2+|2">l'/2 
+ ([3a,+>^+|l21>j/2 + [3b,+>g+|211>{/2)^/2+l'21>Y/2] ^3) 
|4> = -L [-([4,+> +|121>;. ) +|211>". + ([4,+> +|2ii>;/2) + 
vT 1 1/2 1 1/2 
X |l21>Y/2] {4} 
and 
15> = l([6a.+> ^ll11>'/2) +|211>"/ + ([6b,+> +|l11>l/2) + 
i/2 2 1/2 2 1/2 
X |l21>Y/2] {1} , 
where the number in brackets refers to the coupling rule in Table 33 
which was used. Diagonalizing H in this basis then gives an approxima­
tion for the five lowest energy eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvec­
tors of the N 1/2* resonances of H. Table 10.2 lists all the 6u) bases 
for the N and A, where J may be 1/2, 3/2, ..., 15/2 for TT = +1 and J 
may be 1/2, 3/2, 13/2 for n = -1. The notation used in Table 10.2 
is [l> = l([m,Tr>,[ S > ) w h e r e  I  i s  t h e  i n d e x  f o r  o n e  s e t  o f  J ,  ir, 
and T and [m,Tr> is the space irrep of Table 10.1. The label S is the 
total spin, where [1/2> is the [2,1] irrep and [3/2> is the [3] irrep. 
Similarly, [T> = [1/2> and [T> = [3/2> are the [2,1] and [3] irreps, 
respectively. In this notation, the five previous N 1/2* states are 
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|1> = [([1,+>,[1/2»1/2>[1/2> 
|2> = [([2,+>,[1/2»1/2>[l/2> 
l3> = [([3,+>,[1/2»1/2>[1/2> 
|4> = [([4,+>,[1/2»1/2>[1/2> 
|5> = [([6,+>,[3/2»1/2>[1/2> 
This is a shorthand notation, but the coupling rule of Table 33 which 
has been used to give the overall symmetric function may be inferred 
once the irrep label of [m,ir> is found from Table 10.1. 
and 
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IV. THE PROCESSING OF THE HAMILTONIAN 
In this chapter, the diagonalization of H will be discussed. This 
diagonalization is done in a truncated basis and yields approximate 
eigenvectors and eigenvalues of H. Also, magnetic moments and charge 
radii will be calculated for the lowest energy N 1/2* and A 3/2* states. 
To accomplish this, formulas for the matrix elements of H, the magnetic 
moment operator and the charge radius operator, are needed. 
By using Tables 3.1-3.3, 3.5 and 10.1-10.2, we may write a basis 
state for the N or A J* resonances as 
p p^12 '^12  
X  . (4.1) 
Here, |[(N^L^NpLp)L(S^2)S]JM> denotes the angular momentum coupled state 
|[|(N^L^NpLp)L>|(S^2)S>]JM> and B(n; N^L^NpLpS^gT^g) is a coefficient in 
the sum over the space-spin-isospin states. In the sum, 2N^ + 
+ 2N + L is fixed, L. + L is even if ir • +1, and + L is odd if P P A p  X p 
ir = -1. As an example, we will write state [2> in the N 1/2* basis in 
this manner. Table 10.2 gives the form of thîs state as 
[2> = I([2,+>,[1/2»1/2>n/2> 
and Tables 10.1 and 3.5 give the state [2,+> in the X and p variables as 
[2,+> = 1/VI [|(10,00)0> + |(00,10)0>] 
where [2,+> is a [31 irrep. Using the second coupling rule of Table 3.3 
and the form of the spin and isospin functions from Tables 3 1-3.2, we 
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find 
[2> = t/2[l[(l0,00)0(t)l/2]1/2,M>l(l)1/2,M^> + 1[(00,10)0(1)1/2] 
X 1/2,K>1(1)1/2,M^> + 11(10,00)0(0)1/211/2,M>1(0)1/2,M^> 
+ I[(00,10)0(0)1/2]1/2,M>|(0)1/2,M^>] 
which is the form desired. By using (4.1), we may write the matrix 
element of an operator, 0, between two basis states, and as 
= I B(m; N{L;N;L;S.2?j2) I B(n; N,L, 
x <(Tj2)T,Mj<I(N;[4N'U)L'(S|2)S']JMl 
X Ô|[(N^L^NpLp)L(S^2)S]JM>|(T^2)T,M^> . (4.2) 
Thus, only the fundamental matrix elements on the right hand side of 
(4.2) need to be calculated in order to find <t|<^lo|t|)^>. 
A. Matrix Elements of the Hamiltonian 
By exploiting the property that the basis functions are symmetric 
in the combined space, spin, and isospin variables, the matrix elements 
of H may be greatly simplified. If 
2 4 
T, - ^ . 
2m 8m 
then 
•^ml ?'•'l " <1C„|(13)I(13)T,(13)1(13) U„> + <»„l(23)[(23)Tj(23)l 
• • (4 3) 
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Also, if 
"ij 
then similarly 
" i j I V  •  3 < * m l V , 2 t V  (4.4) 
Thus, only matrix elements of and need to be calculated. Physi­
cally, this means that since the u and d are identical particles in 
this model, all quarks must have equal kinetic energy matrix elements in 
an N or A resonance and the potential energy matrix elements between any 
two quarks must be equal. Results similar to (4.3) will be shown for 
other operators. Then, in terms' of the Jacobi coordinates of Table 3.4, 
where we have set R = P_ = 0, 
(4.5) 
3V,~ - 2/2 kp (4.6) 
and 
3V^2^ « -v^ Ogp ^ + Darwin + Fermi-contact + spin-orbi t + tensor-force . 
We have defined the terms in (4.7) as 
Darwin y 2 + p • (p • PJPJ + I CPj + (p • P.)2)] , (4.8) 
2/2 m^p P "P 3 ^ 
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O Q 
Fermi-contact = s-S (p) (1 + y s « s_) , (4.9) 
^ m - i -1 -z 
spin-orbit = [3P * S,, +-I-P ^(P x P. ) • (s, - s,)] ,(4.10) 
2v^ m^ /3 
and 
tensor-force = stt t3(s, • p) (s, • p) - s, • s,] , (4.11) 
1/2 m p^ -
In analogy with (2.6)-(2.9). Using (3.3) and the fact that H contains 
no isospin operators, we may show that 
<(T]2)T,M^l<[(N{4N^M)L'(Sj2)S']JMlHl[(Nj^L^NpLp)L(S,2^S]JM>|(T^2)'^'V 
(4.12) 
which further simplifies the matrix elements of H. The reduced matrix 
element in (4.12) will also be denoted in a shorthand notation as 
<[L'S']J||H||[LS]J> 
in this chapter. 
Next, we define a very useful function and determine its general 
2 formula. This function is defined as the integral over r dr of the 
radial parts of two harmonic oscillator functions multiplied by the mth 
power of r. This is the type of integral left in the matrix elements 
after integrating over the spin, isospin, and angular variables. By 
(9.3), this integral Is 
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R(N'L',NL; m) = dr 
where g has been set equal to one and 
= [2N!/r(N + L + 3/2)]1/2 
Substituting (9.4) for the Laguerre polynomials and integrating, we find 
«(N'L'.NL; m) . ; r ( N ' - 3 / 2 ) r ( N ^ L . 3 / 2 )  ,  ^  ( . „ K ' + K  
" K'=0 K=0 
X ( N' ), N ) r(P + K' + K+3/2) (f. ,3) 
* \ K' K ' riK' +L' +3/2)r(K+L + 3/2) ' ^ 
where P = 1/2(m + L + L'). Note that by the orthonormality of the 
single particle, harmonic oscillator functions, 
R(N'L,NL; 0) = S^'N 
1 2 First, we solve for the matrix element of the — P. term in 3T- of 
m A j 
Eq. (4.5). This is a tensor of rank zero in the X variable and, hence, 
the reduced matrix element 
1 2 
must be found in order to determine the matrix element of — P, as 
m X 
specified by (4.12). By applying (11.13) and (7 30) to this reduced 
matrix element, we have 
n NJ+N. r -
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11 
where g is inserted to maintain the proper units. The recurrence 
relation (20) 
XLJ(X ) = -(N+1)LJ^,(X ) + (2N + A+1)LJ(X ) - (N + A)LJ_,(X ) , (4.l4) 
as applied to a single particle, harmonic oscillator function in (9.3), 
yields, 
r^3^lNLM> = -/(N+1)(N+L+3/2) |N+1,LM> + (2N + L + 3/2) |NLM> 
-•N(N+L+1/2) |N-1,LM> , (4.15) 
Thus, one may easily show that 
•  6 ^ - 4 ^ 3 / 2 )  H .  ( 2 " ,  +  L ,  +  3 / 2 ) » M , M ^  
After we apply (7.33) to (4.12) to extract the reduced matrix element 
depending on the angular momentum coupled space variables X and p and 
then that in (4.16) depending on the X variable only, the matrix element 
1 2 
of — P, becomes 
m A 
; "'tI 2T, j's • S^Sj jS, L\;L/NJN^\j;4>"="i'-X 11"^ 1 "xY 
' (/fivmiwiTzr „-n + (2"i+L%+3/2) V, 
A  A  A  A  
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if 
The term in 3T^ is processed in a similar manner and (4.15) is used 
to find r''3^lNLM>= r^e^(rV InLM» . The result is 
X ('( V» t"l«) I("x+L^+S/Z) « 2 
* /IVmiWÏTÎT I4N, + 2L, + 5)6*._M +, 
* . 4. /iÇnwW 
X («N,^24^1)« , 4. '^(«j-I)(HJ-4+I/2)(M,U,-V2) 6 J.) 
A  A  A  A  
(A.18) 
The linear confinement term of (4.6) is a tensor of rank zero in 
the p variable. As with the calculation of (4.17), (7-33) is used to 
extract the reduced matrix element depending on the coupled X and p 
variables and then that depending on p only. This gives the matrix 
element of 3V^^ in (4.12) as 
(4.19) 
where (4.13) has been used to define the radial integration. Similarly, 
the matrix element of the nonrelativistic term in Eq. (4.8), is 
found to be 
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-/2 
Solving for the matrix element of the Darwin term of (4.8) is dif­
ficult and the operator needs to be rewritten before doing this. Using 
(7.29) as a guide, we may show that 
'-Cp * p - k - Pp)Pp) * y " [x'z - k - pl; +(P))) 
(4.21) 
This is a tensor of rank zero in the coupled X and p variables. Hence, 
by applying (7.33). the matrix element of this term, as specified in 
(4.12), has the form 
^j2T,/s'S«SjjS,/L'L'<"'x4W'-l I"'™'"! ICXWP'^ • (4.22) 
The first term in (4.21), which will be denoted D1, may be written as 
" d? """'p • '"''p ' ^ 
This is a tensor of rank zero in the p variable. By applying (7.33) to 
(4.22), we find the matrix element of D1 to have the form 
.  (4 .24)  
Examining (4.16), we see that 
P^|NLM> - ef(/(N+1 ) lN+L+3/2) |N+1 ,LM> + {2N + L + 3/2) \NLH> 
+ •N(N+L+1/2) |N-1,LM» . (4.25) 
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Applying this and (4.13) to (4.24), we find the matrix element of the 
first term in D1 to be 
" "fap-V-'-p'' + (2"p + Lp + -1) 
+ •Np(Np+Lp+1/2) R(NMLp,Np-1,Lp; -1)} . (4,26) 
The matrix element of the second term in D1 is easily found by applying 
(7.4) and (4.13) to (4.24). The result is 
(4.27) 
The matrix element of the third term in D1 is determined for two cases, 
L > 0 and L = 0. If L > 0, the differential relation (20) 
P P P 
x ^ L^(x) = NL^(x) - (N + A)L^_,(x) (4.28) 
and the recurrence relation In (4.14) may be used to write 
" i iNp'-pV ' 'Y w 
= /(Np+1)(N,+lp+3/2, |N,+I.L,Mp> - 3/2 
- 'NptMp+Lp+'/Z' IV'SV ' 
2 
where y = p . Using this and (4.13), we find the matrix element for 
L > 0 to be 
P 
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" -3' -3/2 R(N;L,.",Lp: -3) 
-  /N (N +L +1/2)  R(N'L ,N -1 ,L ;  -3)}  •  (4 .29)  
P P P P P P P 
If Lp = 0, we must use a different method since R(N'L,NL; -3) is 
undefined for L = 0. In this case, we operate with 
-  f  =  2 # .  p 9p W 
on the radial part of |NpLpMp>, where the angular part is Yqq(P ). The 
result is written as a sum over the radial parts of harmonic oscillator 
functions, multiplied by Yqq(P), In order that (4.13) may be used. From 
this procedure, we find the matrix element for = 0 as 
Np 
+ 2[N l r (N +3/2)]1/2  f  •r (2K -l/2)  ( -1)*  
P P K«1 
X  [ r (K+3/2)(K-l ) ! (Np-K)!]"^R(N^,0 ,0 ,2K-2;  -1)}  .  (4.30)  
The second term In (4 .21)  is denoted D2.  This operator Is the scalar 
product of a second rank tensor In the X variable with one in the p 
variable. Thus, from (7.34) applied to (4.22), we find 
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c L'+L -L ^ ^ 
^ (-1) ^ L'L' W(LL'L L'; 2L) 
^^2 ^ P A X p p m 
'•<"i4llt!x''!xi2ll"x'-xXN;i.;ii»-'(pxpi2i|N^L^> , C.SI) 
where F = /2F+1 for a quantum number F. By using (11.13), we may write 
the X-space reduced matrix element as 
N'+N,+L.  L.+Li  
<N'L'l|[P,xP,]JlN,L,> = (-1) A ^ (I) ^ A X X'''_X „X^2" X X 
X  P <N;Lj[| IX^EXxXlgl |N^L^> . (4.32) 
From (7.22) and (7.15), we may show that 
[rxrlg^ = (Stt/IS)^^^ Y2^(Ô . (4.33) 
Substituting this in (4.31) and (4.32), using (7.16) to perform the 
integrations over X and p, and using (4.13), we find the matrix element 
of D2 in (4.22) to be 
a.e^ . . N'+N,+1/2(LJ+L,)+L -L 
i;?7 
x C(L,2L'; 000)C(L 2L'; 000)W(L^UL L'; 2L) A A  P P  A  A  P  P  
" • (4-34) 
The third term in (4.21) is denoted D3. This operator is the product of 
a zeroth rank tensor in the X variable with one in the p variable. From 
(7.34) applied to (4.22), the matrix element of D3 has the form 
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By applying (4.25) to the X-space matrix element and (4.13) to the 
p-space matrix element, we find the matrix element of D3 to be 
X (/(N^+1) (N^+L^+3/2) + +3/2)5^^^^ 
+ >^^(^1/2) 6,. , i) . (4.35) 
The sum of (4.26), (4.27), (4.29) for > 0, (4.30) for = 0, (4.34), 
and (4.35) gives the full matrix element of the Darwin term. 
The Fermi-contact term of (4.9) is the product of a zeroth rank 
tensor in the p variable with one in the variable. From (7.34) and 
(7 33), we find the matrix element to have the form 
TO-
X <N;Lp||63(p) I lNpLpXS,2l h + J ' l2\\^n> ' (4.36) 
where (7.13) has been used to reverse the X and p angular momentum 
L 
coupling. Because p = 0 in the matrix element, the p factor in 
In L M > in (9.3) implies that <N'L | l6^Xp)l |N L > Is zero unless L = 0. P P P  p  p  '  '  .  '  '  p  p  p  
In spherical coordinates (21), 
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Hence, the angular momentum constraints imply that if = 0 in (4.36), 
then L « 0 in (4.37)• From (9.3) and (9.4). we find the p-space matrix 
element to be 
, ,  ,  , ,  ,  r ( N ' + 3 / 2 ) r ( N  + 3 / 2 )  
<N;Lp||«'(p)l|N^Lp> = «L ,0 263. ( ' l" ) .(<..38) 
P P P 
Using (3.7), one may show that 
l \ ' l z  "  1 / 2 ( 5 , 2  -  s ,  S g )  
Substituting this and applying (7.4), we find the S^g-space matrix 
element to be 
"^izl !l * !2l 1^12^ " "*S,2,0 * & *S,2,1 ' (4.39) 
By substituting (4.38) and (4.39) into (4,36), the matrix element of the 
Fermi-contact term is determined to be 
/2 a.g 3 
r(N'+3/2)r(N +3/2) 
X ( " NMNp!^ ) ^"*S,2,0 * 3 *5,2,1^ ' *0) 
Let us denote the first term in the spin-orbit operator of (4.10) 
SOI; that is 
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This is the scalar product of a first rank tensor in the p  variable with 
one in the variable. Equations (7.34) and (7.33) then set the form 
of the matrix element of SOI as 
30e L.+L'-L+L'+S+S*+S,q-J+3/2 
2v^m^ ^12^12 VX VX 
X ULL'SS'S^g W(LL'SS'; 1J)W(LpULL'; IL^jWfS^gSjgSS'; 1,1/2) 
* • (4-4') 
where (7.13) has been used to reverse the \ and p coupling. By applying 
(7 31) to each reduced matrix element in (4.4l) and using (4.13), we 
find the matrix element of SOI to be 
3/3 L+L -L+L'+S+S'-J+1/2 
X /L (L +1) L LL'SS' W(L L LL'; 1L.)W(11SS'; 1,1/2)W(LL'SS'; 1J) 
P P P P P A 
X R(N^Lp,NpLp; -3) . (4.42) 
The second term in (4.10) is denoted S02 and this may be written in the 
form 
•<*_ _2 A 
S02 . (p [P. xp] . [SG -sJJ 
2/3 m - -Z -1 1 
by using (7.28) to write the cross product as a coupled tensor. From 
(7.34), (7.32), and (7.33), we find the matrix element of S02 to have 
the form 
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îa. L'+S+S'+S,--J+1/2 
—I (6_, ^ ) (-1) UL'LL'SS'S' W(LL'SS'; IJ) 
2m ^12^12 ^ P 
••X "-p L 
X W(Si2S;2SS'; 1,1/2) ^ 1 1 1 
4 K 
«<"À4nPjl|Nj4XN'L;l|p-2;||N^L^XS;j||s2-s,||S,2> . W.i.3) 
By using (11.13), we may write the A-space matrix element as 
N.+NJ+L^ L.+LJ , 
<''x4ll^xll^x4> = (-1) (!) ^ r<N'4llAXl|Nj^Lj^> . (4.44) 
Then we use (7.22), (7.15), and the two recurrence relations (20) 
lJ = L;« - Ljt; W.45) 
and 
xL^(x) = (N + A)L^ ^(x) - (N+l)L^^|(x) (4.46) 
on the right hand side of (4.44) to show that 
^^xLxl|P%||N%L^> = . (/C4+I) CN^+L^+3/2) «L» L +1 
À A A A 
+ /(L^+1)N^ + ^^xlN%+1) ®Nj^,N^+1 
By using (7.22), (7.16), and (4.13), we find the p-space matrix element 
to be 
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<NiL;||p"^p||N^lp> = 000) RlN^L'.N^L^; -2) . (4.48) 
P 
Then, applying (7.33) to the S^g'space matrix element and using (7.13) to 
reverse the s^ and s^ coupling in <S|2l IS2I [S^^, we find 
<S;j||sj-s,||S,j> . (-1)'"^' • «•"S' 
Substituting (4.47), (4.48), and (4,49) into (4.43), we find the matrix 
element of S02 to be 
(6^, 6 5, ) (.i)L'+(S+S'+1/2-J) 111,11, C(L 1L'; 000) 
2m^ '12'12 "12'"12' 
x W ( L L ' S S ' ;  1 J ) W ( S ^ 2 S j 2 S S ' ;  1 , 1 / 2 )  <  
h  "-p '• 
1 1 1 f RfN^L^'NpLp: -2) 
X  (/(L^+l) (N^+L^+3/2) * ALJ^+1)N^ *NHyN^-1*L^,L^t1 
+ /L^(N^+1) ^Nj[,N^+1^Lj[,L^-1 * *NjN^*L^,L^-l) 
(4.50) 
Then, the full matrix element of the spin-orbit term is the sum of (4.42) 
and (4.50). 
The last term in H is the tensor-force operator of (4.12), which we 
may write in coupled tensor notation as 
3®c " 
tensor-force = , (p ^Ipxp]- » Is xs ] ) 14.51) 
^  m  z z 
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by using (7.29). This is the scalar product of a second rank tensor in 
the p variable with one in the variable. Hence, by applying (7-34) 
and (7.33), we find the matrix element of the tensor-force operator to 
have the form 
A A A A A A 3a- L.+L'-L+L'+S+S'+S.,-J-1/2 
X WCLL'SS'; 2J)W(LpL^LL'; 2L%)WCS,2Sj2SS'; 2,1/2) 
X <NJU 1 xJljl iNpLpXSj^l lis, X Sg],! |S,2> ' (4-52) 
where (7.13) has been used to reverse the X and p coupling. By applying 
14.33), (7-16), and (A.13) to the p-space matrix element, we find 
= $3/1 ^ca^ZL^; 000)R(N'L;.N^Lp; -3) . 
^ (4.53) 
Equation (7.32) applied to the S^g'space matrix element yields 
^^l2"^!l *!2^2'^^12^ ' "5^ ^^12^12^^12'^ ' 
Substituting (4.53) and (4.54) into (4.52), we find the matrix element 
of the tensor-force term to be 
/Ï5 L +L +L+L'+S+S'-J+1/2 
X  C LL'SS' C(L 2L'; 000)W(LL«SS'; 2J)W(L L'LL'; 2L,) P  P  P  p  P  A  
x  W d i S S ' ;  2 , 1 / 2 ) R ( N ^ U , N p L p ;  - 3 )  .  ( 4 . 5 5 )  
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The matrix element of H in (4.13) Is the sum of (4.17)-(4.20), 
(4.26)-(4.27), (4.29) for > 0, (4.30) for = 0, (4.34)-(4.35), 
(4.40), (4.42), (4.50), and (4.55). The matrix element of H between two 
basis functions is the sum over these more fundamental matrix elements 
as specified by (4.2). 
B. Matrix Elements of the Magnetic Moment 
and Charge Radius Operators 
After diagonalizing H, the magnetic moments and root mean square 
charge radii of the different charge states of the lowest lying N 1/2^ 
and A 3/2* levels will be determined. If |JM,TM_^> is the eigenvector of 
an N or 6 resonance, then the resonance's magnetic moment is defined 
as 
y = <JJ,TM^ I I W;(^; Q + S. g) IJJ,TM^> 
As assumed in Chapter II, n. = eQ./2m is the intrinsic magnetic moment of 
the ith quark. Here, 1. ^ and s. . are the z-component of the ith I f "  I f "  
quark's orbital and spin angular momentum, respectively. Magnetic 
moments are measured in units of nuclear magnetons, 
= e/2Mp , 
where 
= 938.2 MeV 
P 
is the p mass. Thus, in units of 
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Mp 
^ Q,U. q + 25. q)|JJ,TM,> . (4.56) 
The mean square charge radius is defined as 
rq = I I Qj r^|JM,TM^> (4.57) 
and the root mean square (rms) charge radius is then 
•"q = / KqI , (4.58) 
2 
where the sign of r^ is taken to be the sign of r^. In terms of isospin 
operators, we may write 
Q. =  (? .  0  + 1/6)  ,  (4 .59)  I I 
where Tj q is the z-component of the ith quark's isospin, by using 
Table 1.1 for the u and d quarks. Substituting (4.59) into (4.56) and 
(4.57), invoking the symmetry property of the basis states used in 
deriving (4.4), and using the Jacobi coordinates of Table 3^4, we find 
y = (3x3 Q + i  )( I + 2S j^q)1JJ ,TM^> (4.60) 
and 
- <JM,tM^1(3t3 0 + J )( I X^)|JM,T M^> . (4.6l) 
The eigenvector of a resonance is given generally as 
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where the are the basis states in an N or A set of Table 10.2. 
Thus, the expectation value of an operator 0 is 
= I 4 e^<,|,^|Ô|,{,^> , (4.62) 
where is given by (4.2). By determining the fundamental 
matrix elements of 0 on the right hand side of (4.2) and performing the 
summations specified in (4.2) and (4.62), we find the expectation value 
of 0. Hence, we need to determine the magnetic moment matrix element, 
<{Tj2)TMj<[L'S']JJ l-f (3T3 „ + 2S3 „)|[LS1JJ>|(t,j)TM^> , 
(11.63) 
and the charge radius matrix element, 
<(t|2)tM^|<[L'S'1JM|(3t3 Q+i )( I A^)|[LS]JM>1(t^PtM^> . (4.64) 
Before doing this, we must find the isospin matrix element 
<(T|2)t'»M^1(3T3 0 + 1/2) 1(t^2)^»V 
(4.65) 
Inverting the coupling of "^3 by using (7.13) and applying (7.33) 
we find 
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.  T  - + T -1/2 ^ 
= 2 ^T '  T  *M'M [("*) 3 * ^  TC(T1T '; M OM ) 
^  ^ 1 2 ^ 1 2  " T  T  ^  ^  
X  W(1/2,1/2, T T ' ;  i T^g) + 5 ^ ^ , ]  , (4.66) 
where (7.31) has also been used. The matrix element in (4.66) will be 
denoted ?',?). In Table 4.1, a list of the values of T needed 
in this thesis is given. Note that T(T^2»M^Î  ?,?') = ^(^12'^?' ?',?). 
Using this definition of T and applying (7.30) and (7.33) to (4.63), we 
find the magnetic moment matrix element to be 
M 
lTr^^^12*'^T' t,t)C6si s Ail ^ N'N ^L'i/N'N f /j^T 
I Z i Z  P P  P P  A A  A  A  
» »» . L.+L +L+L'+S-J 
X L^LL'J (-1) ^ P W(LL'JJ; 1S)W(L^L^LL'; IL^) 
L+S,,+S+S'+J+l/2 
_ /—Ï— < v ^  „ b.v (-1) 
X  W(SS'JJ; 1L)W(1/2,1/2,SS'; 1S^2^] , (4.67) 
where (7.31) has been used to determine <N^Lj^| |L^| and 
<SgI|sgI|sg> and (7.13) was used to reverse the angular momentum 
couplings in the matrix element depending on the spin variables. By 
applying (7.30) and (7.33) to (4.64), we find the matrix element of the 
charge radius operator to be 
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Table 4.1. Values of T(ti2»M^; where T is de­
fined by Eq. (4.60) 
T,« M T' T T 
1 1/2 1/2 1/2 0 
1 1/2 3/2 1/2 
0 1/2 1/2 1/2 2 
1 -1/2 1/2 1/2 1 
1 -1/2 3/2 1/2 "/Ï 
0 -1/2 1/2 1/2 -1 
1 3/2 3/2 3/2 2 
1 1/2 3/2 3/2 1 
1 -1/2 3/2 3/2 0 
1 -3/2 3/2 3/2 -1 
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(4.68) 
where (4.15) has been used to determine Thus, (4.6?) 
and (4.68) used with (4.2) and (4.62) give the magnetic moment and mean 
square charge radius, respectively. 
C. Diagonalization of the Hamiltonian and Results 
Before diagonalizing H, we perform a few, simple calculations to 
give a rough idea of what the parameters, m, o^, k, and B, may be for 
the 6u) basis and how they may be determined. Let us restrict ourselves 
to a Ou) basis. By Table 10.2, this means that only the state = £!> 
in the N 1/2* basis and the state = [1> in the A 3/2* basis are 
used. In these states, the X and p oscillators are in the ground state. 
In this basis, the N(939) 1/2* and A(1232) 3/2* are the only resonances 
which can be described. We define the resonant masses as 
Then by using the previously derived matrix elements, we find that 
939 -
and 
1232 = <%A|H|*A> 
939 = 3m + 1.5 - 0.625 + 3.192 - 1.596 
- 0.3989 (4.69) 
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and 
1232 = 3m + 1.5 bV - 0.625 sV^ + 3.192 kg'1 - 1.596 «gg 
+ 0.1330 (4.70) 
Also, the p rms charge radius is 
Vp '  ®"' W 7" 
and the p magnetic moment is 
Mp 938.2 
"p ° -s- • -nr- • (4.72) 
Note that in the notation of (4.1), 
jil,^ = 1/V5'[|[(00,00)0(1)1/2]1/2,M>|(1)1/2,M^> 
+ I[(00,00)0(0)1/2]1/2,M>|Co)1/2,M^>] 
and 
|$^> = l[(00,00)0Cl)3/2]3/2,M>l(1)3/2,M^> 
where = 1/2 in for the p. Experimentally, rQ_p = 0.88 F = 
(224 MeV) \ where Rc = 197 MeV - F = 1, and » 2.793. Fitting the 
theoretical values of (4.69)-(4,72) exactly with the experimental values 
gives 
m = 336 MeV , 
g = 224 MeV 
Gg = 5.53 , 
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and 
k - 1.37 X 10^ MeV^ 
In this calculation, fixed the quark mass, r^_p fixed the inverse 
length parameter, the mass difference A(1232) - N(939) fixed a^, and 
then N(939) fixed k. These parameters then predict that for the n, 
with = -1/2, 
y = -2/3(M /m) = -1.862 
n p 
and 
Vn = ° • 
and experimentally, = -1.913 and rq_^ = -0.336 F. 
The sum of a particle's rest mass and kinetic energy is related to 
its velocity, v, by 
m + = m(l - v^) 
2 Solving for v , we have 
v^ = 1 - (1 + E^/m)"^ . (4.73) 
From (4.69) and (4.70), the quark kinetic energy is 
Ek = J (1.5 - 0.625 bV^) = 61 MeV 
Substituting this in (4.73), we find 
v^ = 0.28 
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in this Oa> basis. Note that once the quark mass is determined, is a 
function of 6. Since g is fixed by rq_p basically determines the 
quark velocities. 
Fixing the parameters as was done in this simple calculation is not 
possible for the 2w, 4u), and 6u> bases since the exact form of an 
eigenvector is not known until after diagonalizing H and H cannot be 
diagonalized numerically until the parameters are given. Hence, we fix 
the parameters by performing a chi-square minimization in fitting 
theoretical results to a small set of experimental data. Thus, if E. is 
the ith experimental data point, T. the corresponding theoretical pre­
diction, and w. a weight factor, then we minimize 
X « I w.(l - T./E.)2 (4.74) 
by varying the four parameters, where % w. = 1. The experimental data 
+ Î ' 
used are the three lowest N 1/2 levels with masses of 939» 1470, and 
1710, the two lowest A 3/2* levels with masses of 1232 and 1690, rQ_p, 
Pp, and From the results of the Ou calculation, we expect that, to 
a large extent, r^_pWi11 determine and scale the kinetic energies, Wp 
and will determine m, the difference A(1232) - N(939) will determine 
dg, and N(939) will determine k. To a lesser extent, the difference 
N(1710) - N(l470) will determine and the differences N(1710) -
N(939) and A(1690) - A(1232) will determine k. 
Using the same relative weights for the data In each basis, the 
parameters and theoretical predictions in Table 4.2 result. The value 
2 
of X in (4.74), the average, relative error between the eight 
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2 Table 4.2 .  The results of fixing the parameters through a x minimiza­
tion in the 2(o, 4w, and 6ui bases 
Experimental Relative Theoretical Results 
Data Weights 2(0 4u) 6(1) 
N 1/2* 
r 939 MeV 
< 1470 MeV 
[_ 1710 MeV 
10 
1 
1 
963 
1624 
1693 
957 
1600 
1693 
954 
1583 
1689 
A 3/2* [ 1232 MeV ) 1690 MeV 
7 
1 
1141 
1758 
1158 
1776 
1168 
1781 
"^Q-p = 0.88 F 2 0.794 0.797 0.801 
= 2.793 2 2.903 2.909 2.908 
% ' - -1.913 2 -1.932 -1.934 -1.932 
x' 
Ave. Error 
0.0031 
5.0% 
0.0023 
4.7% 
0.0019 
4.4% 
m (MeV) 321.8 
2.008 
320.4 
2.098 
320.1 
2.130 
6 (MeV) 207.3 183.1 165.8 
k (10^ MeV^) 5.785 6.450 6.779 
w (MeV) 134 105 86 
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experimental and theoretical values, and the oscillator frequency, 
2 0) = 3 /m , 
2 
are also given. Note that x and the average error decrease as the basis 
size increases. (The N 1/2* basis consists of 5, 15» and 34 states for 
the 2u, 4b>, and 6<o bases, respectively, and the A 3/2* basis consists of 
4, 12, and 28 states.) This indicates that H may contain the major 
physical properties reflected in the experimental data since we expect 
to get better approximations to the exact eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
as the basis size increases. Also, the relative weights assigned to the 
data points merely reflect our personal choice of which theoretical 
results should more closely match the corresponding experimental data. 
We then diagonalize H in the 2u, 4w, and 6w bases using the cor­
responding sets of parameters in Table 4.2. The lowest lying eigen­
values, up to a maximum of four, are given in Table 4.3 and are compared 
with experimental masses where possible. The numbers in parentheses 
beside the experimental masses are the experimental widths; unknown 
widths are labeled with a question mark. The stars rate the confidence 
in the experimental masses on a rising scale from one to four. The 6w 
results are the theoretical predictions of the model since these are 
considered to be the best approximations to the exact eigenvalues of H. 
An examination of the 6w results shows a respectable agreement between 
theory and experiment. There are some notable exceptions, however, in 
comparing the theoretical results to the well-known, three and four star 
levels. The two, lowest lying, N 1/2 levels differ from experiment by 
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Table 4.3. Convergence of the mass 
6a) bases and comparison 
and widths are given in 
eigenvalues of H using 2u), 4w, and 
with experimental masses. Masses 
units of MeV 
So) 4C0 6b) 
Basis Basis Basis Exp(width> Confidanc# 
N 1/2+ 963 
1624 
1693 
1806 
957 
1600 
1693 
1820 
954 
1583 
1689 
1822 
939(0) 
1470(200) 
1710(120) 
**«• 
**** 
**** 
N 1/2- 1451 
1540 
1396 
1510 
2154 
2223 
1357 
1486 
2080 
2149 
1535(150) 
1650(150) 
2100(?) 
**** 
»**• 
* 
N 3/2+ 1692 
1724 
1741 
1796 
1684 
1727 
1754 
1816 
1676 
1725 
1757 
1823 
1540(?) 
1810(200) 
•. 
N 3/2- 1568 
1602 
1549 
1590 
2181 
2249 
1531 
1577 
2113 
2183 
1520(125) 
1700(120) 
2040(?) 
«•** 
**** 
*• 
N 5/2+ 1777 
1814 
1860 
1791 
1837 
1894 
2395 
1794 
1845 
1907 
2353 
1688(130) 
2000(?) 
*•*» 
** 
N 5/2- 1675 1685 
2266 
2286 
2316 
1685 
2202 
2228 
2267 
1670(155) 
2100(?) 
**** 
** 
N 7/2+ 1918 1962 
2444 
2462 
2472 
1982 
2403 
2428 
2442 
1990(250) *** 
N 7/2- 2322 
2336 
2388 
2405 
2275 
2296 
2346 
2367 
2190(250) **** 
N 9/2+ 2485 
2523 
2546 
2597 
2452 
2500 
2527 
2574 
2220(300) **** 
N 9/2- 2381 2351 
2932 
2951 
2971 
2200(250) 
2B00(?) 
**** 
* 
N 11/2+ 2577 
2660 
2563 
2651 
3091 
3109 
Table 4.3. Continued 
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2W 4(0 66) 
Basic Basis Exp(width) Confidence 
N 11/2- 2965 
2980 
3004 
3043 
2600(400) »** 
N 13/2+ 3116 
3147 
3159 
3211 
2700(?) « 
N 13/2- 3008 
3141 
N 15/2+ 3179 
3256 
A 1/2+ 1722 
1741 
1732 
1758 
2376 
2470 
1733 
1763 
2335 
2430 
1S50(?) 
1910(220) 
*» 
**** 
A 1/2- 1595 1584 
2208 
2293 
2483 
1571 
2151 
2241 
2452 
1650(140) 
1900(?) •» 
A 3/2+ 1141 
1758 
1811 
1905 
1158 
1776 
1834 
1961 
1168 
1781 
1842 
1985 
1232(115) 
1690(250) 
1960(9) 
«*«» 
*** 
*» 
A 3/2- 1618 1614 
2220 
2292 
2326 
1605 
2166 
2233 
2278 
1670(200) **«• 
A 5/2+ 1813 
1842 
1843 
1871 
2432 
2451 
1854 
1883 
2400 
2419 
1890(250) **** 
A 5/2- 2258 
2311 
2344 
2410 
2212 
2262 
2299 
2368 
1960(200) «** 
A7/2+ 1869 1911 
2478 
2519 
2555 
1929 
2450 
2494 
2527 
1950(240) «••• 
A 7/2- 2345 
2390 
2307 
2352 
2905 
2935 
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Table 4.3. Continued 
2w 
Bati« 
4b) 
Basis 
6w 
Basis Exp(uidth> Confidence 
A 9/2+ 2513 
2531 
2610 
2492 
2508 
2591 
3086 
2300<?) * 
A 9/2- 2439 2409 
2928 
2959 
2988 
2500<?> * 
A11/2+ 2549 2535 
3115 
3143 
3172 
2420(300) *** 
A 11/2- 2984 
3012 
3105 
3144 
A13/2+ 3138 
3151 
3218 
3291 
A 13/2- 3037 2750(?> * 
A15/2+ 3163 
3329 
2950(?) * 
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about 10% and are converging in the wrong direction. The lowest N 11/2 
level differs by 14% and the lowest A 5/2 level differs by 13%, but 
shows convergence toward the experimental value. A larger basis may 
remedy these large differences. 
The 6(1) results may be summarized as follows. For the 26 experi­
mental N and A levels which are described by eigenvectors with no less 
than three oscillator shells in their bases, the average, relative dif­
ference between theory and experiment is $.4%. These bases have at 
least one state with E = 2 for ir = +1 or one with E = 1 for ir == -1. For 
the 34 levels which are described by eigenvectors with at least two 
oscillator shells in their bases, the average difference is 5.7%. These 
bases have at least one state with E = 4 for ir = +1 or one with E = 3 
for n = -1. For all of the 38 experimental levels, the average differ­
ence is 6.4%. This pattern suggests that a larger basis, 8(o or lOw for 
example, could further reduce the overall difference between theory and 
experiment. However, because they include higher oscillator shells, 
these larger bases may admit resonant states in which the quark kinetic 
energies are too large to justify the exclusion of higher order, 
relativistic terms in H. In this case, the model would have to be 
modified to include these higher order terms. Note that the experimental 
masses in Table 4.3 are the only ones, as of April 1980 (4), for which 
values may be assigned with some confidence. Thus, a 6w basis encom­
passes all known N and A levels. 
The eigenvectors corresponding to the 6w states of Table 4.3 are 
listed in Table 10.3. The notation used is [M|^> = e|ll>, where is 
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the mass of the resonance, [l> is the basis state of Table 10.2, and ej 
is the coefficient of [ l> in the eigenvector. It is hard to obtain any 
physical properties of the eigenvectors in Table 10.3. Thus, we will 
extract certain ej in the sums over basis functions to give properties 
of the eigenvectors which are easy to comprehend. We do this by clas­
sifying each basis function as to its L value, S value, and space 
irrep, j. For example, the state [1> in the N 1/2* basis has (L,S,j) = 
(0,1/2,[3]). Then, we sum the squares of all the coefficients in an 
eigenvector which correspond to basis states with equal (L,S,j). For 
example, in the N 1/2* basis, the states labeled [1> through t7> all 
have (L,S,j) = (0,1/2,[3]). Summing the squares of the coefficients of 
basis states [1> through [7> in the N(954) 1/2* eigenvector give 0.99. 
Thus, this eigenvector is said to be 99% (L,S,j) = (0,1/2,[3]). Table 
10.4 lists the major percentages of basis functions in each eigenvector 
of Table 10.3 by using this classification scheme. 
In Table 4.4, we list the expectation values, as defined by (4.62), 
of the various terms in H for the 6w basis. KE1 and KE2 are the expecta-
2 4 tion values of the p and p terms in the kinetic energy operator of 
(4.5), respectively. LC is that of in (4.6) and GL1 that of the 
nonrelativistic, 1/r term in v9j^ of (4.7). CNT, TNF, DAR, and SO are 
those of the Fermi-contact, tensor-force, Darwin, and spin-orbit terms, 
respectively, of (4.8)-(4.11). GL2 is that of the first order, rela-
tivistic correction in Vjj^, defined as 
GL2 = CNT + TNF + DAR + SO 
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Table 4.4. Expectation values, in units of MeV, of various terms in H 
and estimates of v^ using the eigenvectors of Table 10.3. 
Experimental masses and widths are included for comparison 
v2 KEl KE2 LC GLl CNT TNF DAR SO 0L2 Mats Exptttiidth) 
N 1/2+ 0. 41 414 -130 833 -908 36 -1 -249 0 -215 994 939(0) 
0.43 456 -148 1283 -551 26 -58 -194 -190 -417 1983 1470(200) 
0.42 490 -151 1263 -595 28 17 -225 -59 -238 1689 1710(120) 
0.43 448 -137 1294 -522 5 10 -208 -28 -221 1822 
N 1/2- 0. 40 391 -113 1111 -652 64 -57 -180 -169 -341 1397 1535(150) 
0.40 386 -109 1110 -655 28 19 -179 -74 -206 1486 1650(190) 
0.40 391 -115 1565 -508 -6 0 -176 -31 -214 2080 2100(?) 
0.40 392 -114 1592 -437 10 -14 -161 -81 -245 2149 
N 3/2+ 0.43 452 -146 1278 -561 9 -28 -182 -103 -308 1676 1940(?> 
0. 43 451 -147 1274 -566 12 -3 -164 -92 -247 1729 1810(200) 
0.42 449 -151 1261 -990 79 19 -223 -44 -173 1797 
0. 43 447 -144 1273 -561 91 12 -172 -43 -153 1823 
N 3/2- 0. 40 384 -108 1107 -654 47 24 -177 -53 -159 1931 1920(129) 
0.40 382 -107 1108 -694 46 3 -176 15 -113 1977 1700(120) 
0.40 390 -115 1563 -919 2 0 -178 6 -171 2113 2040(?) 
0. 41 391 -111 1595 -441 21 -17 -129 -86 -211 2183 
N 5/2+ 0.43 446 -144 1270 -979 -30 1 -198 29 -199 1794 1688(130) 
0. 43 447 -141 1276 -993 44 20 -169 -39 -143 1849 2000(?) 
0. 43 443 -140 1275 -596 46 -2 -166 46 -76 1907 
0.42 440 -143 1719 -497 6 0 -168 -5 -166 2393 
N 9/2- 0.40 376 -104 1105 -693 89 -8 -173 96 0 1689 1670(199) 
0. 41 390 -109 1595 -447 -4 -15 -107 -62 -188 2202 2100(?) 
0.41 389 -109 1595 -448 7 -9 -108 -50 -159 2228 
0.40 389 -110 1593 -448 27 2 -114 -32 -117 2267 
N 7/2+ 0.43 439 -135 1277 -991 44 -9 -169 124 -9 1982 1990(290) 
0.42 442 -143 1729 -426 -15 -6 -96 -43 -199 2403 
0.42 441 -141 1737 -416 16 -12 -110 -48 -193 2428 
0.42 438 -143 1717 -496 56 -2 -199 29 -76 2442 
N 7/2- 0. 40 388 -110 1586 -464 -8 0 -97 21 -85 2279 2190(290) 
0.40 388 -111 1983 -462 37 8 -97 -11 -63 2296 
0. 41 387 -103 1606 -438 18 0 -103 18 -66 2346 
0. 41 388 -104 1612 -419 5 2 -117 36 -79 2367 
N 9/2+ 0.42 440 -143 1725 -434 -18 1 -90 13 -99 2492 2220(300) 
0.42 441 -142 1729 -424 30 6 -93 -7 -64 2900 
0.42 439 -140 1730 -429 29 0 -92 24 -38 2927 
0.43 440 -129 1767 -379 7 9 -106 5 -89 2974 
N 9/2- 0.40 386 -111 1581 -466 40 -3 -96 58 0 2391 2200(290) 
0.38 344 -92 2148 -347 -9 -1 -49 -22 -81 2932 2800(9) 
0.38 343 -92 2150 -344 17 -3 -53 -28 -67 2951 
0. 38 339 -89 2197 -390 20 -3 -93 29 -47 2971 
N 11/2+ 0.42 438 -139 1731 -425 32 -3 -91 61 -2 2563 
0. 43 439 -129 1767 -373 3 -5 -109 97 -14 2651 
0.40 387 -117 2271 -336 -11 0 -46 -17 -79 3091 
0.39 379 -112 2273 -396 33 -1 -95 29 -39 3109 
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Table 4.4. Continued 
v2 KEl KE2 LC OLl CNT TNF OAR SO 0L2 Hats Exp(width) 
N 11/2- 0.38 344 -93 2146 -349 -6 0 -49 11 -43 2965 2600(400) 
0.38 344 -93 2145 -350 20 3 -49 1 -26 2980 
0.38 344 -90 2158 -343 13 0 -47 9 -26 3004 
0. 38 344 -89 2180 -310 1 1 -63 19 -42 3043 
N 13/2+ 0. 40 387 -117 2270 -336 -10 0 -46 8 -48 3116 2700(?) 
0.40 387 -116 2274 -334 19 2 -46 0 -25 3147 
0.40 387 -116 2276 -334 18 0 -45 12 -14 3159 
0.40 387 -110 2317 -293 1 5 -59 3 -49 3211 
N 13/2- 0.38 344 -93 2144 -351 21 -1 -49 33 4 3008 
0. 39 344 -82 2216 -291 1 -3 -61 57 -6 3141 
N 15/2+ 0.40 387 -116 2276 -334 20 -1 -45 32 5 3179 
0. 40 387 -111 2317 -291 1 -3 -61 57 -6 3256 
A 1/2+ 0.42 450 -151 1260 -589 81 -18 -161 -99 -197 1733 1550(?) 
0.42 448 -153 1254 -605 98 4 -230 -12 -141 1763 1910(220) 
0.42 441 -151 1707 -458 51 -2 -205 -9 -166 2335 
0.43 440 -135 1758 -388 9 -6 -153 -55 -205 2430 
A 1/2- 0.40 383 -107 1105 -654 85 -1 -176 -23 -115 1571 1650(140) 
0.40 390 -115 1560 -517 91 4 -180 -41 -126 2151 1900(7) 
0.40 387 -109 1596 -446 27 0 -148 -27 -148 2241 
0. 31 246 -56 1771 -396 20 0 -87 -7 -74 2452 
A3/2+ 0.40 399 -122 826 -905 255 -6 -239 0 10 1168 1232(115) 
0.42 448 -149 1262 -584 75 -3 -153 -77 -157 1781 1690(250) 
0. 43 447 -142 1275 -553 44 5 -169 -26 -146 1842 1960(7) 
0. 32 281 -79 1405 -519 60 1 -124 -1 -63 1985 
A3/2- 0. 40 381 -107 1105 -653 84 -2 -175 11 -82 1605 1670(200) 
0.40 390 -115 1561 -514 89 —6 -178 -21 -117 2166 
0.41 390 -105 1605 -436 27 -10 -105 -94 -181 2233 
0.40 384 -106 1600 -444 27 4 -143 -4 -115 2278 
A9/2+ 0.42 445 -147 1262 -582 75 10 -151 -18 -84 1854 1890(250) 
0.43 445 -139 1275 -553 44 -2 -169 21 -106 1883 
0. 42 439 -143 1714 -461 61 -2 -174 4 -110 2400 
0.42 442 -147 1718 -437 39 -4 -90 —63 -119 2419 
A5/2- 0.40 388 -114 1561 -518 92 0 -179 22 -66 2212 1960(200) 
0. 41 389 -110 1589 -456 36 -3 -99 -46 -111 2262 
0. 41 389 -106 1597 -446 32 5 -100 -32 -95 2299 
0. 41 389 -100 1625 -400 0 0 -130 24 -105 2368 
A 7/2+ 0. 42 440 -144 1261 -586 79 —5 -148 72 -2 1929 1950(240) 
0. 42 442 -146 1721 -434 37 0 -89 -41 -93 2450 
0.42 441 -142 1733 -416 24 0 -97 -9 -83 2494 
0. 43 441 -131 1763 -385 12 0 -104 -30 -122 2527 
A7/2- 0. 40 388 -111 1583 -462 39 2 -96 5 -51 2307 
0. 41 387 -103 1604 -440 30 4 -101 10 -56 2352 
0. 37 338 -90 2136 -383 43 0 -99 -1 -57 2905 
0.38 340 -89 2153 -353 21 0 -103 6 -77 2935 
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Table 4.4. Continued 
V ,a KEl KE2 LC OLl CNT TNF DAR 80 0L2 Ma## Exp(uidth) 
A 9/2+ 0. 42 441 -149 1720 -436 38 4 -88 -1 -48 2492 2300(7) 
0. 42 440 -141 1731 -420 27 0 -99 6 -62 2908 
0. 43 440 -129 1766 -379 8 -1 -106 32 -66 2991 
0. 39 379 -112 2273 -399 33 -1 -99 4 -99 3086 
A9/2- 0. 41 389 -101 1607 -438 30 -4 -101 71 -3 2409 2900(7) 
0. 37 338 -91 2139 -382 42 0 -98 23 -33 2928 
0. 38 344 -93 2147 -348 19 -1 -90 -20 -91 2999 
0. 38 344 -90 2198 -343 20 2 -47 -19 -41 2988 
A 11/2+ 0. 42 439 -149 1719 -438 39 -2 -88 90 0 2939 2420(300) 
0. 39 387 -lie 2269 -336 20 0 -47 -21 -47 3119 
0. 40 387 -116 2276 -333 19 0 -46 -4 -32 3143 
0. 39 379 -107 2309 -330 22 -2 -90 39 -31 3172 
A 11/2- 0. 38 344 -93 2149 -390 21 1 -49 6 -21 2984 
0. 38 344 -90 2199 -343 20 1 -47 8 -18 3012 
0. 39 344 -82 2216 -291 1 0 -61 17 -43 3109 
0. 39 344 -80 2228 -283 0 -1 -69 49 -29 3144 
A13/2+ 0. 39 387 -118 2268 -337 20 2 -47 2 -22 3138 
0. 40 387 -116 2277 -331 18 0 -47 3 -26 3191 
0. 40 387 -111 2313 -294 3 0 -98 17 -39 3218 
0. 41 387 -101 2360 -269 1 3 -99 10 -46 3291 
A 13/2- 0. 38 344 -89 2199 -343 20 -1 -47 33 9 3037 2790(7) 
A19/2+ 0. 39 387 -118 2267 -338 21 
-1 -46 30 4 3163 2990(7) 
0. 41 387 -101 2360 -269 1 -2 -60 93 -B 3329 
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Thus, the resonance mass given in the next to last column is given by 
the equation 
Mass = KE1 + KE2 + LC + GLl + GL2 + 3m , 
where 3m = 960 MeV. The kinetic energy of one quark is 
E|^ = 1/3 (KE1 + KE2) 
2 
and V is then found by substituting this in (4.73). The experimental 
masses and widths are listed for comparison. In general, as the quark 
velocities increase, GL2 increases. This is expected since GL2 is a 
relativistic correction to and should become larger in magnitude as 
2 
V Increases. Also, as J increases, LC increases and GLl decreases. 
This indicates that the resonances with higher J values are larger par­
ticles (the quarks occupy a larger region of space) because as the 
average distance between quarks increases, 2/3k|r. -rj] increases and 
-2/3ag|r.-rjl ^ decreases. The quark velocities, to a small extent, 
decrease as J increases, indicating that quarks move more slowly in 
larger resonances. 
Let us consider a typical KE1 value in Table k.k, that of N(954) 
+ r P? 
1/2 . Since this is the expectation value of L * then the value of 
2 2 ' p./m may be taken as 
g [ y KE1] = 0.8625 
By expanding Ej^ to p^ (see (2.12)), we find that this term in Ej^ has the 
value 
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p2 3 
3m [ ( -J ) ] = 38 MeV 
m 
for N(954)1/2 . This probably overestimates what the neglected p term 
2 k 
would contribute to H since the p and p terms approximate the fully 
relativistic kinetic energy. Hence, let us assume that the p^ term would 
contribute about 25 MeV, on average, to the resonant masses. The effect 
of including the next order term in the one-gluon exchange is harder to 
estimate. Generally, KE1 and GL1 are about equal for most resonances in 
Table 4.4, as are KE2 and GL2. Hence, let us also assume that the next 
order, one-gluon exchange term would also contribute about 25 MeV, on 
average. From these arguments concerning the 1/c terms, we infer that 
the model is accurate to roughly 50 MeV if the sum of the contributions 
of all terms of higher order than 1/c^ is negligible. The accuracy 
observed in Table 4.3 is about 90 MeV for the 26 experimental levels 
described by eigenvectors with at least three oscillator shells in their 
bases. Since we feel that 50 MeV accuracy is sufficient, this shows 
that the quark velocities, as assumed in Chapter II, are of the magni­
tude in which only the first order, relativistic corrections to E|^ and 
V?j^ are important. Hence, the results are consistent with this under­
lying assumption. 
Some miscellaneous results have also been calculated. For the n, 
we find that 
r|j.„ - -0.074 f 
and exper i menta11y, 
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vn = -0-336 f 
Hence, we are well below the accepted magnitude of rQ_^. However, 
Isgur, Karl, and Koniuk (22) have shown that only a 7% mixing of (L,S,j) 
= (0,1/2,[2,1]) basis functions into the eigenvector can give the cor­
rect ratio of r_ /r^ = -0.38. We have this ratio as -0.09 because ti-n y-p 
only 1% of these basis states are present in the N(954) 1/2* eigenvector. 
Physically, the [2,1] space irrep is one in which the two equally charged 
quarks in the p or n repel and leave the third quark in the center. 
The [3] irrep is one in which the three quarks are separated by equal 
distances. Hence, by examining (4.57) for the n, we see that centering 
the u (Q « 2/3) between the two d (Q= -1/3) in the [2,1] irrep gives a 
negative contribution to the mean square charge radius, while the [3] 
irrep gives none. Note that centering the d between the two u will 
cause the p rms charge radius to be more positive. Hence, the inclusion 
of a larger percentage of (0,1/2,[2,1]) basis functions in the N(954) 
1/2* would bring rQ_p and rQ_^ into closer agreement with experiment. 
The only term in H which causes the mixing of (0,1/2,[2,1]) basis func­
tions with (0,1/2,[3]) is the Fermi-contact term. This implies that the 
strength of the Fermi-contact term is too small relative to the other 
one-gluon exchange terms. However, in this model the strength of this 
term, as compared to the 1/r, Darwin, spin-orbit, and tensor-force 
terms, is not adjustable. Isgur, Karl, and Koniuk avoided this by 
using only the Fermi-contact and tensor-force terms as their one-gluon 
exchange. 
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For the A(1168) 3/2* 
u 0 
a o 
0.779 F 
and 
r 0 
Q-A o 
The rms radius is defined as the square root of the expectation value 
of the operator 
This is easily found by using (3.10), (3.11), the KE1 values of Table 
4.4, and the eigenvectors of Table 10.3. The rms radius is 1.38 F for 
N(954) 1/2* and 1.34 F for A(1l68) 3/2*. The levels with high J values 
are larger particles, as was suggested earlier. For example, the rms 
radius of N(3116) 13/2* is 3.56 F. This gives a better feeling for the 
spatial extent of these particles than does the rms charge radius, a 
measure of the distribution of charge. 
The 0 resonances, containing three, identical s quarks, are similar 
to the A resonances in that they have symmetric isospin states. Hence, 
the £2 basis functions are the same as those for A J^, but with the 
isospin function replaced by one with three isospin 0 quarks. Then by 
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diagonalîzîng H, with m replaced by in a 6w basis using the same 
values of Og, g, and k in Table 4.2 and varying to fit the Î2(l672) 
3/2* level exactly, we find = 510 MeV. Note that this implies 
= 0.627 
•"s 
which is quite similar to DeRujula, Georgi, and Glashow's value (6) of 
0.622. This then predicts that for the fi(l672) 3/2*, 
lijj = -1.839 
and 
Vfi = -0773 F '  
where T(t^2»M^; t',t) in (4.67)-C4.68) has been replaced by -1/3. Also, 
its rms radius is predicted to be 1.33 F. This is about equal to those 
of N(954) 1/2* and A(1168) 3/2*. Since the s quarks are more massive 
than the u and d, the quark velocities in this particle are reduced to 
v^ = 0.23. 
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V. PHOTON DECAYS 
In Chapter IV, we compared the predicted mass eigenvalues of H in a 
6w basis with experiment and found decent agreement. However, agreement 
in this type of comparison may only show that H correctly reproduces the 
internal symmetries of the system. It does not guarantee that H also 
gives the physical processes correctly. To test this, calculations of 
physical quantities, which depend on the predicted eigenvectors, must be 
made. A model with the correct symmetries, but the wrong physical 
processes, will do poorly when comparing such quantities to the experi­
mental results. 
We have already given the N(954) 1/2* eigenvector this type of test 
in that Vp, rQ_p, and rq_^ have been calculated. Good agreement 
with experiment, except for rQ_^, was found. Thus, we assume that the 
eigenvector describing the N ground state (the p or n) is essentially 
correct, although somewhat deficient in the amount of (L,S,j) = 
(0,1/2,[2,1]) basis functions it contains. However, the rest of the 
eigenvectors need to be tested. Since the N(954) 1/2* eigenvector is 
assumed to be correct, calculating decay amplitudes for the transition 
from an N or A resonance to N(954) 1/2* via photon emission will provide 
such a test. The only other calculation of this type has been performed 
by Koniuk and Isgur (12) with reasonably good results. Our calculation 
will basically follow their procedure. They also calculated amplitudes 
for meson decay; however, the operator for meson decay involves some 
free parameters while that for photon decay does not. Hence, photon 
decay is a better test of the eigenvectors. 
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We begin by specifying a coordinate system which will simplify the 
calculations. It is chosen so that the direction of photon emission is 
along z. Also, the inertial frame is chosen so that prior to decay, the 
momentum of the center of mass of the resonance, is zero. Thus, the 
photon momentum in pseudo-spherical form is 
k = ke* . (5.1) 
By conservation of momentum, the recoil momentum of the N(954) 1/2* is 
!N = • (5.2) 
By (1.3)» the total energy of the photon is K and the total energy of 
the resonance prior to decay is its rest mass, denoted as Mj^. Then by 
conservation of energy, we can show that 
v 2 _ ,  
k = ^ ' (5.3) 
where X = Mp/M^ and = 954 is the mass of the p or n in this model. 
Without loss of generality, we then restrict ourselves to examining 
photons with positive helicity, or right-handed polarization. Hence, 
the photon polarization vector is 
e = ê* (5.4) 
since positive helicity implies e^ • e = 1. 
The operator for the nonrelativistic quark-photon decay process, as 
given by Konîuk and Isgur, is 
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; pr: 3 -îKTj 
Ov " ""^/x I Q; e - (sj . (Kxe) + ip . e) , (5-5) I II! » l\ 1*^ I m, A« ^1.» 
where e is the p charge, m is the quark mass, and r., p., and s. are the 
position, momentum, and spin of the ith quark, respectively. By applying 
the symmetry property used in deriving (A.3), substituting the Jacob! 
coordinates of Table 3.4 for r^ and p^, and substituting (4.59), we may 
rewrite this operator as 
\ ' ifr "^îj - • (5-s) 
where 
K x e  =  i K e ^  =  i K e  
by (7.25) and (5.4). The factor ^^(K+P^) is the result of integrating 
over the center of mass variable and reflects the momentum conservation 
result, K+P^ = 0. This factor will be omitted in the following. By 
expanding the exponential in (5.6) in spherical harmonics (23) and using 
(7.27) to put the result in coupled tensor form, we find the form of the 
operator to be 
K " (3^3,0 + 1/2)  ;*(-!)*+'  j%(/273 KA)Â 
x [[Y^(Â) x Yj^(k)]q x [u x e]o]o,o ' (5-7) 
where 
u = Ks^ - /27J P^ (5.8) 
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and is a spherical Bessel function (20). We then recoupie the 
tensors in (5.7) by using (7.19)• This gives the form of the operator as 
\ + ka)y^w x 
• [yj^(k) x . (5.9) 
Since K is in the direction of z, 
«..0 • 
By using this with (5.1), (7.7), and (7.27), we find 
[j^(«^y^(x) x u]^^ • [y%(k) x = -•^c(jlu,; oil) 
x [j^(^ kx)y^(â) x . 
Substituting this into (5.9), we find the form of the operator to be 
. /o_2 . a+SL. A 
0^ = 1/^(3X3 0 + 1/2) I i*(-l) AC(11A.; Oil) 
x [j^(/273 kx)Y^(x) X  u],^ .  (5.10) 
In nuclear physics, where photon energies are roughly 100 times smaller 
than we will have here, the long wavelength approximation is applied to 
the operator. To use this approximation, we must have the product of 
the photon energy and the radius of the emitting particle be much less 
than one. This then simplifies the Bessel functions since 
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j^(ar) a (ar) for ar << 1 
However, the long wavelength approximation is not valid here. For a 
typical photon energy of 400 MeV and for X = 1.4 F, roughly the N(954) 
1/2* rms radius, we find that the argument of the Bessel function has 
the maximum value /2/3 KX = 2.32. Note that this is the nonrelativistic 
quark-photon operator. To be entirely consistent with H, the next order, 
2 " 1/c term in 0^ should be used. We will not do this since we feel that 
25-30% accuracy is sufficient because the experimental data on photon 
decay are not known very precisely. 
Before determining the matrix elements of 0^, we will define the 
function Rg(N'L',NL; &,a), in an analogy with R(N'L',NL; m) of (4.13), 
to be 
RgCN'L' ,NL; A,a) = dr r:+L+L' LLj+'/ZfrZ) 
where 
and 
x jj^car) 
= [2N! /r(N + L + 3/2)]1/2 
L + A , 
L + & + L' is even. 
Expanding the Laguerre polynomials by using (9.4), integrating, and using 
the equation (12) 
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[  x" e- J„(a.)  = f ( I )" 
X ((n-m+2)/2; n+3/2; a^/4) 
and the relation between the hypergeometric series and the Laguerre 
polynomials for a positive integer D (24) 
lF,(-D; A+1; C) = LjtC)/( ) 
we find the explicit form of the function to be 
Rg(N'L' ,NL; A,a)  = 2"*" '  a*(G(N' ,L')G(N,L))1/2 
N' N , 
X I I (-1) [(N''k')!(N-k)!G(k',L')GCk,L)]" 
k'=0 k=0 
X D!L*+1/2(a2/4) . (5.11) 
Here, we have defined 
G(e,f) = e!r(e + f + 3/2) 
and 
D = 1/2(L + L' - &) + k + k' 
The photon amplitude for the transition from a resonant state, 
to the N ground state, for J = % = 1/2, is defined 
as the matrix element of 0^ between these eigenvectors, 
A„, = <J'M',T 'M;|Ô^1I/2,M,1/2,M^> . (5.12) 
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By applying (7 30), we see that the conservation of angular momentum 
demands M' - M = -1 because 0^ is the sum over the -1 components of 
tensors of rank . Since J = 1/2, M may be 1/2 or -1/2. If J' = 3/2, 
then M' may be 3/2 or 1/2. If J' = 1/2, then M' = 1/2 only. Since the 
photon is neutral, For a transition to the p, = 1/2, and 
for one to the n, = -1/2. If the initial particle is a N resonance, 
T ' = 1/2, then two different amplitudes occur for a given M\ The first 
is labeled A^, and the second The former is the amplitude for 
= 1/2 and the latter for = -1/2. If the initial particle is a A 
resonance, T ' = 3/2, the = 1/2 and = -1/2 amplitudes are equal. 
In this case, we take = 1/2 and label the amplitude as A^,. The 
matrix element of (5.12) is found by solving for the fundamental matrix 
elements of 0 as given in the rTght hand side of (4.2), 
Y 
<(t]2)T'mJ<[L'S']J'M'1Ô^1[LS]JM>|(T^PTM^> , (5.13) 
and then using (4.2), (4.62), and Table 10.3. 
By using the definition of T in (4.66) and using (7.30) and (5.8), 
we find the matrix element in (5.13) to have the form 
m y^T(^12'\: ^''^^^^^2^12 U ^ C(AlA,; Oil) 
X  C(JA,J'; M,-1,M')(K<IL'S']J'||lj^c/273 KX)Y^(X) x s^J^J|[LS]J> 
- .^<lL'S']J'||[jj^(»^ia)Y^(x) x P^]j^J|lLS]J» . (5.14) 
The first reduced matrix element in (5.14) is found by using (7.13), 
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(7 32), and (7.33) to extract the reduced matrix elements depending on 
the A and s^ variables. Then, (7.16) and (5.11) are used to solve the 
X-space reduced matrix element and (7.31) is used to solve the s^-space 
reduced matrix element. The result is 
<[L'S']J'||[j,(^ KA)Y,(A) X Sg]^  l|[LS]J> 
&+Lp+L^+L'+S ^  2+3/2+S 
I 
A A  A  A A  A  A  A  
X A&,L^LL'SS'J C(L^AL^; 000)W(L^L^LL'; £Lp)W(l/2,1/2,SS'; IS^g) 
r L S J 
£ 1 
l_L' S' J' 
(5.15) 
where 
' J\\ • 
The second reduced matrix element in (5.14) is found by using (7.33) to 
extract the A-space reduced matrix element and (7.35) to separate the 
and ^ operators. Then, (4.47) is used to solve the matrix 
element and (7.16) and (5.11) are used to solve the matrix element. 
The result is 
<[L'S']J'l|[j^(»^ KA)Y^(Â) X P^]a^ | | [LS]J>  
®S'S®S' S,,^L'L *N'N ("1) 
12 12 p p p p 
1+&+A,+L +L.+L+L'+S+2J-J' . 
1 p A I 
att 
X AA,LL'J W(LL'JJ'; A,S)W(L^L^LL'; A,L ){/(L%+1)(2L%+3) 
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X C(L^+1,%,L;;  000)wUlLj[L^;  A, ,L^+l)[ /N^+L^+3/2 
X Rg(Nj^Lj[,Nj^,Lj^+1; A,d) + /fÇ Rg(N(L^,N^-1,L^t1; A,d)] 
+ /L%(2L^-1) C(L^-1,A,L{; 000)W(£lLj[L^; A,,L^-1) 
X [•M^+Lj^+1/2 Rg(NHLj,N^,L^-1; A,d) 
+ /N][+T Rg(N{L^,N^+1,L^-1; 2,d)]} . (5.16) 
Substituting (5.15) and (5.16) into (5.14), we find the full matrix 
element of 0^ in (5.13). 
The photon amplitudes, as computed from these matrix elements and 
the eigenvectors of Table 10.3, are given in Table 5.1. From Table 
4.2, we have g = 165.8 MeV and m = 320.1 MeV and from Eq. (1.1), 
e = 1/1/137. The photon energies, K, are determined from (5.3). The 
amplitudes are given in units of 10 ^ GeV and the experimental 
values and uncertainties, where known, are given just below the theo­
retical results. Any unknown experimental values or uncertainties are 
labeled with a question mark. The resonant eigenvectors have been 
multiplied by a phase factor given in the last column. This phase fac­
tor does not alter any physical quantities which may be calculated from 
the eigenvectors and is used because the signs of the experimental 
amplitudes are the result of conventions and cannot be measured. The 
amplitudes for resonances with J' & 11/2 are not listed because these 
-7 -1/2 
are less than 3 x 10 GeV in magnitude. 
Assuming about 25% accuracy in the results because 0^ is nonrela-
tivistic, the theoretical values are in reasonable agreement with 
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Table 5.1• Photon decay amplitudes in units of 10 GeV . Experi­
mental results, where known, are given just below the 
theoretical results 
M### (MeV) '1/2 *3/2 *1/2 '3/2 Pha Fac 
N 1/2+ 1983 
1470 
1689 
1710 
1822 
-7 
-77±10 
-40 
2+40 
-13 
6 
35+22 
20 
9+50 
N 1/2- 1357 
1535 
1486 
1650 
2080 
2100 
2149 
78 
60+19 
120 
45+21 
22 
? 
-7 
-73 
-56+33 
-83 
-22+17 
-8 
? 
N 3/2+ 1676 
1540 
1725 
1810 
1757 
1823 
67 
? 
68 
33+54 
23 
-12 
-24 
? 
-24 
-39+43 
-11 
-1 
-39 
? 
-19 
9+40 
-2 
-6 
11 
? 
2 
-10+55 
23 
18 
N 3/2- 1531 
1520 
1577 
1700 
2113 
2040 
2183 
-23 
-11+8 
-30 
-15+35 
14 
? 
71 
151+37 
57 
8+25 
-11 
? 
-1 
-22 
-75+15 
-5 
-4+45 
-8 
? 
-101 
-131+17 
-27 
12+30 
2 
? 
N 5/2+ 1794 
1688 
1845 
2000 
1907 
2393 
-12 
-4+16 
-2 
t 
-1 
-6 
61 
133+23 
11 
? 
11 
9 
17 
24+11 
21 
? ... 
-23 
1 
-20 
-20+20 
24 
? 
-20 
-7 
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Table 5.1. Continued 
(M«V) *1/2 *3/2 *1/2 *3/2 
N 5/2- 1689 3 4 -32 -43 
1670 20±12 20+11 -30+26 -34+27 
2202 -26 9 17 -6 -
2100 ? ? ? ? 
2228 22 -7 -9 5 
2267 -7 3 5 -10 
N 7/2+ 1982 -3 -4 -10 -12 
1990 40+ ? 4+ ? -69± ? -72t ? 
2403 -14 7 7 -2 
2428 7 -3 -1 2 
2442 1 0 -3 -5 
N 7/2- 2278 -7 17 -2 -14 
2190 -30+ ? 180± ? -85± ? 7±. ? 
2296 0 2 -4 -10 
2346 -3 8 9 3 -
2367 2 1 3 -1 
N 9/2+ 2452 -2 -10 0 4 
2220 ? ? ? ? 
2500 -1 2 4 3 
2527 -1 -4 4 5 
2574 0 -4 0 2 
N 9/2- 2351 1 1 -5 -6 
2200 ? ? ? ? 
2932 9 -2 -3 1 -
2800 ? ? ? ? 
2991 1 0 0 -1 
2971 -1 0 -1 -2 
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Table 5.1. Continued 
Ma#* 
(MeV) *1/2 *3/2 
Pha 
F#c 
# 
or 
A 1/2+ 1733 
1550 
1763 
1910 
2335 
2430 
12 
? 
-11 
-14+23 
1 
-1 
A 1/2- 1571 
1650 
2191 
1900 
2241 
2452 
55 
39+45 
5 
? 
2 
-1 
A 3/2+ 1168 
1232 
1781 
1690 
1842 
1960 
1985 
-92 
-141+7 
-25 
-8+20 
26 
? 
-159 
-259+10 
15 
-7+25 
-9 
? 
13 
a3/2- 1605 
1670 
2166 
2233 
2278 
86 
63+43 
3 
1 
6 
89 
58±39 
13 
1 
2 
A 5/2+ 1854 
1890 
1883 
2400 
2419 
18 
35+20 
27 
8 
-1 
43 
-7+60 
24 
7 
0 
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Table 5.1. Continued 
M### A^/g Ag/g Ph# 
(M*V) F#c 
A 9/2- 2212 7 12 
1960 62+ ? 19+ ? 
2262 -9 9 
2299 -3 3 
2368 -2 -1 
A 7/2+ 1929 -22 -27 
1990 -71+15 -101+45 
2490 2 -1 
2494 -8 9 
2927 -3 0 
A 7/2- 2307 -18 -16 
2392 -4 3 
2909 -1 -4 
2935 -2 -2 
A 9/2+ 2492 -1 -2 
2300 ? ? 
2508 -5 -7 
2591 -4 -2 
3086 3 2 
A 9/2- 2409 5 6 
2900 ? ? 
2928 -3 -3 
2959 -1 2 
2988 O 0 
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experiment, where uncertainties are known. The N(1583) 1/2*, A(1168) 
3/2*, and A(1929) 7/2* amplitudes are too small in magnitude and the 
N(l486) 1/2 are too large, although the 6(1168) 3/2* amplitudes are not 
in serious disagreement. Koniuk and Isgur's results (12) are comparable 
to ours, but with slightly better agreement. Thus, the eigenvectors 
predicted to arise from H give decent agreement with experiment for the 
photon amplitudes. These results, taken with those of Table 4.3, imply 
that H correctly describes the basic quark interactions. 
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VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
To summarize, H reproduces the entire, known N and A mass spectrum 
with about 6% accuracy using a 6w basis. The p and n magnetic moments 
and the p rms charge radius are reproduced well, but the n rms charge 
radius is too small in magnitude. Also, the model is consistent with 
the assumption that only first order relativistic corrections are needed. 
Reasonable agreement between theory and experiment is also found for 
photon decay amplitudes. However, there are a few masses and photon 
amplitudes which differ significantly from experiment. These results 
show that for the most part, H correctly describes the basic interac­
tions between quarks in nonstrange baryons, but further study is 
warranted. 
At this point, we will briefly consider some ways in which the 
model could be extended in hope of improving agreement between theory 
and experiment. One would especially want to bring those theoretical 
results which differ significantly, such as rQ_^, into better agreement. 
The first, and most obvious, method is to diagonalize K in a 
larger basis after fixing the parameters through a chi-square minimiza­
tion. As discussed in Chapter IV, the resulting kinetic energies must 
not be too large. Otherwise, higher order, relativistic terms would be 
needed. This procedure would probably bring the masses into better, 
overall agreement with experiment. However, the two lowest, N 1/2 
masses and r^_^ would probably not Improve. 
The second method is to consider alternate forms of the confining 
potential. For example, a potential other than a linear one may better 
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reproduce the data. Also, relativistic corrections to the confining 
potential may be necessary. However, this is a hit-or-miss method. The 
fundamental origin and form of quark confinement is needed, at least in 
the sense that v9j^ is given explicitly if we take only one-gluon ex-
2 change terms to order 1/c , to perform a meaningful calculation. 
Another method is the inclusion of the 1/c^ terms in E, and k ij 
However, these terms would be quite complicated and the model would 
lose its simplicity. Note that the splittings between masses in Table 
4.3 with the same values are generally too small. For example, the 
splitting of the two lowest N 3/2 masses is predicted to be 1577 " 
1531 = 46 MeV and experimentally it is 1700 - 1520 = 180 MeV. These 
fi 
1/c terms or relativistic corrections to the confining potential could 
increase these splittings and also bring rQ_^ and the N 1/2 levels into 
better agreement with experiment. 
By using the Hamiltonian of (2.13)-(2.15), generalized for unequal 
mass quarks, with the value of m^ as found in Chapter IV from the 0 
mass and the four parameters of Table 4.2, the A and Z resonant masses 
and magnetic moments could be calculated in a 6w basis. There is a 
significant amount of experimental data available for comparison. 
Since we have the ratio m/m^ nearly equal to that of DeRuJula, Georgi, 
and Glashow (6) and since our eigenvectors for the lowest N 1/2* and 
A 3/2* masses have nearly the same respective (L,S,j) compositions of 
100% (0,1/2,[3]) and 100% (0,3/2,[31) as they assumed, we would expect 
from their results that our model will also reproduce the A and E data 
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reasonably well. A lack of time and funds prevented us from performing 
these calculations. 
It has been pointed out by D. L. Pursey that B, the inverse 
length, is not a parameter of the model since, unlike m, oig, and k, it 
does not occur in H. He has suggested it be chosen such that the energy 
matrix element 
be minimal for fixed m, «g, and k. consists of the nonrelativlstic 
terms in H and |f> is the eigenvector of the N 1/2* ground state. Then 
the 1/c terms in H would be considered a perturbation upon H^. Note 
that <v|h|'F> has no minimum value since the 1/c^ terms are negative and 
L 3 OG E 2 increase in magnitude as 3 for E. and 6 for V.. as compared to B 
K  I J  
and B for the respective nonrelativistic terms. This calculation could 
be performed by fitting m, Og, and k in a chi-square minimization with 
the constraint that <Y|H^|Y> be minimal. Note that in our 6u) basis, 
given m, Og, and k in Table 4.3, this matrix element is minimal for 
B % 500 MeV. This is a more complicated fitting procedure than we have 
employed. We used the more direct route of basically fixing B by con­
straining rQ_p to be in close agreement with the experimental value. 
Also, if 
K ° 3m + ^  (p^ + pp) + imu)^(x2 + p^) 
is the two-particle, harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian and if 
H' = H - H' 
o ' 
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we instead formally considered H' to be a perturbation upon because 
we have employed a harmonic oscillator basis. 
If research shows that our semirelativistic quark model must be 
extended, the calcul ational procedures shown in this thesis will still 
be useful. Undoubtedly, the Hamiltonian will have to be diagonalized 
in a truncated, harmonic oscillator basis using overall antisymmetric 
functions In combined space, spin, isospin, and color variables for the 
N, A, and 0 resonances. 
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VII. APPENDIX A: ANGULAR MOMENTUM CONVENTIONS AND RESULTS 
Conventions, notations, and some pertinent results from angular 
momentum theory are presented in this appendix. These are a summary of 
results to be found in the text by M. E. Rose (23) and in the unpublished 
nuclear theory notes by S. A. Williams. Presenting efficient methods for 
calculating matrix elements is the major goal of this appendix. 
One begins with the fact that for an isolated system, such as two 
particles interacting with only internal forces, the total angular 
momentum of the system, J, is conserved. This is equivalent to writing 
that all components of J commute with the Hamiltonian, H, 
[H,J.] = HJ. - J.H = 0 for i = 1,2,3 • (7.1) 
The operator J generates rotations of the system and then H is invariant 
under these rotations. Thus, transformation properties of wavefunctions 
and operators under rotations are of prime importance and this will 
provide a method of classification of wavefunctions and operators. The 
components of J satisfy the commutation relations 
= iJ,^ for (ijk) = (123) , (7.2) 
cyclic. Angular momentum is expressed in units of M and M is set equal 
to one here. From this result, the following relation is derived for 
= J • J, 
[J^,J.] = 0 for i = 1,2,3 . (7.3) 
2 Thus, H, J , and one component of J, usually chosen to be J^, commute 
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with one another. This implies that eigenfunctions of H may be chosen, 
through a suitable unitary transformation if necessary, so that they are 
2 
simultaneously eigenfunctions of J and These eigenfunctions, ifi, 
will have corresponding labels J and M such that 
Ajm = j3*jm = m*jm • (7 4) 
J labels the total angular momentum and M its projection on the z-axis. 
In general, J may take the values 0, 1/2, 1, 3/2, ... and for each J, 
M may take the 2J+1 values -J, -J+1, ..., J. The will be denoted as 
IJM> in the following. The labels J and M also classify the eigenfunc­
tions according to their transformation properties under rotations. 
That is, if R(0,n) is an operator for a rotation of angle 9 about the 
axis n, then 
R(e ,n)|JM> = I  Di!,„C0 ,n)|jM'> , (7.5) 
M' 
Therefore, under rotations the 2J+1 etgenfuncttons |JM> transform as 
linear combinations of each other. The are elements of a matrix 
called a rotation matrix. 
The next topic to be considered is the addition of two angular 
momenta. This can occur in the coupling of angular momenta of two dif­
ferent particles or that of two different degrees of freedom, such as 
orbital and spin angular momentum. In vector addition, one has 
j' + j" = J C7 .6) 
with the constraint [j',J"] =0. J may then take only the values 
n o  
•••! j'+j"' For instance, j' = 1 and j" = 3/2 can 
give rise to J = 1/2, 3/2, or 5/2. This constraint is denoted as 
since j', j", and J must form the sides of a triangle. 
Applying a unitary transformation to the open product states Jj'm'>lj"m">, 
2 2 
which are eigenfunctions of j' , j" , and j^, gives the coupled 
states 
|[j'xj"]JM> = I  m'm"M)|j'm'>|j"m"> (7-7) 
m'm" 
2 2 2 
which are eigenfunctions of J , j' , j" , and J^. The coupled states 
may be denoted as also. These coupled states satisfy (7.4) 
2 for the operators J and which implies that the coupled states have 
a definite value, J, of the total angular momentum and a definite pro­
jection value, M. The inverse transformation is 
|j'm'>|j"m'> = I  m'm"M)l[j'X j"]JM> . (7.8) 
JM 
The coefficients of the unitary transformation, C(j'j"J; m'm"M), are 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and are zero unless M = m' + m" and A(j'j"J) 
is satisfied. They also satisfy the following orthogonality relations, 
I  C(j'j"J; m'm"M)C(j'j"J'; m'm"M') = (7-9) 
m'm" 
and 
I  C(j'j"J; m'm"M)C(j'j"J; n'n"M) = 6^, .5 „ • (7.10) III '» in n 
The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients satisfy many symmetry properties, two 
of which are 
I l l  
C(j'j"J; = (-1)^'+^""^ C(j"j'J; m"m'M) (7.11) 
and 
m'm"M) = c(j'j"J; -m',-m",-M) . (7.12) 
From (7.11), one may easily show 
lU'x . (7.13) 
; I J" J 
Related coefficients are 3-j symbols, ( ^ ), and are given by the 
relation 
C(j'j"J; m'm"M) = J(-1)j ^ ^ jj," -M ^  (7-14) 
where J = /2J+1 . By considering properties of the rotation matrices, 
one may show that for the spherical harmonics, 
Y„,_,(9,(|))Y „ „(0,(|)) = I  C(Jl')l"L; m'm"M)C(£'Jl"L; 000)Y,„(9,((.) 
(7.15) 
2 Y. (0,<|)) is an eigenfunction of L and L_ where L = rxp. This result Xin ^ ^ m. m, ^ 
is similar to (7.8), but involves functions with the same variables. 
C(&'&"L; 000) is called the parity coefficient because it is zero unless 
&'+&"+L is an even integer. From (7.15) and the orthonormality of the 
^lm' 
A A 
*  0  t  A l l  
do ^LM Y*'m' Y%"m" '  C(£'A"L; m'm"M)C(£'£"L; 000) . (7.16) 
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This result is used frequently in calculating matrix elements of opera­
tors in space variables. 
Two types of coefficients of a higher order than the Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients are needed. The first are Racah coefficients which arise 
in the recoupling of three angular momenta. They are denoted by 
W(j^j2Jjj; J'J") and are defined as coefficients of a unitary transforma­
tion in the equation 
|[J'xjj]JM> = J'J'VUiJgJj,; J'J")|[jiXJ"]JM> (7.17) 
where J' = j. + and J" = j, + j,. W(abcd; ef) is zero unless A(abe), 
)df), A(edc), and A(afc) 
are related by the formula 
A(b are satisfied. The 6-j symbols, { ^ ^ ^ }, 
W(abcd; ef) = (.,)a+b+c+d^ a b e^ (7.18) 
The second type of coefficients are 9-j symbols These arise in the 
recoupling of four angular momenta. They are denoted by 
jl jg j,2 
j3 ji, j 34 
j,3 j24 
and are the ceofficients of a unitary transformation in the equation 
jl jg j^2 
" j i  ^ ^12^34^13^24 j  ^ 3 "^4 ^34^ 1 [^13 x >^24^'^'^ 
(7.19) 
'3 / j,3 j2z, j 
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«here J,; = J, + Jj, = J3 + J,3 - J, + J3. and - Jj + J,,. 
These are zero unless A(J^J2J^2)' AfJgJ^Jg^), 
and 4(^12^24^) satisfied. 
The Racah and 9-j coefficients find much utility in computing matrix 
elements of operators between coupled wavefunctions. However, the 
concept of an irreducible tensor operator is needed first. An irre­
ducible tensor of rank L and component M depending on the variable x, 
T|^l^^(x), is an operator which transforms under rotations in the same man­
ner as |JM> in (7.5). That is, 
R(8,n)T^^(x)R^(8,n) = ^ D^^M(8,n)T^^,(x) . (7.20) 
Two tensors may be coupled in the same manner as wavefunctions in (7.7), 
T,M(x',x") = I  C(&'&"L; m'm"M)T .  ,(x')T-„ .,(x") .  (7.21) 
•• m'm" *• "* 
This may be denoted by Tj^j^jCx',x") = Thus, Tj^^ trans­
forms as a tensor of rank L under simultaneous rotations in the x' and 
x" variables. A tensor which has rank L = 0 transforms as a scalar and 
a tensor of rank L = 1 tranforms as the components of a vector. It is 
useful to consider vectors in more detail along this line and cast them 
into what is called pseudo-spherical form in which their components are 
the components of a first rank tensor, T^^. This form arises from con­
sidering the vector r = xi + yj + zk and its relationship to the 
spherical harmonics for m = 1,0,-1. Writing the spherical 
harmonics in terms of Cartesian coordinates, we find that 
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Y i i ( 8 , 4 )  =  P  [ -  ( x  +  i y ) ]  ,  
Y, = -Y^\(6,4) 
and 
yio(g'4) = ./ïr 7 [=] 
r may then be written as 
z '  ' /t 1- "ivîv = i  (7 22) 
where 
M 3 1v 
e, = - -% [i + ij] , 
:i 
and 
!-1 "!l 
!o = b 
are the pseudo-spherical unit vectors. These unit vectors satisfy 
% " . (7.23) 
!u'!v - »uv • (7 24) 
and 
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e^xe^ = 1/2 C(111 ; y,v,p+v)e^_i_^ . (7-25) 
Correspondingly, any vector A may be written in this form, A = E A e* 
and by (7 24), A^ = A • e^. A vector scalar product is then 
A*B = £ (-I)^A B_ . This can be represented as two coupled tensors 
- - v 
in the notation of (7.21) as 
A'B = -/3 [T,(A) xT^(B)]q Q (7.26) 
where A^ = T^^(A) and B^ = T^^(B). A general scalar product of two Lth 
rank tensors is given as 
= (-1)'-L[TL(X) xTL(y)lQ Q .  (7.27) 
The Mth component of a vector cross product can be written as a coupled 
tensor product by using (7.25), 
(AxB)^ = -\V2 I A^B^Cdll; yvM) 
= -i/2 [T,(A)xT,(B)], M • (7.28) 
Another coupled tensor product often encountered is the tensor-force 
operator, 
=12 • (ft -
where S|^ is the spin particle k and r = r^ - rg. This may be written 
as two second rank tensors coupled to zero, 
s,2 = [[[ '['z * t;, 
or as a scalar product by using (7.27), 
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^12 ^ * ^!i' '!2^2 • (7.29) 
The components of the vectors Sj^ and r are first rank tensors in this 
notation. 
A result of prime importance is the Wigner-Eckart theorem concerning 
matrix elements of irreducible tensors. It states that 
<j''"'|\„|jm> = C(jLj'; mMm')<j'||TL||j> . (7-30) 
This means that a matrix element, <j'm'|T^^|jm>, can be written as a 
geometrical factor, C(jLj'; mMm'), containing the angular momentum 
relationships such as A(jLj'), multipled by a reduced matrix element, 
' I |T|^| I j>, containing the physical properties apart from angular 
momentum considerations. A simple example is 
<j'm' I= C(jlj'; mvm'Xj'1 |J| lj> 
Using (7.4), 
<j'm' |jQ|jm> = Sj.jin 
and comparing it to the right hand side gives 
<j'i|jiij> = ôj.j /ru+tt (7.31) 
where 
The last set of results to be presented arise from the problem of 
finding reduced matrix elements of coupled tensors between coupled 
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wavefunctions and involves both Racah and 9-j coefficients. If 
= [T^ (Xj)xT^ (xg)] and if jj^ is the label associated with the 
variable Xj^ in the coupled wavefunction l(j^j2)JM>, then what is the 
formula for writing <(j|jpJ'I 1T j_1 1 (j^jg)as a product of the simpler 
reduced matrix elements <jj||T^ (x,)||j^> and <j^||T^ 
general, the result is 
j, jg J 
<(j;jpj'l|tlm(j,j2)j> = ag l  
j'i j'z j ' 
» <j{l|t^ (xi)||j,> 
x <j^llt^^(x2)||j2> . (7.32) 
Two specialized results follow from this. The first is for 4^ = 0 which 
implies that Tj^ is proportional to T^ (x^), 
a a &i+j i+jg+j ' +2j+2j ' 
X j|j(-1) ^ 1 
X . (7.33) 
The second is for L = 0, a dot product of two tensors, which implies 
that = Ag" If T = T^(x^) •T^(x2)i then 
<(j|jpj'l|t||(jij2)j> = ^ 5jj, &j) 
<j;l|TjlCx,)llj^Xj^llTj^(x2)llj2> . (7.34) 
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Another useful result arises from considering the reduced matrix element 
of a coupled tensor with variables in the same space. If T,u(x) = lm 
[Tg^(x)xT^^(x)]m, then 
£.+£«+L+2j-2j' .  
<a'j'llT, |laj> = (-1) ^ ^ L ^ Lj") 
"• all a",j" ' ^ 
X <a'j'llTj, lla"j"Xix"j"llT |laj> . (7.35) 
1 ^2 
The labels a, a', and a" may represent quantum numbers other than the 
angular momentum quantum numbers j and m in the wavefunctions 
For example, a could be the radial quantum number. These last four 
results are the most important for this thesis because they provide 
powerful methods for calculating matrix elements. They factor out all 
of the tensor and wavefunction coupling coefficients and leave the 
physical, bare, reduced matrix elements. 
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VIII. APPENDIX B: THE SYMMETRIC GROUPS S^, AND S^ 
In physics, a system of n identical particles is often encountered. 
The Hamiltonian describing this system will then be invariant under any 
permutation of the n particles. Suppose the system is one consisting of 
three particles without spin and of equal mass interacting with harmonic 
forces of equal spring constants 
" = à <?t î2 " î -1:2'^ + <[2 • * <^3 " • 
(8.1) 
This Hamiltonian is invariant under any interchange of the three particle 
indices. This symmetry property of the Hamiltonian can then be used to 
classify wavefunctions of the system, iJiCr^ .r^.r^), as to their trans­
formation properties under interchange of particle indices. This concept 
is familiar from Bose-Einstein and Fermi-Dirac statistics. The wavefunc-
tion describing the system is symmetric (invariant) under the exchange 
of any two particles in Bose-Einstein statistics and is antisymmetric 
(changes sign) in Fermi-Dirac statistics. Projection operators, objects 
which project out functions with these transformation properties from an 
orthonormal set of functions, are needed. The goal of this appendix is 
to give these projection operators for systems of two and three identi­
cal particles. Much of the following is taken from Chapters 3 and 7 of 
the text by M. Hamermesh (26) and also from the unpublished group theory 
notes by D. L. Pursey and S. A. Williams. 
To begin, the concept of a group is needed. A group G is a set of 
transformation operators (such as particle permutations), g, under a 
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binary "multiplication" law and satisfying the following rules for 
TTg, and in the set g. 
(1) Multiplication is closed. The product is in g. 
(2) Multiplication is associative, (ir^ir^). 
(3) There exists an identity element, (e), in g such that 
for all TT in g, (e)it = m(e) = ir. 
(4) For each IT in g, there exists a unique inverse, ir \  
such that TTn"' = ir'^ir = (e). (8.2) 
The group denoted by is the group formed by taking the set of all 
permutations of n objects. It contains n! elements. One would then say 
that the Hamiltonian in (8.1) has as its symmetry group since it is 
invariant to all operators. 
Given the group rules in (8.2), it is possible to write a multi­
plication table, Table 8.1, for the two elements of and the six 
elements of S^. These tables are read as (x)(y) = table value. The 
meaning of these operators can be best explained by example. (12) is 
read as "replace index 1 by index 2 and replace index 2 by index 1", or, 
1^2-^1. (123) means "replace 1 by 2, 2 by 3. and 3 by 1", or 
1 -»• 2 3 1 • Suppose one has a function in three variables, 
2 3 fCx^Xg.Xg) = x^x^Xg, then, 
(12)f(x^,x2,xj) = f(x2,x^,x2) = xgx^xg 
Also, 
(123)f(x^,X2,X^) = f(x2»xj,x^) = xgx^x^ 
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Table 8.1. Multiplication tables of and 
^2 = (y) (e) (12) 
(x) 
(e) (e) (12) 
(12) (12) (e) 
s- (x) 
(y) 
(e) 
# 
C13) 
(123) 
(132) 
Ce) 
(e) 
-Si 
(13) 
(123) 
(132) 
(12) I (23) 
1 
(13) (123) (132) 
(12) I  (23) (13) (123) (132) 
. Je) I  (123) (132) (23) (13) 
(132) (e) (123) (13) (12) 
(123) (132) (e) (12) (23) 
(13) (12) (23) (132) (e) 
(23) 03) (12) (e) (123) 
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and 
(12)(I23)f(X^,X2,X2) = (l2)f(x2,X2,x^) 
= ffxj .Xg.Xg) = (23)f(x^,x2,x2) 
The last example shows explicitly the result from Table 8.1, (12)(123) 
= (23). An element (ij) is called a transposition and every element of 
may be written as a product of transpositions. Note that within the 
dashed box in of Table 8.1, the multiplication table for Sg occurs. 
Thus, $2 is contained in S^, or in more rigorous language, $2 is a sub­
group of Sg. This result is expected since the set of all permutations 
of three objects contains as a subset all the permutations of just two 
of these objects. In general, S|^ is a subgroup of for k 3n. This 
result suggests that one can use recursion relations to generate prop­
erties of S once those of S , are known. This will be seen in some 
n n-l 
properties of as framed in terms of those of Sg. 
In order to classify the transformation properties of a linear 
vector space, F = {f^: n=1, ..., N}, under a group G, a matrix 
representation of G operating on the set F is needed. That is, the 
matrices D(n) must be found such that 
= I  fjojn(*) • (* 3) 
The matrix multiplication is done in this manner to ensure that 
^1^2*^ = fdcn^ng) = fd{iij)d(tr2) 
which then guarantees that the matrix representation of the operators 
123 
preserves the multiplication table of G. The matrices D(ir) are unitary 
for all groups with a finite number of elements. The form of the matrices 
will depend upon the set F and by applying a unitary transformation U to 
the set F, one can correspondingly change the form of the matrices. The 
transformed matrices will be given as D'(îr) = U ^D(ir)U and will follow 
the group multiplication table on the new set F' = UF. Using a suitable 
unitary transformation, one may then simplify these matrices as far as 
possible to block diagonal form. In fact, this block diagonal form can 
be chosen merely from the properties of G. The projection operators 
associated with this block diagonal form then contain information about 
the corresponding unitary transformation and as such will give the 
appropriate classification of the set of functions F under the group G. 
This block diagonal form gives all the matrices of G as 
D(ir) 
dVtt) ! 
i 9 i I D^U) I 
i ! 
where for all IT in G, each D-'(ir) is of dimension HjXHL. The D-* (IT) fol­
low the group multiplication table separately for each j value. This 
then partitions F into sets F-" of dimension Hj through the unitary 
transformation such that each element of a given set F-' transforms into 
a linear combination of elements in that same set F^ under each element 
of G. When the blocks are as small as possible, each set of matrices 
{D-^(.TT): all IT in G} is defined as an irreducible representation, usually 
called an irrep. Thus, j will be an irrep label and each irrep j will 
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have an Hj dimensional basis of functions, the set . Since the group 
has a finite number of elements, the number of unique irreps (unique in 
that they are not related by a unitary transformation) is finite. That 
is, no matter how large the set of functions F, the set can always be 
partitioned into sets which transform in at most Ng different ways, where 
Ng depends on the group G. 
For the groups Sg and S^, the Yamanouci labeling and related 
matrices are presented here. S^ has two irreps, labeled as [2], which 
has one basis function, |11>, and [1^1, which has one basis function, 
|21>. $2 has three irreps. [3] has one basis function, |l11>. [2,1] 
has two dimensional basis, |211> and |l21>. [1^] has one basis function, 
|321>. The matrix representations for Sg and are given in Table 8.2. 
For Sg, only the matrices for (e), (12), and (23) are given; the rest 
may be found by using Table 8.1. The basis function labels are used as 
row and column labels for the matrices. As an example, the components 
of the D^^'^^(23) matrix are 
-  -  J  •  = f . 
Then, from Eq. (8.3), one may write down the following transformations 
(23) |211> = - Y |211> + ^ |121> 
and 
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Table 8.2. Matrices for the Sg and irreps 
Basis 
Irrep Function (e) (12) 
[2] hi> 1 1 
[1^1 |21> 1 -1 
irrep 
Basis 
Function (e) (12) (23) 
[3] |111> 1 1 1 
[2,1] |211> r, o] [-1/2 /3/2I 
|121> [o ,J [o -lj C
M 
[1^] |321> 1 -1 -1 
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(23) ll21> = l211> + 1 ll21> 
Thus, for the group S^, |l1> is symmetric under particle interchange and 
|21> is antisymmetric. For the group S^, 1111> is symmetric and |321> 
is antisymmetric. Under the subgroup operating on the indices 1 and 
2 only, |lll> and |211> are symmetric while |l21> and |321> are antisym­
metric. This gives a feeling for the properties of the irreps as 
contained in the irreps. As an analogy which is familiar, in angular 
momentum theory, the angular momentum label of a wavefunction, J, serves 
as the irrep label and the basis functions for the irrep J are the 2J+1 
states {IJM>: M = -J,-J+1, ..., J}. The group operators are all the 
rotations of the system and the matrices of the irreps are called 
rotation matrices. (See Appendix A for a review of angular momentum.) 
Given the explicit form of the above irreps, it is now known how a 
given set of functions must transform under the group operators after 
applying a unitary transformation to the set. To get these transformed 
functions from the given set of functions F = {f^: n = 1, ..., N}, 
projection operators are used. They are defined as 
pka, = i  • (8.4) 
D all TT in 6 
j is the irrep label, k and Z are the irrep basis indices, Hj is the 
irrep dimension, and Gp is the group dimension. If the set F forms 
what is called the regular representation of the group G, then there 
are Gp different projection operators from which the transformed set is 
completely determined. However, for the purpose of this thesis, it will 
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be assumed that F does not form the regular representation. In this 
case, the projection operators may still be used but they do not com­
pletely determine the transformed functions. Here, one must fix the & 
value for each irrep j in (8.4) and then use only the resulting set of 
operators on F. The explicit method will be shown in the following. 
Fixing the value of Z in Sg and is not necessary except for the [2,1] 
Irrep; the only irrep of dimension greater than one. Here, it is fixed 
at 211. The resulting set of projection operators are given in 
Table 8.3. 
Before proceeding to the general method of operating on the set F, 
one must examine two important relations which the projection operators 
satisfy. They are 
< - I 'LM'-L (8-5) 
m 
and 
In comparing (8.5) with the form of (8.3), it is seen that for some 
function f in F, if P^^f ^ 0, then P^^f transforms as the |k> basis 
function of the j irrep. This is why these are called projection 
operators. If one fixed & = k in (8.5), then (8.6) implies 
i 'k'Lf - fk'kf 
and this is nonzero if and only if P^^f was nonzero. Thus, 
= P^^^f transforms as the |k'> basis function of the j irrep, of which 
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Table 8.3. Projection operators of and 
Sg: = 1/2[(e) + (12)] 
= 1/21 (e) - 02)] 
h' P{i 1,111 ° 1/6[(e) + (12) + (23) + (13) + (123) + (132)] 
Pjf;|jl1 = 1/3l(e) + (12) -  1/21(23) + (13) + (123) + (132)]] 
Pjjijlii = 1/3E»^/2[(23) -  (13) -  (123) + (132)]] 
' '32I!321 " 1/6[(e) - (12) -  (23) -  (13) + (123) + (132)] 
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|k> = P^i^f is also a member. For example, if 1^211^ ^ 
'*121 ^ 211^ '^ 0 and and transform as the [2,1] irrep 
basis functions of Table 8.3* That is, in matrix multiplication 
"""lu'jii'- ''SL'ILi" - ' 'ui'ji,• (8 7) 
The general procedure is to choose an irrep j and for a fixed value 
k, operate on each function f^ in F with for all k' values in the 
j irrep. Then, repeat for the next irrep. For each irrep, this gives 
a new set of functions given formally as 
F-^ = {Pk^k^n' " ^ ^ 1 k' in j} . (8.8) 
Some of these functions may be zero for all k' given a particular value 
of n. Then, taking only the nonzero functions from F-* gives the sets 
F-j = {pj^kf,: all k' in j} (8.9) 
where I takes at most N different values and for each t, F'j forms a 
basis of functions for the j irrep. Hence, many occurrences of the j 
irrep will result in general. However, more processing must be done 
since these irreps in (8.9) are not necessarily orthogonal in the sense 
that for I J* I ', P^'k^l ''k'k^l' necessarily orthogonal. To 
achieve orthogonal occurrences of the same type of irrep, the Gram-Schmit 
orthonormalization procedure may be used. It is applied separately to 
each set of functions 
{P^'k^t* ' such that P^^^fp ^ 0} 
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where j and k' are fixed. This gives the orthonormal set for each irrep 
j and basis function |k'> 
{lk',i>: i = 1, K.} (8.10) 
where K. is the number of nonzero, orthogonal irreps derived from (8.9). 
One then says that |k',i> is the |k'> basis function in the ith occur­
rence of the j irrep. For the j irrep, the Gram-Schmit procedure also 
guarantees that the set 
j ' = {|k',i>: all k' in the j irrep} (8.11) 
is a proper basis for the j irrep in the sense of (8.3) and (8.7). 
Hence, (8.11) is called the Ith occurrence of the j irrep. For example, 
suppose F = {f^.fg.fg} is an orthonormal set of three particle wavefunc-
tions and all possible [2,1] irreps are to be extracted from F. Fol­
lowing the previously outlined method, the set 
- ""inllnfr ""mlzn'r ' = '.2,3) 
of (8.8) is determined first. Suppose that P211*211^2 '*121^211^2 
are zero, then only the sets 
-  " • z n ' i n ' r ' ' u i î l n ' r  '  = < « • " >  
of (8.8) need to be processed through the Gram-Schmit procedure. If all 
the states in (8.12) are normalized, then Gram-Schmit gives the 
orthogonal irreps of (8.11) 
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[2,1] = {|211,1> - pjl 1,211^1' "  ^ ^21,211^1* 
and 
[2,1]2 = {|211,2> = n2,,[-<sl1,l|p[2;]],,f2>|211,1> + pzfijzilfs]' 
ll21,2> = n,21 [-<121,1 1^121,211^3^! 121,+ '*121,211^3^^ 
where and are normalization factors and <i |j> is the dot 
product of the states | i> and |j>. The second occurrence, [2,1]^, 
may be zero. In this case, [2,1]' is the only occurrence of the [2,1] 
irrep in F. This is the procedure used in this thesis. 
Another use of these projection operators comes from combining an 
irrep in one space, j, with an irrep in another space, j ', and extracting 
from that an irrep j" in simultaneous transformations on the two spaces. 
For example, given a three particle irrep [2,1], in space coordinates 
and a [2,1] irrep in spin coordinates, can a [3] irrep under simultane­
ous permutations of space and spin indices be found and if so, what is 
its explicit form in terms of the [2,1] space and [2,1] spin functions? 
These can be found by applying the projection operators to ail binary 
products of basis functions; one from each space. For and S^, irreps 
from two spaces may be combined, or coupled, as given in Table 8.4. The 
unprimed space is coupled to the primed space and the double-primed 
space is extracted from that. Thts is gfven as Clj]x IJ'])Ij"] in the 
table. An explicit form of the j" basis functions follows to the right 
of this irrep coupling. As an example, consider the extraction of the 
[3]" irrep from the [2,1] and [2,1]' irreps. Applying to the 
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Table 8.4. Coupling irreps from or to get overall Sg or Irreps 
'3-
Sg: ([21x [2]')[2]" 
([l^lx [1^]')[2]" 
([2]x[1^]')[l^]" 
([3]x [3]')[3]" 
( [ 3 ] X  [ 2 , 1 ] ' ) [ 2 , 1 ] "  
([3]x[l3]')[l3]" 
([2,1]X [2,1]')[3]" 
( [ 2 , 1 ] X  [ 2 , 1 ] ' ) [ 2 , 1 ] "  
([2,1]x[2,1]')[l3]" 
([2,1]x[l3]')[2,1]" 
([1^]x [1^]')[31" 
|11>' 
ll1>' 
|21>' 
I  ni>' 
|211>' 
|121>' 
|321>' 
|111>' 
l211>' 
|121>' 
|321>' 
|211>' 
|121>' 
l l11> '  
= |11>|11>' 
= |21>|21>' 
= |11>|21>' 
=' |111>|111>' 
= 111>|211>' 
= 111>1121>' 
= |111>|321>' 
= [|211>|211>' + |121>|121>'] 
= \|^lï [|211>|211>' -  |121>|121>'] 
= -1//2 [|2n>|l21>' + |121>|211>'] 
= [|211>|121>' - |121>|211>'] 
= -| 121>|321>' 
= |211>i321>' 
= |321>l321>' 
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product wavefunctions |211>|211>' gives by Table 8.3, where all operators 
[31 in ^^^ permute indices simultaneously in the unprimed and primed 
spaces, 
^ Il211>|211>' + |211>|211>' 
+ i -  J  |211> + ^  |121»(- Y |211>' + ^  |121>')  
+ (- i |211> - Ç |121»(- 1 |211>' -  ^  |121>') 
+ (- J |211> -  ^  |121»(- J |211>' -  ^  |121>') 
+ (- Y |211> + ^  ll21»(- J |211>' + ^  |121>')] 
= Y [ |211>|211>'  + |121>|121>']  
Normalizing yields the result of Table 8.4. This table is analogous to 
the coupling of two angular momenta to give a definite value of the total 
angular momentum. For instance, [2,1]x [2,1]' gives three irreps, [3]", 
[2,1]'', and [1^]". This is similar to J, + = J. If = 1, jg = 2, 
then J may be equal to 1, 2, or 3. The explicit form of the functions 
in the space coupled to total angular momentum J are given using Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients and product wavefunctions as in (7.7), analogous to 
the double-primed functions of Table 8,4. 
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IX. APPENDIX C: DERIVATION OF A SPECIAL CASE OF THE TALMI BRACKETS 
Suppose that a system may be represented by two particles in 
harmonic oscillator potentials where the oscillator frequency, w, associ­
ated with each particle is the same. The appropriate Hamiltonian, for 
possibly unequal mass particles, is 
p2 p2 
where mj^ is the mass of particle k, pj^ = -iV^ is the momentum conjugate 
to rj^, and K = 1. By (7-7), the wavefunctions of the system, coupled 
to total orbital angular momentum L and projection M, are 
|(N,L,N2L2)LM> = I  CfL^LgL; M,M2M)|N,L,M,>|N2L2M2> (9.2) 
"l"2 
where L = + Lg. |NLM> is a single particle, harmonic oscillator 
state and is represented in spherical coordinates as 
(9.3) 
l4 
L|^ is an associated Laguerre polynomial (20) given as 
o.., 
and is a spherical harmonic function (25). Also, b = (mu) is 
the oscillator length parameter. One may wish to apply a coordinate 
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transformation, IT, to the wavefunctions 4^ ^ ^ (r^) and 4^ ^ ^ {r^ such 
that 
'cl" a b '[1" 
1 1 
-
I 
N>
 
»
 
c d 
1 
CM 
(9.5) 
while preserving the harmonic oscillator form of the Hamiltonian. That 
is, in terms of , R^, P^, and P^, where P^ is the momentum conjugate 
to and Pg that conjugate to Rg, H is recast as 
" = 2^ + 2^ + y w2(w,r2 + wgr^) 
and be thought of as masses associated with the transformed 
variables R^ and R^. The constraint of preserving the oscillator form 
of the Hamiltonian implies that 
m. 
m» 
ac 
bd 
which gives the general results 
and 
= (m^d^ + mgc^j/cad - bc)^ 
^2 ~ (m,b^ + mga^i/tad - bc)^ 
For example, this type of transformation is encountered in the transfor­
mation to relative and center of mass coordinates. In this case, 
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!l ("1:1 + "2:2) 
and 
?2 cl • [2 
which implies 
and 
= m, + mg 
m^m^ 
^2 ~ m. + m. 
is the center of mass coordinate and is the relative coordinate. 
The type of transformation used in this thesis is somewhat different 
than the transformation to relative and center of mass coordinates. The 
one used here involves the permutation of three particles in a system of 
Jacobi coordinates. In this case, m^ = and the transformation is 
p' "1 2 
1 r
 Q. 
I 
1 
1
—
 
J 1 _2 
1 
• 2_ 1 
'
<
 
1 1 
which is orthogonal. The Hamiltonian, 
becomes 
" - s "p' * t -
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Thus, the transformation used in this appendix will be given by (9.5) 
where is orthogonal and m^ = m^. Applying (9.5) to (9.2) then 
gives 
*|(n,l,n2l2)lk> = ir % 0(1^1^1; „ (r^)* , ^ (r^) 
mjmg 111 2 2 1  
The goal is then to write the right side of (9.6) in terms of the 
original, complete set of coupled states in the variables r^ and r^ of 
Eqs. (9.2) and (9.3). Explicitly, this set is 
{((n^&jng&glAm^: n^,n2,A^,)l2 = 0,1,2, ... and 
&a|&j-&2l, m = -&,-&+!, ..., &} 
Then an expression must be found for the transformation coefficient, 
Itnown as a Talmi bracket, <N^LjN2L2LM|n^&^n2&2&%> such that 
c(l^l2l; 
I <N,L,NLL_LM|n,&,n,%_&m> % C(&,&,A;m,m_m) 
"i"2^iv'" m,m2 * ^ ^ 
The following is one method of deriving the Talmi bracket. The closed 
form result has been determined previously by Baranger and Davies (27), 
by Talman (28), and by Cooper (29). This derivation will basically 
follow Cooper's method. Talmi (30) first determined these by brute 
force and later Moshinsky (31) found recurrence relations for them. 
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To begin, orthonormality of |(nj&jn2&2)&m> as applied to (9.7) gives 
<njl^n2l2lm|n,&^n2&2&m> = I  c(l^l2l; m^m2m)c(&^a2*; m,m2m) 
f j  
^ *n,l,m,(*l)*n2l2m2(52) (9.8) 
Making the substitution ->• br^ and r2 ^ br2 in (9.8) removes all the 
b factors in the wavefunctions. Expanding the wavefunctions using (9.3) 
l-+y 2 l_ +y 
and expanding (R^) and (R^) using (9.4) gives 
<N,L,N_L_LM|n.&,n_&_Am> = I C(L,L_L; M,M_M)C(&,&_A; m,m_m) 
' m,m2m,m2 ^ ^ ^ 
X 4n 
g(n,,l,)g(n2,l2) 
l'"2' ^ g(n,,&,)g(n2,a2) ^ 
g(k,,l,)g(k2,l2)(n, - k,)!(n2- k2)! 
(-1) 
1 2  
2k +l 2k +1, * * 
« "1 "2 
(9.9) 
where 
G(a,b) = a! r (a + b + 3/2) (9.10) 
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2k +l . l +2k 
To perform the integration in (9.9), Y|^ (R^) and R^ Y|^ ^ (Rg) 
need to be rewritten in terms of functions in the r^ and r^ variables 
where = ar^ + brg and R^ = cr^ + drg. Starting with the equality 
iQ/R. iaQ/r, ibQ'r, 
e ~ ~ = e - ~ e ~ ~ 
and expanding the exponentials using the formula (23) 
i p - r  "  k  I  -  f t  -
e " " = 4ir % I i j^tpr) Y (p) Y (r) 
l=0 m=-l ^ •• 
gives 
l £'+£' 
I  i (dR,) Y (Q) Y* (R ) .  4TT I  i  ^  2  j  (aQr )  
l,m, "-l "-l"! ^ 
Y;.,.(r,) . (9.11) 
where is a spherical Bessel function (20). Multiplying both sides of 
(9.11) by Y,,u,(0), integrating over the solid angle 0 in the variable 
11 
Q, using the orthonormality of Y, „ (Q) on the left hand side of (9.11), 
11 
and using (7.16) on the right hand side gives, after taking the complex 
conjugate, 
Jl (QR,) Y (R ) o (4w)1/2 I (-1)*1 j , (aQr . )  j, , (bQr , )  
^1 ^ "-ri ^ £|jl^mjm^ ^1 1 *2 = 
1 
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X 000) . (9.12) 
In (9.12), I = /2&+1 and 2A^ = &j + Gg " is an even integer because 
[(AjAgL^; 000) is zero unless Aj + Jl^ + L^ is even. Then, substituting 
the power series expansion of the spherical Bessei function, 
M „ L+2v 
jlw - t —mn— 
-l. 
into (9.12), multiplying by Q , and equating coefficients of equal 
powers of Q gives 
L.+2K, . 
V/" ' '  °  
x c(%j&^l,; mjm^m,)c(aj&^l,; 000) 
£'+2v, Al+2v_ 
x ? « ' 
v,.vj=0 »,+"2+'l'k| 
0.13) 
This is the formula needed and then clearly one may also write 
L,+2K, . ^ l\h 
2 v/"'' 
X C(%Y&%L2; mYm%M2)C(AYA%L2; 000) 
&y+2u. a%+2w, 
(crj ^ 1 (drj 2 2 
r 
^,,^2=0 ^i"^v'^2''^2 g(w^,ay)g(%2,&2) 
(9.14) 
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where ZAg = A!|' + Ag " Substituting (9.13) and (9.14) into (9.9), 
integrating over the solid angles 0^ and by using (7.16), and inte­
grating over r^ and r^ using the easily derived relation 
dx e * L°'(x) = (-1)" ( ^ )  r (v + a + 1) 
0 " 
gives 
<n^nglglmin^ng^^^no = I  0(1^1^1; m^m2m)c(&^&2a: m^nigm) 
x i|- ( 1) oyn^. [ g(n^,t^)g(n2,&2) 
(â'âvâiâv): 
X I  //// C(AjA^L,; mjm^M,)C(A{&^L,; 000) 
X mym!^M2)C(&Y&^L2; 000)C(Jl|£yA^ ; 000) 
X m ' m U m , ) C ( & ' 0 0 0 )  %  
v,vj„,p2 
»'+2vj Vf*2u^ 
® ^ v^+vg+a^.k^ u^+wg+ag.kg 
* g(v,,&i)g(v2,&i)g(v,,a%)g(w2,&%) 
b,+vi+y, b-+v-+u, 
X r (B^+v^+y^+j l^+3/2)r (B2+V2+U2+V3/2)  < n ]  ^ < ng ^ '  
(9.15) 
where 2B^ = and 2B2 = l^+ Z'^- SL^ are also even integers. 
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Since this transformation leaves the Hamiitonian invariant in form, 
it will not change the physical observables associated with the wavefunc-
tions in (9.2). Thus, in the expansion of (9.7), the total angular 
momentum, its projection, and the total energy must be the same on both 
sides. Explicitly, 
l = & , (9.16) 
M = m where M = and m = m^+mg , (9.17) 
and 
2n^ + l, + 2n2 + lg = 2n^ + + 2n2 + hg (9.18) 
where the total energy of the two particle system is a)(2N^ + + 2N2 
+ Lg + 3). The same is true of the parity of the wavefunctions in (9.7) 
which implies that 
L.+L. &1+&, 
(-1) = (-1) ' ^ . (9.19) 
Using the two Kronecker delta functions in (9.15) with the fact that K. 
is summed from 0 to N. for i = 1,2 and by using Eq. (9.18), it can be 
shown that 
,  K g  =  N g  ,  B ^ + y ^  +  v ^  =  n ^  ,  a n d  =  n ^  
The first two equalities eliminate the sums over and in (9.15) and 
the last two will be inserted as Kronecker delta functions. Then, (9.15) 
becomes 
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n,+n_+N.+N_ . . . . 
= J (-1) ^ 
1 /O n a a a a 
x [g(n^,jl^)g(n2,£2)g(n,,l,)g(n2,l2)]'^^ _ [&j%%&%%%]' 
*1*7*2*2 
X C(%j&^L,; 000)C(ay£^12; 000)C(%|&y&,; 000)C(&^A%&2; 000) 
X % C(&{A1L,; mlmlM, )C(&y&yL,; m'Jml,'M,)C()l!£!,'Jl, ; mim'.'m,) 
^1^2^1^2 
X C(&2^%&2: n i2" '2" '2^^^ ' "1^2^ '  M,M2M)C(&^A2&; m^mgm) I  
£'+2v. Al+2v_ &y+2w, %%+2w, 
a  '  ' b ^  ^ c '  '  d  ^  ^  ,  
x a / a i \ a 7 . m i i m / " a l l\ a f "'•«'i'lt' 0 , g(v^,£|)g(v2.^2^g(u^,&y)g(w2'&2) a^+v^+vg.ng a2+v^+y2»n2 
^ *b,+v,+p,,n, *b2+v2+w2'"2 (9.20) 
This can be further simplified by using an angular momentum result (32) 
I C(Ji;£iL,; m'm'M,)C(&"A"L,; m"m"M,)[(&»&%&.; mimVm,) 
X C(&%A%%2; m^m%m2) =  [L,L22,&2]  I  C(L,L2J;  mymgK) 
JK 
*1 *2 "-1 
x < &y lg 
*1 *2 ^ -
(9.21) 
Then, by (7.9), the sum of the remaining Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in 
(9.20) becomes 
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i [(l^lgl; m^mgmicfl^lgj; m^mgk) 
*JL*JA*KM*Km 
and, thus, (9.20) will be simplified to 
_ n,+n_+N,+N_ 
<n^l^n2l2lm|n^&^n2&2am> = ^ ("d 
X [G(n^,&^)G(n2,&2)G(N^,L^)G(N2,L2) ]^ /^  ^ 
Wl' l  
Pi  4  h i  
X j £•; 4 c(A; 
ll^ &2 l j 
oooicftyaylg; 000)c(%jaya,; 000) 
&{+2v, g^+zvg ay+zw, a%+2w2 
'  ^<'2%' o"®' glv,.«j)mv2,liyg(„,,»v)g(„j,ll^) 
* ,n^'^a2+w^+^2'"^2 '^b2'''^6^'"2 (9-22) 
This is the closed form expression desired for the transformation coef­
ficient <NjL^N2L2LM|n^&jn2&2&%^ and in (9.22), although not stated 
explicitly, 
2a^ = ji| + - l] , 2a2 = ny + &% - l2 
2B^ = &{ + and 2B2 = - Ag 
Equations (9.18) and (9.19) also hold in (9.22). Equation (9.18) can 
be shown, however, to be redundant with one of the Kronecker delta func­
tions in (9.22). The constraint of (9.18) limits the sums in (9.22) to 
be finite since it can be shown that 
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+ 2(w, + wg + v, + vg) 2n^ + l, + 2n2 + lg 
2n^ + + 20^ + &2 
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X. APPENDIX D: MISCELLANEOUS TABLES 
This appendix consists of four, lengthy tables, included in this 
thesis for completeness, but which would have been distracting if in­
cluded in the main text. 
A. Table of the S^ Irreps in the Space Variables 
Table 10.1 is a listing of the space S^ irreps as extracted from 
t h e  h a r m o n i c  o s c i l l a t o r  s t a t e s  i n  t h e  X  a n d  p  v a r i a b l e s  o f  T a b l e  3 5 .  
The notation is 
[ma,n> = [k,;; E,L> = % c|^''[K,Tr> , 
K 
where [ma,ir> are the S^ irrep basis functions. The label m is an index 
and two sets of indices are used, one for ir = +1 and one for ir = -1, 
where ir is the parity. The label o differentiates the two basis func­
tions of the [2,1] irrep; a = a for the |211> function and a = b for the 
|121>. The label k is the S^ basis function label and i labels the 
irrep occurrence for one set of L and E values, where L is the total 
orbital angular momentum and E is the excitation energy in units of the 
oscillator frequency, lo. The lK,Tr> are the two-particle, harmonic 
k i 
oscillator states in the X and p variables of Table 3.5 and the C|^' 
are the coefficients of the unitary transformation. 
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Table 10.1. The irreps in the space variables 
[!,+> - [(111).1:0,0> - ( 1. 0000000)<[l,-f> 
[3.+> - [(111),1:2,0» " ( 0.7071068)»[2,+> 
+ ( 0.7071068):[3,+> 
[3«, +> - [(211),1:2, 0> - ( 0. 7071067)I[2, O 
* (-0.7071068) «[3,+> 
[3b,m [(121).1:2,0> - (-1.0000000)I[4,+> 
[4,*> - [(321),1:2,1> - ( 1. 0000000)K[@,+> 
[5,*> - [(111), 1:2,2> - ( 0. 7071068)>[6. O 
+ ( 0.7071068) <[7.+> 
[6a.+> •> [(211).1:2.2> - ( 0. 7071066):[6,+> 
* (-0. 7071068) I [7,+> 
[6b,+> - [(121).1:2,2> - (-1.0000000)>[e,+> 
[7,+> • [(111).1:4. 0> - ( 0.6123724) I[9. O 
+ ( 0. 6123729) x[10.+> 
* ( 0.3726780) I[ 13, 
* ( 0.3333333) I[14, •»> 
[8,+> - [(111),2:4,0» - ( 0. 6666667)x[13,+> 
+ (-0. 7493999)x[14,+> 
[9a.+> - [(211).1:4.0» - ( 0. 7909694)x[9.+> 
* (-0. 4743417) x[ 10,4-» 
+ (-0.2886792) I [13,4-» 
* (-0. 2981989) x[ 14,+» 
[9b,+» • [(121),1:4,0» - ( 0. 3162278)x[ll,+» 
+ ( O. 9486833) x[ 12, •!•» 
[10m,+> • [(211),2:4,0» - ( O. 6324994)x[ 10,•»•» 
+ (-0.9773903)x[13,+» 
* (-0.9163977)x[14,*> 
[10b,+» " [(121),2:4,0» - (-0.9486833)x[ll,*> 
* ( 0. 3163277) x( 12,4-» 
[lla,*> - [(211), 1:4,1» - ( 1.0000000)xC 17,•» 
[lib,*» - [(121), 1:4,1» • (-0. 7071068)x[19, +» 
* ( O. 7071068)»[16.+» 
[12,+» - [(321), 1:4.1» - ( 0. 7071068)x[19,*> 
* ( 0. 7071068)x[16.*» 
[13.+» - [(111). 1:4.2» - ( 0. 6123729)x[ 18.+» 
+ ( 0. 6123724)x[19.+» 
+ ( 0. 3118048)x [24.+» 
* ( 0. 3118048) X [29.+» 
+ ( 0. 2397021 )x [26.+» 
[14.+» - [(111).2:4.2» - ( 0. 3333337)X[24.+» 
+ ( 0. 3333334) X [29.+» 
+ (-0. 8819170) X [26,+» 
[19a,+» - [(211), 1:4,2» - ( 0.7909694)x[18,+» 
+ (-0. 4743416) x[ 19,+» 
+ (-0. 2419230) X[24,+» 
+ (-0. 2419230) x[29, +» 
* (-0. 1829741 )x [26,+» 
[19b,+» - [(121), 1:4.2» - ( 0. 2649791 )x[20.+» 
+ ( 0. 7937291 >x [21.+» 
+ ( 0. 1732092) X (22.+» 
+ ( 0.9196159) X [23.+» 
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Table 10.1. Continued 
[16a,+> - t(211>,3;4, S> -
* 
* 
* 
0.6324996) I [19, 
-0. 4830499) 1 [24, +> 
-0. 4830499) i [29, 
-0. 3691483) «[26, O 
[16b,+> - [<121),2:4,2> -
+ 
* 
• 
-0. 7937290)1[20,+> 
0. 2649791) «[21, <•> 
-0. 9196197)«[22,+> 
0. 1732092) «[23,+> 
[ 17a, +> - [<211>,3:4,9> -
* 
0.7071068) 1(24,4-> 
-0. 7071068) «[29, O 
[17b,+> - (<121),3;4,2> -
* 
• 
0. 3872988) <C20, +> 
0. 3872989)«[21.+> 
-0.9916078)«[22,+> 
-0. 9916077) «C23,0 
[18,+> - [(321),1:4,2> " 
* 
* 
0.3872984) «[20, O 
-0.3872977) «[21,0 
-0. 9916081)«[22,+> 
0. 9916082)«t23,0 
[19a,+> - [(211).1:4,3> - 1.0000000)» [29,+> 
[19b,+> - [<121), 1:4, 3> -
+ 
-0. 7071068) «[27, +> 
0.7071066) «[28, 
[20,+> - [<3B1),1:4,3» " 
+ 
0.7071068) «[27,+> 
0.7071068) «[28,+> 
[21,+> - [<111), 1:4, 4> • 
• 
• 
0.6123728)%[30,+> 
0.6123726) «[31,0 
0.4999993) «[34, •> 
[22a,+> - [<211), 1:4,4> " 
+ 
+ 
0. 7909697)« [30,4-> 
-0.4743417)1 [31, 
-0 3872977)x[34,+> 
[22b, O - [(121), 1:4,4> - 0. 3162279)%[32,+> 
0. 9486833) X [33,+> 
[23a.+> - [<211>,2:4,4> -
* 
0 6324999)x[31,+> 
-0.7749963)x[34,+> 
[23b, +> - [<121>,2:4.4> -
• 
-0. 9486833) X [32, •»> 
0. 3162279)x[33,+> 
[24, +> - [<111), 1:6,0> m 
4-
+ 
+ 
• 
0. 9863020)1 [39,0 
0. 4797016) X[36,0 
0. 1410190) X [39,+> 
0 4230970)x[40,*> 
0. 1907997) x[41,*> 
0. 4922670)x[42,+> 
[29,*> - [<111),2:6,0» -
+ 
• 
* 
+ 
0. 3370999)x[36,+> 
0.9391299)x[39,*> 
-0.3967931)1 (40,+> 
0. 9720779) X (41,0 
-0.3813891)x(42,+> 
[26, +> " [<lli),3:6,0> -
* 
• 
• 
0.9163981>x(39,+> 
0. 9163979)1(40,+> 
-0 4830498)x(41,+> 
-0. 4830499>x (42,'«•> 
[27a, +> - [<211),1:6,0> m 
* 
* 
* 
* 
0. 8100926)x [39,4-> 
-0.347ie26)x[36,*> 
-0. 1020621)x(39,+> 
-0. 3061862)x (40,0 
-0.1091090>x(41,0 
-0. 3273268)x[42,0 
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Table 10.1. Continued 
C37. +> - [<tlt).3;6.2> > ( 0. 4654746)»[97,+> 
* ( 0.4654739)«t58.+> 
+ <-0. 0999141 )«t99.+> 
+ <-0. 0999140)«t60.+> 
+ (-0.a971324):C61,+> 
+ (-0.S9713S4)x[62.+> 
+ (-0. 46ai978)%[63, +> 
+ (-0.4621980)%[64.+> 
[38.+> - [(111). 4:6,2> - ( 0. 3908236)1(99,-»> 
+ ( 0. 3908233)x[60,+> 
* (-0. 9947000)%[61,+> 
+ (-0. 9947003)%[62, +> 
* ( 0. 2631168)x[63,+> 
* ( 0. a631174)»[64,+> 
[39a, +> - [(211),1:6.2> - ( 0 8100926)%[91.+> 
+ (-0.3471829)%[92,+> 
+ (-0.0944911) *[97.+> 
* (-0.2834733)X(98. 
* (-0 0790969)x(99.+> 
f (-0. 2371708)x[60. +> 
+ (-0.0714289) xt61,+> 
* (-0 2142896)x[62,+> 
+ (-0.0491794)x(63,+> 
* (-0.1399263)x[64,+> 
[39b. *> - [(121). 1:6, 2> - ( 0. 0731929) x(93.+> 
* ( 0. 6987321)x[94.+> 
* < 0.0997619)x[99.+> 
* ( 0.9378934)x[96.+> 
* ( 0. 3674232)x(69.4-> 
* ( 0. 2409393)x (66. 
+ ( 0.2409353)%[67,+> 
+ ( 0 1309311)x(68,+> 
(40#, *> - [(211).3;6,2> - ( 0. 7319291 )x(92, O 
* (-0. 3989686) X (97, +> 
* (-0.2390497)x(98,+> 
* (-0.2999999)* (99, •> 
* (-0. 2000000)* (60,0 
* (-0.2710922)*[61,+> 
* (-0. 1807019)*(62,+> 
* (-0. 1714288)* (63,0 
* (-0.1142899)*[64,+> 
(40b,*> - ((iai).2:6.2> - (-0. 6943648)*[93. +> 
* ( 0.2314949) *[34, 
* (-0.9669470)*[99,+> 
+ ( 0.1889824)x[96,+> 
* (-0.2323788)*[69.+> 
* (-0.1921278)*[66.+> 
+ (-0. 1921279)1(67. O 
* (-0.0628081)* (68, 4-> 
(41a, +> m ((211),3;6,2> - ( 0. 6191392)x(57.+> 
* (-0.3499481)*(98,+> 
* (-0. 4994867)1(99,0 
+ ( 0. 0490438)1(60,'<•> 
+ (-0. 2990991 )*(61,+> 
* ( 0. 1933149) % (62,+> 
* ( 0.0386096)* (63,+> 
* ( 0. 3474890) X (64,0 
(41b,*> - ((131),3:6,2> - ( 0.1042974)1(93,+> 
+ ( O. 3127720)x[94, *> 
+ (-0. 1276e82>x(99,+> 
* (-0.3830647)x[96,*> 
* ( 0. 4884799)*[69,+> 
+ (-0.9367773)*(66,+> 
* ( 0.0342626)* (67. 
* (-0. 4476033)* (68, O 
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CASa.O - C(S11>.4;6.2> - ( 0. 9107942)1 [98,•»> 
* <-0.2848844) >[99. 4-> 
+ <-0. 9697696)%[60.+> 
4- < 0. 0321747)«[61.+> 
4- <-0. 2292219)x[62.+> 
4- < 0. 4476766) «[63. •»> 
4- < O. 2848848)x [64, 
[42b.+> m [<121).4:6,2> - <-0. 3077110)l[93, O 
4- < 0 0879174)x[94,*> 
4- < 0.3768667) «[99, 4'> 
4- <-0. 1076763)x[96, +> 
4- <-0. 2974493)x[69,+> 
4- <-0. 4093126)x[66,+> 
4- < 0. 6741609) x[67,4-> 
4- < 0. »99079>x[66,4-> 
[43a. +> - [<211).9:6,2> - < 0. 9163989)x[99. 4-> 
4- < -0. 9163977 ) X [60,4-> 
* <-0. 4082476)x(61. +> 
4- < 0. 4082481 )x [62,4-> 
4- <-0. 2981986) X[63,+> 
4- < 0. 2981993)X[64.4-> 
[43b.4-> m [<121),9:6.2> - <-0. 2788869)«[93,+> 
4- <-0. 2788869) X [94, +> 
4- < 0. 3419692)x[99,4-> 
4- < 0. 3419694)x[96,4-> 
4- < O. 0666693) X (69,4-> 
* < 0. 1927927)x[66,4>> 
* t 0. 1927929)x[67,4-> 
4- <-0. 7483314)x[68,+> 
[44«, +> - [<211),6:6,2> •> < 0. 3779666)x[61,4-> 
* <-0. 3779644) X [62,4-> 
4. <-0. 9976132)x[63,+> 
4- < 0. 9976140)x[64,4-> 
[44b, +> - [<121),6;6,2> - <-0. 2581992)%[93,+> 
4. <-0. 2981992)x[94,4-> 
4- < 0. 3162273) X (99, 4-> 
4- < 0. 3162281)1(96, >> 
4- < 0. 4320900) X(69,4-> 
4- <-0. 4242641 )X(66, +> 
4- <-0. 4242638) X (67,+> 
4- ( 0. 3464091 )x (68,4-> 
(49>4-> " [<321), 1:6,2> - < 0. 9123479)x(93,4-> 
4- (-0. 0731923) X (94, +> 
4- (-0. 1792844)x[99,+> 
* i 0. 9378929) X (96, 4-> 
4- <-0.3674230)«[69,4-> 
4- <-0. 9077964 )x[66. *> 
4- < 0. 0267261 >x (67. 4-> 
+ <-0.1309311)x[68,+> 
(46. +> " (<321).2;6.2> - < 0. 9070929)x[94.4-> 
4. < 0. 9179499) «[99.4-> 
* <-0.1039097)«(56.+> 
4- <-0. 4242636>x (69. 4-> 
4- <-0. 0462910) X (66. +> 
4. <-0. 9092010)%(67. +> 
4. <-0. 19ll862)»[68,+> 
[47, +> - (<111),1:6,3> - < 0.4229777)«(71,4-> 
* <-0. 4229760) X (72, 4.> 
* <-0. 9669466)x[73, +> 
4. < O. 9669470)x (74, 4-> 
(48*, +> m (<211).1:6,3> - < 0. 9063269)x[71,+> 
+ < 0. 1970271 )x (72,4.> 
* < 0. 2643403)1(73. *> 
* <-0. 2643409) x (74. *> 
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[57«,+> - [(21i),2:6.4> - I 0. 7319290l%[79.+> 
+ (-0.2803062) I  [84.+> 
+ (-0.1868710)»[85,*> 
+ (-0. 4494890)*C86.+> 
+ (-0.2996997) I [87.+> 
+ (-0. 2020308) %[88. *> 
* (-0. 1346873) I [89. O 
[57b,+> - [(121).2:6.4> - (-0. 8091741 )x[80.+> 
* ( 0. 2697246) X  [81.+> 
+ (-0.3897976)x[82,+> 
+ ( O. 1289860) X [83.'F> 
•F (-0. 2171240) X [90. O 
* (-0. 2171240) x[91.+> 
* (-0.1133896) X[92. *> 
[58#.+> - ((211).3;6>4> > ( 0 8096638)%[84,+> 
* (-0. 1239082) X[85. *> 
+ (-0. 5171394)x[86.+> 
+ (-0. 0330087)x[87,+> 
+ ( O. 0271996)*[88,*> 
+ ( 0. 2448014) X[89. 4-> 
[58b,+> " [(121).3:6.4> B ( 0. 0990385)X[80.4-> 
* ( 0. 2971144)x[81,+> 
+ (-0. 2077438)x[82.*> 
* (-0. 6232314)x[83.+> 
+ (-0.3029922)x[90.+> 
* ( 0. 4942888)X[91,0 
+ ( -0. 3663892) X [92. +> 
[99a.O • [(211), 4:6. 4> - ( 0. 8001882)x[89.+> 
+ (-0. 1132199)x[86.+> 
+ ( -0. 9283982) x [87. +> 
* ( 0. 2918982>x [88.4.> 
* ( O. 0693066) x[89,+> 
(99b,O • [(t21),4;6.4> > (-0. 2893493)x(80.+> 
* (-0 0543516)x[81.*> 
+ ( 0. 5989467>x [82.4.> 
* ( 0. 1140091 )x [83, •*.> 
* (-0. 9469033)x(90,+> 
* ( 0. 3828321 )x[91.*> 
* ( 0. 3141719)%[92,+> 
[60a.+> • [(211).9:6.4> - ( O. 2898888) x[86.+> 
+ (-0. 2898812) %[87,+> 
* (-0. 6449998)x [88, i-> 
+ ( 0. 6449937 )x [89. •> 
[60b,+> " [(121),9:6,4» - (-0.1965972)x[80,+> 
+ (-0. 1569964) x[81,+> 
* ( 0. 32e3993)%[82,+> 
* ( 0. 3283949)x [83. •»> 
+ ( 0. 2100434)X[90.+> 
+ ( 0. 2100429) :[91,*> 
+ (-0.8043987):[92,+> 
[61,+> m [(321), 1:6, 4> > ( 0. 4714043)x[80. O 
+ ( 0. 1767790)X[81.*> 
+ (-0. 1949039)%[82.+> 
* ( 0. 4639113) X(83.-»> 
+ (-0. 6324565) x[90. *> 
+ (-0. 237J719>X[91,*> 
+ (-0. 2270740)X[92, O 
[62,m [(321),2:6, 4> - ( 0. 4370047) X  [81. O 
* ( 0.5624993) X  [82. O 
* (-0. 3541661)x[83.+> 
* (-0. 5863019)x[91,*> 
* (-0.1930943) x[92.+> 
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Table 10.1. Continued 
C6a. -> 
-
[(211). 1: 3. 2> 
-
( 1. 0000000)«[10,-> 
[6b. -> - [(121). 1: 3, 2> - (-1. 0000000)«[9,-> 
[7. -> 
-
[(111). 1; 3. 3> 
• 
( 0. 9000001)«[12,-> 
(-0. 8660293) 1[ 14,-> 
[8a, -> [(211), 1; 3, 3> 
+ 
( 0. 8660294) x[ 12.-> 
( 0. 4999999) «[14,-> 
[8b. -> 
-
[(121). 1: 3. 3> 
•t 
( 0. 8660296) «[11.-> 
( 0. 4999996) «[13.-> 
[9, -> [(321). 1; 3, 3> 
• 
( 0. 9000001)«[11.-> 
(-0. B660293)«[13. -> 
[10, -> [(111). 1: 9, 1> 
* 
+ 
• 
• 
( 0. 9990170)«[16.-> 
(-0. 9123479)«[17.-> 
(-0. 9477229) «[ 19.-> 
(-0. 2419229>«[22,-> 
(-0. 2160246) «[24, -> 
(-0. 1414219) «[26,-> 
[11. -> [(111). 2: 9, 1> 
• 
• 
• 
• 
( 0. 3691486)«[17,-> 
(-0. 3419647)«[19,-> 
(-0. 2981988)«[22, -> 
( 0. 6390892)« [24,-> 
(-0 9291904)«[26.-> 
[12a. -> [(211), 1: 9, 1> 
* 
+ 
+ 
( 0. 8291962)«[16.-> 
( 0. 3494246)«[17.-> 
( 0.3692749) «[19.-> 
( 0. 1628347)x[22.-> 
( 0.1496438)i [24.-> 
( 0. 0993464)«[26,-> 
[12b. -> [(121), 1 9, 1> 
+ 
• 
+ 
( 0. 6784009)«(19.-> 
( 0. 1191419)«(lB.-> 
( 0. 1830919)<(20.-> 
( 0. 4889042)1(21.-> 
( 0. 4369312)« (23.-> 
( 0. 2860391)1(29.-> 
[13a. -> [(211), 2 9, 1> 
* 
* 
• 
* 
( 0. 6963108)«(17,-> 
(-0. 4070868)1(19.-> 
(-0. 1230914)«C22.-> 
(-0.9642438)«[24,-> 
( 0. 1261312)«(26.-> 
[13b, -> [(121), 2 9, 1> 
• 
+ 
+ 
+ 
• 
(-0. 1994312) «(19.-> 
( 0. 3916749)«[ 18,-> 
(-0.7327961)«[20,-> 
( 0. 3077289)1(21,-> 
(-0. 1789067)«[23,-> 
( 0. 3783942) «(29,-> 
[14a. -> [(211) 3 9 1> 
+ 
• 
+ 
( 0.9303300)x[19,-> 
(-0. 6236094) x(22. -> 
(-0. 3486082) x(24. -> 
(-0. 4964399)X(26.-> 
[14b, -> [(121) 3 9 1> 
+ 
+ 
• 
* 
(-0. 4330129) x[ 19.-> 
(-0. 6614380)1(18.-> 
(-0.1767768)1(20.-> 
( 0. 31ie047)x[2l.-> 
( 0. 4880917) X [23.-> 
( 0. 0912871 )x (29.-> 
[|9a>-> - C<8tt>,4;9.1> - < 0.6666669) I C22>-> 
+ (-0. 8981430)1124.-> 
* (-0. 6*31300)1126.-> 
Table 10.1. Continued 
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C19b.-> - C<iai>.4:9. 1> - ( 0. 6666668)%[21,-> 
• (-0. 5981421) xt23.-> 
* (-0. 6831300) (C29.-> 
[ 16.-> - [(321),1:9,1> - < 0. 9990170)«C19.-> 
+ (-0. 9123479)i[18.-> 
+ (-0. 9477229) *120.-> 
+ (-0.2419230) >t21.-> 
* (-0.2160246)1 [23.-> 
* (-0. 1414216) >[29.-> 
[17.-> - [(321).2:9.1> > ( 0. 3691489)x[ 18.-> 
* (-0. 3419647) «[20.-> 
+ (-0.2981989) «[21.-> 
* ( 0. 6390890) « [23.-> 
+ (-0.5291908)1(29.-> 
[18.-> - [(111). 1:9.2> - ( 0. 9000000)«[27.-> 
+ (-0. 9916080) >[30.-> 
4- (-0. 63S4595)>[32.-> 
[19«.-> - [(211). 1:9.2> - ( 0. 8660294)«(27.-> 
* ( 0.3419690) >[30.-> 
+ ( 0. 3691484>>[32.-> 
[19b.-> - [(121). 1:9.2> - (-0. 8660293) >[28.-> 
* (-0. 3415690)«[29.-> 
* (-0. 3691487)«[31.-> 
[20«,-) - [(211),2:9.2> - ( 0. 7302966)>[30.-> 
+ (-0.6831302)>[32.-> 
[20b.-> - C(121).2:9.2> - (-0. 7302962)>[29.-> 
* ( 0.6831306) >[31.-> 
[21.-> - [(321). 1:9. 2> - ( 0. 9000000) >[28.-> 
* (-0. 5916078)«[29,-> 
+ (-0. 6324597)«[31.-> 
C22.-> - C(lli).l:9.3> •> ( 0. 9590169)>(34.-> 
* (-0.6587322) >[35.-> 
* (-0. 3585693>x[37.-> 
+ (-0. 1936490)X(40.-> 
+ (-0.2598074) >[42.-> 
+ (-0. 1414213)>[44.-> 
C23.-> - C(lll).a:5.3> - ( 0. 2390469) >[39.-> 
f (-0. 4391958) xt37.-> 
+ (-0. 6324946) x(40.-> 
* ( 0. 9696899)x[42>-> 
+ (-0. 1732049)xC44f-> 
(24a.-> - C(211>. 1:9.3> - ( O. 8291960) >[34.-> 
* ( 0.4441172) >[39.-> 
+ ( 0. 2417474 )xE37.-> 
* ( 0. 1309981) >[40.-> 
* t 0. 1791621 >>[42.-> 
* ( 0.0993462) >[44.-> 
[24b)-> - [(121).1:9.3> - ( 0. 6784006)>[33.-> 
* ( 0. 1480390) X [36.-> 
+ ( 0. 0809823)X[38.-> 
* ( 0. 3916749) X[39.-> 
+ ( 0. 9294864)x[41.-> 
+ ( 0.2860393) I[43.-> 
(29a.-> " C(211).2;9.3> " ( 0. 9582910)x[35.-> 
* (-0.4273926)X[37.-> 
* (-0. 0619497) x[40.-> 
* (-0. 6881016) x[42.-> 
+ (-0. 1689900) x[44.-> 
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CS9b.-> - C(121>>2:9>3> > (-0. 3198013)»[33,-> 
* (-0. 0697699)1[36.-> 
* (-0.7692342)%[38.-> 
+ ( 0.4923690) «[39.-> 
* ( 0.0990483) >[41.-> 
* ( 0. 2399706) X [43.-> 
[26a.-> - [(811>.3:9.3> - ( 0. 6614376)1(37.-> 
* (-0. 6123729)l[40.-> 
+ (-0.2738619)1 [42.-> 
* (-0. 3394106)> [44.-> 
[26b, -> - [(121),3:9,3» - (-0. 3939934)i[33,-> 
+ (-0. 6943691>x[36.-> 
* ( 0. 2834732) X [38.-> 
* ( 0. 9477223) X [41.-> 
* ( 0. 1118041)x[43.-> 
tS7«.-> - [t811>.4:9.3> - ( 0. 4082483)x[40.-> 
* ( 0. 1829746) X [42.-> 
+ (-0. 8944271 )x(44.-> 
[27b,-> - [(121).4:9. 3> • ( 0. 40B24B4)x[39.-> 
* ( 0. 1829792)X[41.-> 
+ (-0. 8944270)x[43.-> 
[28.-> - [(321). 1:9. 3> - ( 0. 9990171 )x[33.-> 
* (-0. 6987324)X[36.-> 
* (-0.3989688)%[38.-> 
* (-0. 1936493) X [39.-> 
+ (-0.2998079)X[41. 
+ (-0. 1414217) x[43.-> 
[29.-> - [(321).2:9.3> - ( 0. 2390466)x[36.-> 
* (-0. 4391990)x[38, -> 
+ (-0. 6324962)X[39.-> 
+ ( 0. 5696843)%[41,-> 
* (-0. 1732049)x[43.-> 
[30,-> - [(111), 1:9, 4> - ( 0. 9000002)x[49.-> 
* (-0.8660293)x[48.-> 
[31a.-> - [(211).1:9.4> - ( 0. 8660299)1 [49.-> 
* ( 0. 4999999)x [48.-> 
[31b.-> - [(121), 1:9,4> - (-0. B660299)x[46.-> 
* (-0. 4999997) X (47.-> 
[32,-> - [(321), 1;9>4> - ( 0. 9000002)x[46.-> 
+ (-0.8660293)X(47,-> 
(33,-> - [(111),1;9, 9> - ( 0. 9990173)X(90.-> 
* (-0.7499999)x[91.-> 
* (-0. 3939932>x(94.-> 
(34a,-> - [(211),1:9,9» - ( 0. 8291963)x[90.-> 
+ ( 0. 9096497)X(91.-> 
* ( 0. 2383694)x[94.-> 
(34b.-» - ((121), 1:9,9» - ( 0. 6784017)1(49.-» 
* ( 0.1689497)1(92.-» 
+ ( 0.7190999)1(93.-» 
(39a.-» - ((211).2: 9. 9» - ( 0. 4264016)x(91.-» 
* (-0. 9049340)X(94.-» 
(39b.-» • ((121). 2: 9. 9» - (-0. 4767329)x[49, -» 
* (-0. 6399994) x(92, -» 
+ ( 0. 6030247) X (93.-» 
(36.-» - ((321), 1:5,9» - ( 0. 9990179)x(49.-» 
+ (-0. 7499995>X[92.T» 
+ (-0. 3535537 )x [53.-» 
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B. Table of the N and A 6w Basis Functions 
Table 10.2 lists the N and A 6w bases. The notation used is 
[l> = [([m,IT>,[S»J>[T> 
where [i> are the basis functions and the label I is an index for one 
set of J, ir, and t . The states [m,ir> are the space irreps of Table 
10.1, where ir is the parity. Table 10.1 gives the total orbital angular 
momentum of the [m,ir>. The states [S> are the spin irreps of Table 
3.2 and [T> are the isospin irreps of Table 3.1. The total spin and 
isospin are given as S and t , respectively, where [1/2> is the [2,1] 
irrep and [3/2> is the [3] irrep for both [S> and [t>. The total 
angular momentum is J, where J = L + S. This is a shorthand notation, 
but the coupling rule of Table 33 which has been used to give the 
overall symmetric basis function may be inferred once the irrep label 
of [m,Tr> is found from Table 10.1. 
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Table 10.2. The N and A 6w basis functions 
N 1/2+ 
[ 1> c <[ 1.+>. Cl/2» i/a> [l/2> [ i> -[ (C 9. 
[ 2> c <C 2, +>. Cl/2» l/2> [l/2> c 2> - C (C13. [ 3> c (C 7.+>. Cl/2» l/2> [l/2> [ 3> - C (C14. [ 4> c <C 8,+>. Cl/2» l/2> [l/2> C 4> - C (C39. 
[ »> c <C24.+>. Cl/2» l/2> [l/2> C 9> -[ ([36. 
[ 6> c <C29.+>. Cl/2» l/2> [l/2> C 6> -[ ([37. [ 7> c (C26.+>. Cl/a» l/2> [l/2> C 7> • [ (C38. 
[ B> c (C 3.+>.Cl/a» l/2> [l/2> C e> - C (C 3. [ 9> c (C 6.+>. C3/a» l/2> [l/2> [ 9> - C (C 6. 
C10> [ (C 9,+>, Cl/2» t/2> [l/2> [tO> - C (C 6. 
Cll> c (CIO.+>. Cl/2» l/2> [l/2> [ii> - C (C 9. 
[ia> c <cii.+>, ci/a>) l/2> [i/a> [ia> - C (CIO. [13> c <Cll.+>. C3/2» i/a> [l/2> [13> - c (Cil, [14> c (C19.+>. C3/2» i/a> [l/2> [14> • c (Cil. [19> [ ([16,+>, [3/2» i/a> (l/2> C19> " [ ([19. [16> [ ([17. +>. [3/a» l/2> [i/a> [16> " [ ([19. [17> [ (C27.+>. Cl/2» l/2> [i/a> [17> • [ ([16. 
cie> c (C28.+>. Cl/2» l/2> [i/a> [ie> -[ ([16. [19> [ (C29,+>.ci/a>) l/2> [i/a> [19> « [ (C17. [20> [ <c3i,+>.ci/a» i/a> (l/2> [20> - C (C17. [21> c ( C31. +>. C3/2» i/a> [l/2> [ai> -[ (C19. [22> c (C3a.+>. Cl/a» i/a> [l/2> [22> - C (C27, [a3> [ (C32.+>. C3/2» l/2> [l/2> [23> -[ (C2B. 
C24> c <C39.+>. C3/2» l/2> [l/2> [24> -[ ([89. 
[29> c (C40.+>, C3/2» l/2> [l/2> [29> -[ ([31. [26> [ (C41.+>. [3/2» l/2> [l/2> [26> -[ (C31. 
[27> [ (C42.+>. [3/2» i/a> [l/2> [27> > C (C32. [28> [ (C43.+>. [3/2» l/2> [l/2> [28> - C (C3a. 
C29> c (C44.+>. C3/2» l/2> [i/a> [29> - C (C39. 
[30> [ (C 4.+>,Cl/2» l/2> [i/a> [30> > C (C39. 
[31> [ (C12.+>,Cl/2» l/2> [i/a> [31> - C (C40. 
[32> [ <C30.+>>Cl/2» l/2> [l/2> [32> - C (C40. [33> c (C33.+>. Cl/2» i/a> [l/2> [33> - C (C41. [34> [ (C34,+>,[l/2» l/2> [l/2> [34> a [ ([41. 
[39> -[ ((4a. 
[36> -( ((4a. 
N 1/2- [37> • ( ((43. 
[38> - [ ((43. 
C 1> • [ ([ 2.->. [1/2» i/a> [l/2> [39> - ( ((44. 
[ 2> • [ ([10.->. [1/a» l/2> [i/a> [40> - ( ((44. [ 3> • [ ([ii.->, [1/a» i/a> [i/a> [41> -( ((48. 
C 4> • c ([ i.->.[1/a» l/2> ci/a> C4a> -[ ((49. [ d> • c (C 1. C3/2» l/2> ci/a> C43> -[ ((90. 
C 6> c ([ 3.->. [1/a» t/2> [i/a> C44> -[ ([ 4. [ 7> • c ([ 3, [3/a» l/2> [i/a> [49> -( ((la. [ 8> • c ([ 4.->. [1/a» l/2> [i/a> [46> -( ((18. [ 9> • c <[ 4,->.[3/2» i/a> [l/2> [47> -( ((33. (10> • c ([ 6.->. [3/a» l/2> [l/2> [48> - ( ((34. [11> • c ([12.->. (1/2» i/a> [l/2> [49> -( ((49. 
C12> • c <[ia.->> [3/a» l/2> [l/2> [90> -[ ([46. 
[13> • c ([13.->. Cl/2» l/2> [l/2> 
(14> • c (C13.->. C3/a» l/2> (i/a> 
(19> • c (ci4.->. Cl/a» l/2> [i/a> 
[16> m c (C14.->. [3/a» l/2> [i/a> [17> • c <[i9.->. [1/a» l/2> [l/2> [18> • [ (C19,->,C3/2>) l/2> [l/2> [19> • [ (C19.->, C3/a» l/2> [i/a> 
(ao> • [ <cao.->. C3/a» l/2> [i/a> 
C21> [ (C 9.->.ci/a» l/2> [i/a> 
caa> • c (ci6.->. Cl/a» l/2> [i/a> 
[23> [ ([i7.->, [1/a» l/2> [i/a> 
N 3/2+ 
+>. Cl/a» 
+>.tl/2» 
+>.ti/a» 
+>. tl/2» 
+>. Cl/2» 
+>. Cl/a» 
+>. Cl/2» 
+>. C3/2» 
+>. Cl/2» 
O. [3/2» 
+>. [3/2» 
+>, [3/2» 
•>. [1/a» 
+>> c3/a» 
+>. [1/a» 
+>> [3/2» 
+>. [1/a» 
+>• C3/2» 
+>| Cl/2» 
+>. [3/2» 
+>, [3/2» 
+>. [3/2» 
+>, [3/a» 
+>> [3/2» 
+>. [1/2» 
+>. [3/2» 
+>. [1/2» 
+>. [3/a» 
+>.[l/2» 
*>. C3/2» 
•>. Cl/2» 
+>. C3/2» 
O. Cl/2» 
[3/2» 
+>. [1/2» 
*>. [3/2» 
+>. [1/2» 
+>, (3/2» 
•>. Cl/2» 
*>, C3/2» 
+>> C3/2» 
+>. C3/S» 
+>, C3/a» 
•>. [1/2» 
*•>, [1/2» 
+>, [1/2» 
+>. [1/2» 
+>i [1/2» 
+>< [1/2» 
+>.[1/^ ) 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/a> 
3/a> 
3/3> 
3/a> 
3/a> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
3/2> 
[l/2> 
[l/2> 
Cl/2> 
Cl/2> 
cl/2> 
cl/2> 
Cl/2> 
Cl/2> 
Cl/2> 
Cl/2> 
Cl/2> 
Cl/2> 
ci/a> 
ci/a> 
ci/a> 
[i/a> 
[l/2> 
[l/2> 
[l/2> 
[l/3> 
[l/2> 
[l/2> 
(l/2> 
Cl/2> 
Cl/2> 
Cl/2> 
ci/a> 
Cl/2> 
Cl/2> 
ci/a> 
Cl/2> 
[l/2> 
[l/2> 
[t/2> 
[l/2> 
[i/a> 
[i/a> 
[i/a> 
[i/a> 
cl/2> 
Cl/2> 
cl/g» 
Cl/2> 
Cl/2> 
Cl/2> 
Cl/2> 
Cl/2> 
Cl/2> 
Cl/2> 
Ct/2> 
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N 3/2- N 9/2+ 
[ 1 > - t (C 2 -> C1/2» 3/3> (l/3> ( 1 > - ( ( ( 9  +>. 1/2» 9/2> (l/2> 
C 2> - E (CIO -> C1/3» 3/3> (l/3> ( 2> - ( ((13 •>. 1/2» 9/2> (l/2> 
C 3> - C (Cll -> C1/3» 3/3> [l/3> C 3> - ( ((14 +>. 1/2» 9/2> (l/2> 
t 4> * [ (C18 -> C1/2» 3/3> [l/3> ( 4> - ( ((39 •>, 1/2» 9/2> (l/2> 
C 9> - C <C 1 -> [1/3» 3/S> (l/2> ( 9> - ( ((36 +>. 1/2» 9/2> (l/2> 
C 6> - [ ( C I  -> [3/S» 3/3> (l/3> ( 6> - ( ((37 •>. 1/2» 9/2> (l/2> 
C 7> • C (C 3 -> [1/3» 3/3> (l/2> ( 7> - ( ((38 •>. 1/2» 9/2> (l/3> 
c e > - C (C 3 -> [3/3» 3/S> [l/2> ( e> - [ ((47 •>. 1/3» 9/2> (l/2> 
t 9> - C (C 4 -> [1/3» 3/a> [l/2> [ 9> • ( ( ( 6  •>. 1/2» 9/2> (l/2> 
EtO> - C (C 4 -> C3/3» 3/S> (l/2> [10> - [ ( ( 6  +>. 3/2» 9/2> [l/2> 
Cll> - [ (C A -> [1/3» 3/3> (l/2> [11> - [ ((11 •>. 3/2» 9/2> (l/2> 
C12> - C (C 6 -> C3/3» 3/3> (l/2> [12> - [ ((19 •>. 1/2» 9/3> [l/2> 
E13> - C (C 8 -> [3/3» 3/3> (l/3> [13> - ( ((19 +>, 3/2» 9/2> (l/2> 
tl4> - C ([12 -> [1/3» 3/3> (l/2> [14> - ( ((16 +>• 1/2» 9/2> [l/2> 
tl9> - [ ([12 -> C3/3» 3/3> (1/S> C19> " ( ((16 •>. 3/2» 9/2> [l/2> 
C16> - [ ([13 -> [1/3» 3/2> (1/2) C16> - ( ((17 *>, 1/2» 9/2> [l/2> 
£17> " [ ([13 -> [3/3» 3/2> [l/2> (17> - ( ((17 •>. 3/2» 9/2> [l/2> 
C18> - [ ([14 -> [1/3» 3/3> [l/2> (18> - ( ((19 +>. 1/2» 9/2> [l/2> 
tl9> - [ ([14 -> [3/3» 3/3> (l/2> (19> - [ ((19 +>. 3/2» 9/2> (l/2> 
C20> - C (C19 -> [1/3» 3/2> [l/2> [30> - [ ((22 3/2» 9/2> (l/2> (21> - C (C19 -> [3/3» 3/3> [l/2> [31> - ( ((23 +>, 3/3» 9/2> [l/2> C2a> - [ ([19 -> (1/3» 3/3> [l/2> [32> - ( ((31 •>. 3/3» 9/2> (l/2> 
C23> - [ ([19 -> (3/3» 3/3> [l/2> [23> - ( ((33 +>. 3/3» 9/2> (l/2> 
C24> - [ ([SO -> (1/3» 3/3) (1/2) (24> - ( ((39 •>, 1/3» 9/2> (l/2> 
C29> - [ ([20 -> (3/3» 3/3> (l/2> [29> - ( ((39 •>. 3/3» 9/2> (l/2> 
t26> - [ ([24 -> (3/3» 3/2> [l/2> (36> - ( ((40 *>, 1/2» 9/2> [l/2> 
C27> - [ ([29 -> (3/3» 3/3> (t/3> [27> - ( ((40 *•>, 3/2» 9/2> (l/8> 
C2e> - [ ([26 -> (3/3» 3/3> [l/2> [28> - [ ((41 *>, 1/2» 9/2> Cl/3> 
C29> - [ ([27 -> (3/3» 3/3> [l/3> (29> - [ ((41 +>. 3/2» 9/3> (l/2> 
C30> - [ (C 9 -> (1/3» 3/3> (l/3> [30> - [ ((42 +>. 1/3» 9/2> (l/3> 
C31> - [ ((16 -> (1/3» 3/a> [l/3> [31> - ( ((42 •>. 3/2» 9/2> (l/2> 
C3S> " ( (C17 -> (1/3» 3/3> (t/2> [32> " ( ((43 +>. 1/2» 9/2> (l/2> 
C33> - C (C31 -> (1/3» 3/3> [l/2> .(33> " ( ((43 +>. 3/2» 9/2> (l/2> 
[34> - ( ([44 •>. 1/3» 9/2> [l/2> [39> - [ ((44 +>. 3/2» 9/2> (l/3> [36> - ( ((48 +>. 1/2» 9/2> (l/3> [37> • [ ((48 +>, 3/2» 9/2> (l/3> 
[38> • [ ((49 +>. 1/3» 9/2> (l/2> [39> - [ ((49 3/3» 9/2> (l/2> (40> " ( ((90 +>. 1/2» 9/2> [l/3> 
[4t> - ( ((90 +>. 3/2» 9/2> [l/3> (42> - ( ((96 +>. 3/2» 9/3> (l/2> 
C43> - [ ((87 *>, 3/2» 9/2> ci/a> (44> - ( ((98 •>. 3/2» 9/2> (l/2> (49> - ( ((99 •>. 3/2» 9/2> [l/2> [46> - [ ((60 +>. 3/2» 9/2> [l/2> [47> " C ((18 +>. 1/2» 9/2> (l/3> [48> - [ ((30 +>. 1/2» 9/3> (l/3> 
C49> - ( ((49 +>. 1/2» 9/2> [l/2> (90> - ( ((46 +>• 1/2» 9/2> (l/3> (91> - ( ((91 +>, 1/2» 9/2> [l/2> [92> - ( ((92 +>. 1/2» 9/3> [l/3> 
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N 9/2- N 7/2+ 
C 1> C ([ 7. ->. C1/2» 9/2> [l/2> ( 1> [ <[21. ,(1/2» 7/2> [l/2> 
t 2> C (tl8i ->.[1/2» 9/2> (l/2> ( 2> ( <(47, .(1/2» 7/2> [l/2> 
C 3> C <[22. ->.[1/2» 9/2> (l/2> ( 3> [ <(93, .(1/2» 7/2> [l/2> 
C 4> t ([23, ->. [1/2» 9/2> (l/2> [ 4> [ <(94, .(1/2» 7/2> [l/2> 
C 9> c ([ 1. ->. [3/2» 9/2> [l/2> ( 9> ( <(99. >(1/2» 7/2> Cl/2> 
C 6> E ([ 3. ->. (3/2» 9/2> [l/2> ( 6> ( <( 6. . (3/2» 7/2> [l/2> 
[ 7> C ([ 4. ->. [3/2» 9/2> (l/2> ( 7> ( <(19. . (3/2» 7/2> [l/2> 
C B> C ([ 6, ->. C1/2» 9/2> (l/2> ( e> ( <(16, . (3/2» 7/2> [l/2> 
C 9> C (C 6. ->. (3/2» 9/2> Cl/2> ( 9> ( ((17, > (3/2» 7/2> [l/2> 
cto> C ([ 8. ->. (1/2» 9/2> [l/2> C10> [ <(19, ,(1/2» 7/2> [l/2> 
Cll> C ([ B. ->, (3/2» 9/2> [l/2> (11> ( <(19, . (3/2» 7/2> [l/2> 
C12> [ <[12. ->. (3/2» 9/2> [l/2> (12> [ <(22. . (1/2» 7/2> [l/2> 
C13> C <[13. ->. (3/2» 9/2> (l/2> (13> ( <(22. , (3/2» 7/2> [l/2> 
C14> C <[14. ->. (3/2» 9/2> (t/2> [14> ( <(23. .(1/2» 7/2> [l/2> 
tt9> c <[19. ->. (3/2» 9/2> (l/2> (19> ( <(23, , (3/2» 7/2> [l/2> 
Ct6> c <[19. ->.(1/2» 9/2> [l/2> (16> ( <(39, . (3/2» 7/2> [l/2> 
C*7> c <[19. ->. (3/2» 9/2> [l/2> (17> ( <(40. . (3/2» 7/2> [l/2> 
cia> t <[20. ->. (1/2» 9/2> [l/2> [18> ( <(41. . (3/2» 7/2> (l/2> 
tl9> c <[20. ->. (3/2» 9/2> (l/2> (19> ( <(42, . (3/2» 7/2> [l/2> 
C20> c <[24. ->,(1/2» 9/2> (l/2> C20> [ <(43. . (3/2» 7/2> (l/2> 
C21> c <[24. ->. (3/2» 9/2> (l/2> [21> ( <(44, . (3/2» 7/2> (l/2> 
C22> c <[29, ->.(1/2» 9/2> (l/2> [22> ( <[48. .(1/2» 7/2> [l/2> 
C23> c <[29. ->. (3/2» 9/2> (l/2> (23> ( <(48, , (3/2» 7/2> (l/2> 
C34> c <[26, ->.(1/2» 9/2> [l/2> (24> [ <(49, .(1/2» 7/2> (l/2> 
C29> c <[26, ->, (3/2» 9/2> (l/2> [29> [ <(49. , [3/2» 7/2> (l/2> 
CS&> c <[27, ->, (1/2» 9/2> (l/2> [26> [ <(90. .(1/2» 7/2> (l/2> 
ca7> c <[27. ->, (3/2» 9/2> (l/2> (27> [ <(90, , (3/2» 7/2> (l/2> 
C28> [ <[31. ->, (3/2» 9/2> [l/2> [2e> [ <(96. .(1/2» 7/2> (l/2> 
CS9> c <[ 9, ->.(1/2» 9/2> (l/2> (29> [ <(96. , (3/2» 7/2> Cl/2> 
C30> c <C21. ->. (1/2» 9/2> (l/2> (30> [ <(97. , (1/2» 7/2> [l/2> 
C31> t ([28. ->, (1/2» 9/2> [l/2> (31> [ <(97. . [3/2» 7/2> [l/2> 
C32> c <[29. ->, (1/2» 9/g> (l/2> [32> ( <(98, . (1/2» 7/2> [l/2> 
[33> [ <(98, . (3/2» 7/2> [l/2> 
C34> [ <(99. . (1/2» 7/2> Cl/2> 
[39> [ <(99. . (3/2» 7/2> [l/2> 
[36> [ <(60. .[1/2» 7/2> [l/2> 
[37> [ <(60. . (3/2» 7/2> (l/2> 
[3B> [ <(63. , (3/2» 7/2> Cl/2> 
[39> [ <(64, . (3/2» 7/2> Cl/2> [40> [ <(20. .(1/2» 7/2> Cl/2> 
[41> [ <[91. .(1/2» 7/2> Cl/2> 
[42> [ <[92. ,(1/2» 7/2> Cl/2> 
[43> [ (C61. ,[1/2» 7/2> Ci/2> 
[44> [ <(62, ,(1/2» 7/2> [l/2> 
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N 7/2-
c t> t <E 7,->.El/2>) 7/2> El/2> 
C 2> C (E22.->.El/2» 7/2> El/2> 
C 3> c (E23,->,Cl/2» 7/2> Cl/2> 
C 4> c (E30.->. C1/2» 7/2> El/2> 
E 9> c (E 6.->, E3/2» 7/2> Cl/2> 
C 6> c (E 8.->.Cl/2» 7/2> tl/2> 
X 7> C (E 8.->.C3/2» 7/2> El/2> 
c a> c (E19,->.C3/2» 7/2> El/2> [ 9> E < E20. E3/2» 7/a> El/2> 
C10> t (E24,->. E1/2» 7/a> El/2> 
Cll> c (E24.->. C3/2» 7/2> Cl/2> 
C12> c (E29.->. C1/2» 7/2> El/2) 
Ct3> [ (E29.->. C3/2» 7/2> El/2> 
Ct4> [ (C26,->.Ct/2» 7/2> El/2> 
Ct9> c (C26.->. C3/2» 7/2> El/2> 
Cl&> c (E27,->.Cl/2» 7/2> El/2> 
tl7> c <E27.->.E3/2» 7/2> El/2> 
cia> c (E31,->,C1/2» 7/2> Cl/2> 
tt9> c ( E31, ->. C3/2» 7/2> Cl/2> 
C20> c (E34,->. E3/2» 7/a> El/2> 
C21> c <E39>->> E3/2» 7/a> El/2> 
C22> c (E 9,->. E1/2» 7/a> El/2> 
C23> c (E28.->.Cl/2» 7/a> El/2> 
C24> c (E29,->,El/2>) 7/2> El/2> 
C29> [ <E32.->.Ct/2» 7/2> El/2> 
N 9/2* 
C 1> E <E2*,*>,Cl/2» 9/2> El/2> 
C 2> C (E93,+>,C1/2» 9/2> El/2> 
C 3> E (E94.*>,Cl/2» 9/2> El/2> 
C 4> E (E99.*>, C1/2» 9/2> El/2> 
C 9> E (E19,+>,E3/2» 9/2> El/2> 
C 6> E (E22,*>,E1/2» 9/2> El/2> 
C 7> E (E22,*>,E3/2» 9/2> El/2> [ e> £ (E23> •«•>.[ 1/2» 9/2> El/2> 
C 9> E (E23,+>, C3/2» 9/a> El/2> 
C10> E <E48,*>, C3/2» 9/a> El/2> 
Cll> E < E49, E3/2» 9/2> El/2> 
C12> E <E90,+>, E3/2» 9/2> El/2> 
C13> E (E96,+>,El/2>) 9/2> El/2> 
C14> E <E96,+>,C3/2>) 9/2> El/2> 
C19> E (t97,+>. [1/2» 9/a> tl/Z> 
C16> E (E97.+>,E3/2>) 9/2> Cl/2> 
tl7> E ( E98, C1/2» 9/a> El/2> 
Ct8> E (E98,+>, C3/2» 9/2> El/2> 
Ci9> E (E99,*>, [1/2» 9/2> El/2) 
tm> E < E99. +>, E3/2» 9/2> El/2) 
C21> E (E60,+>, E1/2» 9/2> El/2) 
C22> C (C60,+>, C3/2» 9/a> Cl/2) 
C23> E ([63,*>, (1/2» 9/2> Cl/2) 
C24> E (E63,*>. [3/2» 9/a> El/2) 
C29> E (E64,+>.[l/2>) 9/a> Cl/2) 
C26> E < E64. +>, E3/2» 9/2> El/2) 
C27> E (E68,*>, (3/2» 9/2> El/2) 
C28> E (E69,+>, (3/2» 9/2> El/2) 
C29> E (E61,+>,(1/2» 9/a> Cl/2) 
C30> E (E62. •«•>.[ 1/2» 9/2> El/2) 
[31> E <[69,+>,(l/2>) 9/2> Cl/2) 
N 9/2-
E 1) C <C30,->, Cl/2» 9/2) Cl/2) 
E 2) c (C33.-)>Cl/2)> 9/2) Cl/2) 
C 3) c (C 8,-), C3/2» 9/2) Cl/2> 
C 4) c (E24.-). E3/2)> 9/2) Cl/2) 
C 9) c (E29,->, C3/2» 9/2) Cl/2) 
C 6) c (Ca6.->,C3/2>) 9/2) Cl/2) 
C 7) c (C27.->. C3/2)> 9/2) Cl/2) 
C 8) c (C31,-),Cl/2» 9/2) Cl/2> 
C 9) c (C31,-),C3/2)) 9/2) Cl/2) 
ElO) c (C34.-). Cl/2)> 9/2) El/2) 
Ell) c <C34.->. E3/a» 9/2) Cl/2) 
E12) c < E39. -), Cl/2)) 9/2) Cl/2) 
C13) c < E39. E3/2)) 9/2) Cl/2) 
C14) c <E32.-)> El/2)) 9/2) Cl/2) 
C19) c ( E36, -), El/2» 9/2) Cl/2) 
N 11/2+ 
C 1) c (E66,+> El/2» 11/2) Ct/2) 
C 2) c (E67,+) El/2» 11/2) Cl/2) 
C 3) c ( C22. +) E3/2)) 11/2) Cl/3) 
E 4) c (C23,+> E3/2>) 11/2) Cl/3) 
E 9) c (C96,+) E3/2)) 11/2) Cl/2) 
E A) c (C97,*) C3/2)> 11/2) Cl/2) 
E 7) c (C98,+) C3/2)) 11/2) Cl/2) 
E 8) c ( C99. *> C3/2» 11/2) Cl/2) 
E 9) c (C60,+) C3/2)) 11/2) Cl/2) 
CIO) c (C63,+> Cl/2)) 11/2) Cl/2) 
Cll) c (CA3.0 C3/2)) 11/2) Cl/2) 
C12) c ( C64, +) Cl/2)) 11/2) Cl/2) 
CIS) c (E64,+) C3/2» 11/2) Cl/2) 
C14) c (E68,+> Cl/2)) 11/2) Cl/2) 
C19> c (E68,+) C3/2>) 11/2) Cl/3) 
C16> c <E69,+> Cl/2)) 11/2) Cl/2) 
C17) c (E69,+> C3/2)) 11/2) El/2) 
C18) c (C69.0 Cl/2)) 11/2) El/2) 
C19) c (C70i+) Cl/2)) 11/2) El/2) 
N 11/2-
C 1) . c (C33,->, Cl/2» 11/2) El/2) 
C 2) m c ( C31, -), C3/2» 11/2) El/2) 
E 3) m c (C34,-), Cl/2» 11/2) El/2) 
E 4) m c ( C34, -), C3/2» 11/2) El/2) 
E 9) m c <C39,-), Cl/2» 11/2) El/2) 
C 6) m c (C39,-), C3/g» 11/2) El/2> 
C 7) " c (C36,-), Cl/2)) 11/2) El/2) 
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Table 10.2. Continued 
N *3/2+ 
[ 1> m [ ([66,+>, [t/2>> 
[ 2> m [ ([67,+>, (1/2» 
[ 3> m [ ([63,+>, (3/2» 
[ 4> m [ ((64,+>. (3/2» 
[ 9> m [ ( (68, +>, (1/2» 
( 6> m ( ( (68, +>, (3/2» 
[ 7> m [ ((69,+>, (1/2» 
[ 8> m ( ([69,+>, (3/2» 
[ 9> 
" 
[ ((70,+>, (1/2» 
N 13/2-
[ 1> [ ([34.->, (3/2» 
[ a> 
" 
[ ([39,->> (3/2» 
N 19/2+ 
[ i> ( ([68,+>, (3/2» 
( 2> [ ((69,+>, (3/2» 
A 1/2+ 
[ 1> > [ ([ 9,+>, (3/2» 
( 2> m [ ([13.+>, (3/2» 
[ 3> m ( ([14.+>. (3/2» 
[ 4> m [ ((39,+>. (3/2» 
[ 9> m [ ((36,+>. (3/2» 
[ 6> m [ ([37,+>, (3/2» 
[ 7> m [ ((38,+>, (3/2» 
[ a> m [ (( 3,+>. (1/2» 
[ 9> m [ ([ 9,+>,(1/2» 
(10> m [ ([10,+>. (1/2» 
Cll> m [ ([tl,+>. (1/2» 
(ia> m [ ((27,+>,(1/2» 
[13> m [ ([2B,+>. (1/2» 
(14> [ ((29,+>.(1/2» 
C19> [ ([31,+>, (1/2» 
[16> [ ((31,+>. (1/2» 
A 1/2-
[ 1> m [ (( 2, ->, (3/2» 
[ 2> m [ ((10,->,(3/2» 
[ 3> m [ ([ll,->. (3/2» 
[ 4> m [ ((18,->. (3/2» 
[ 9> m [ (( l,->. (1/2» 
[ 6> m [ (( 3,->,(1/2» 
[ 7> m [ (( 4,->, d/S» 
[ a> « [ ([12,->, (1/2» 
[ 9> m [ ((13.->, (1/2» 
[10> [ ((14.->, (1/2» 
[11> [ ((lS,->, (1/2» 
13/2> [l/2> [ 1> ( 
13/2> [l/2> [ 2> ( 
13/2> [l/2> [ 3> [ 
13/2> Cl/2> [ 4> [ 
13/2> Cl/2> [ 9> ( 
13/2> [l/2> [ 6> ( 
13/8> [l/2> [ 7> ( 
13/2> [l/2> [ 8> ( 
13/2> Cl/2> [ 9> [ 
[10> [ 
[il> ( 
(12> ( 
(13> ( 
13/2> [l/2> [14> ( 
13/2> Cl/2> [19> [ 
[16> [ 
[17> [ 
[18> ( 
(19> ( 
19/2> [l/2> C20> ( 
19/2) Cl/2> (ai> [ 
[22> ( 
[23> [ 
(24> [ 
(29> [ 
l/2> [3/2> (26> ( 
l/2> [3/2> [27> [ 
l/2> (3/2> [2B> [ 
l/2> [3/2> 
l/2> [3/2> 
l/2> [3/2> 
l/2> (3/2> 
l/2> (3/2> ( 1> m [ 
l/2> (3/2> [ 2> m [ 
l/2> [3/2> [ 3> m [ 
l/2> (3/2> [ 4> m ( 
l/2> (3/2> [ 9> m ( 
l/2> (3/2> ( 6> m [ 
l/2> (3/2> ( 7> [ 
l/2> (3/2> ( 8> [ 
l/2> [3/2> [ 9> [ 
[10> [ 
(11) C 
[12> m [ 
[13> m [ 
l/2> (3/2> (14> m [ 
l/2> [3/2> [19> m ( 
l/2> [3/2> [16> m [ 
l/2> [3/2> [17> m [ 
l/2> [3/2> 
l/2> (3/2> 
l/2> [3/2> 
l/2> C3/2> 
l/2> [3/2> 
l/2> (3/2> 
l/2> I3/2> 
A 3/2+ 
(C C3/2>) 3/2> C3/S> 
<C 2,+>, [3/2» 3/2> C3/2> 
(C 9.+>. C3/a» 3/2> C3/2> 
(C 7.0.C3/2» 3/2> C3/2> 
(C 8,+>,[3/2» 3/S> [3/a> 
(C13,+>, [3/2» 3/8> [3/S> 
([*4,+>, [3/2» 3/2> [3/S> 
([24,+>,[3/2» 3/2> [3/2> 
(C29,+>, (3/8» 3/2> [3/2> 
([26,+>,[3/2» 3/2> [3/2> 
([39,+>,[3/2» 3/2> [3/2> 
([36,+>,[3/2» 3/2> (3/2> 
([37,+>,(3/2» 3/2> [3/2> 
( (38,+>, (3/2» 3/2> [3/2> 
([47,+>,(3/2» 3/2> [3/2> 
([ 6,+>,(1/2» 3/2> [3/2> 
([tl,+>, (1/2» 3/2> [3/2> 
([19,+>, (1/2» 3/2> [3/2> 
([16,+>,(1/2» 3/8> [3/2> 
([17,+>,[1/2» 3/2> [3/2> 
([31,+>,[1/2» 3/2> [3/2> 
([32,+>,[1/2» 3/2> (3/2> 
(C39,+>, [1/2» 3/2> [3/2> 
((40,+>,[1/2» 3/2> [3/2> 
([41,+>,(1/2» 3/2> (3/2> 
([42,+>, C1/2» 3/2> C3/2> 
( [43,+>,[1/2» 3/2> C3/2> 
((44,+>,[1/2» 3/2> C3/2> 
A 3/2-
([ 2, —>, (3/2» 3/2> (3/2> 
([ 7, ->, C3/2» 3/2> (3/2> 
((10, —>, C3/2» 3/2> [3/2> 
((11, —>, (3/2» 3/2> [3/2> 
((18, ->, (3/2» 3/2> (3/2> 
((22, —>1 (3/2» 3/2> (3/2> 
((23, ->, (3/2» 3/2> (3/2> 
([ 1, —>, (1/2» 3/2> [3/2> 
([ 3, ->, [1/2» 3/2> (3/2> 
(( 4, ->, (1/2» 3/2> [3/2> 
(( 6, ->, (1/2» 3/3> C3/S> 
([12, —>, (1/2» 3/2> (3/2> 
((13, —>, (1/2» 3/2> [3/2> 
((14, ->, (1/2» 3/2> (3/2> 
((19, ->, (1/2» 3/2> (3/2> 
((19, ->, (1/2» 3/2> (3/2> 
((20, —>, [1/2» 3/2> (3/2> 
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Table 10.2. Continued 
A 9/2+ A 7/2+ 
C 1> C (E 9.+>. C3/2» 9/2> E3/2> E 1> E (C 9.+>. E3/2» 7/a> C3/2> 
C 2> I (E13.+>. C3/2» 9/2> E3/2> E 2> C <C13,+>, E3/2» 7/2> E3/2> 
C 3> t (E14,+>, E3/2» 9/2> E3/2> C 3> E <E14,+>, E3/2» 7/2> E3/2> 
C 4> C < E21. +>. E3/2» 9/2> E3/2> E 4> E (E21.+>. E3/2» 7/2> C3/2> 
[ 9> C (E39.+>> C3/2» 9/2> E3/2> E 9> E (C39.+>. E3/2» 7/2> E3/2> 
C c (E36,+>, C3/2» 9/2> E3/2> E 6> C <E36,+»,E3/2» 7/a> E3/2> 
C 7> c (E37.+>. C3/2» 9/2> C3/2> E 7> E (E37,+>, E3/2>) 7/2> E3/2> 
C B> c <E38. +>. C3/2» 9/2> E3/2> E 8> C (C38.+>iE3/2» 7/2> C3/2> 
t 9> I (E47.+>. E3/2» 9/2> E3/2> E 9> E <C47.+>, E3/2» 7/2> E3/2> 
C10> t (E93. +>> C3/2» 9/2> E3/2> EtO> E <E93.+>. E3/2» 7/2> E3/2> 
Cll> t (E94.+>. C3/2» 9/2> E3/2> Ell> E <C94,+>, E3/2» 7/2> E3/2> 
C12> c (E99.+>. E3/2» 9/2> E3/2> Et2> C <C99.+>. E3/2» 7/2> E3/2> 
tl3> c (E 6,+>, E1/2» 9/2> C3/2> Et3> C <Ct9.+>. Cl/2» 7/2> C3/2> 
tl4> c (E19.+>,Cl/2» 9/2> t3/2> C14> C (E22.+>.Cl/2» 7/2> C3/2> 
tl9> c (C16.+>. E1/2» 9/2> E3/2> C19> E <C23.+>.El/2» 7/a> E3/2> 
C16> c (C17.+>. C1/2» 9/2> E3/2> E16> E (E4a.+>. El/2» 7/2> E3/2> 
C17> t (C19.+>. E1/2» 9/2> E3/2> C17> E <E49.+>, El/2» 7/2> E3/2> 
C18> c (E39.+>. E1/2» 9/2> E3/2> EtB> C (E90,+>, Et/2» 7/2> E3/2> 
C19> E (E40.+>>El/2» 9/2> E3/2> C19> E (E96,+>, El/2» 7/2> E3/2> 
[20> E (E41.+>.Ct/2» 9/2> E3/2> E20> E (C97,+>, Ct/2» 7/2> E3/2> 
C21> E (E42.+>. E1/2» 9/2> E3/2> C2i> E <C98>+>. Et/2» 7/2> E3/2> 
i;22> E CE43.+>. C1/2» 9/2> E3/2> C22> E (C99.+>«Cl/2» 7/2> C3/2> 
C23> E (E44,+>. E1/2» 9/2> E3/2> C23> E (C60.+>. Cl/2» 7/2> E3/2> 
C24> E <C4Bi+>. C1/2» 9/2> C3/2> 
C29> E (E49,+>,El/2>) 9/2> E3/2> 
[26> E (E90.+>. C1/2» 9/2> E3/2> A7/2-
E 1> _ C (C 7, C3/2» 7/2> E3/2> 
A9/a- E 2> m C <C18.->. C3/2» 7/2> E3/2> 
E 3> • C (E22.->. C3/2» 7/2> E3/2> 
C 1> E <E 2.->. C3/2» 9/2> E3/2> E 4> m E (E23.->. E3/2» 7/2> E3/2> 
C 2> E (E 7.->. E3/2» 9/2> E3/2> C 9> m E (C30>->. E3/2» 7/2> E3/2> [ 3> C (CtO.->. C3/2» 9/2> E3/2> E 6> m C <E33.->. C3/2» 7/2> E3/2> 
C 4> E (Etl.->. C3/2» 9/2> E3/2> E 7> m E (C 8,->,Cl/2» 7/2> E3/2> 
C 9> E (Cie.->, C3/2» 9/2> E3/2> E 8> m C (C24.->.Ct/2» 7/2> E3/2> 
C 6> E (E22.->.C3/2» 9/2> E3/2> E 9> m E (C29,->.Ct/2» 7/2> E3/2> 
C 7> E (C23.->. C3/2» 9/2> E3/2> E10> m E (C26.->. Et/2» 7/2> C3/2> 
C 8> E (E30.->. E3/2» 9/2> C3/2> Cll> m E (£27.->. Ct/2» 7/2> C3/2> 
C 9> E (E 6.->.El/2» 9/2> E3/2> Et2> m E (C31.->. Cl/2» 7/2> E3/2> 
C10> E (E 8.->. C1/2» 9/2> E3/2> 
tll> E (C19.->>El/2» 9/2> E3/2> 
Ci2> E <C20.->. Ct/2» 9/2> E3/2> A 9/2+ 
E13> E (E24,->, E1/2» 9/2> E3/2> 
Ct4> E (E29.->. E1/2» 9/2> E3/2> E t> m E (E2t.+>. E3/2» 9/2> E3/2> 
C19> E IE26.->, Et/2» 9/2> C3/2> E 2> m C (E47.+>>E3/2» 9/2> E3/2> 
C16> E <E27,->, E1/2» 9/2> C3/2> E 3> m E ( E93. +>. E3/2» 9/2> E3/3> 
E 4> m E (E94.+>. E3/2» 9/2> E3/a> 
C 9> m C (C99.+>. C3/2» 9/a> C3/a> 
E 6> C <C6A>+>> C3/2» 9/a> E3/2> 
E 7> C (C67,+>, C3/2» 9/2> C3/2> 
E a> E (C28,*>.Cl/2>) 9/a> C3/2> 
E 9> E <C2a.+>f Ct/2» 9/a> C3/2> 
E10> m E (C96,+>,Cl/2>) 9/a> E3/2> 
Etl> m E (E97.+>. Ct/2» 9/2> E3/2> 
C12> m I (E98>+>.C1/S» 9/2> C3/3> 
E13> m E (E99>+>. El/2» 9/2> E3/2> 
E14> m E (E60.+>. El/2» 9/2> E3/2> 
E19> m E (E63.+>.El/2» 9/2> E3/2> 
Ei6> • E (C64.+>>El/2» 9/a> E3/2> 
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Table 10.2. Continued 
A 9/2- A 11/2-
c 1> m E (E 7.->. E3/2» 9/a> E3/2> E 1> m E (E30. ->, E3/2» ll/2> E3/2> 
c a> m E (ï22.->. E3/2» 9/2> E3/2> E 2> m E (E33, E3/2» ll/2> E3/2> 
[ 3> m E (E23.->.E3/2» 9/2> E3/2> E 3> m E <E34. El/2» ll/2> E3/2> [ 4> m E <E30.->. E3/2» 9/2> E3/2> E 4> m E ([39. ->, El/2» ll/2> E3/2> [ 9> m E (E33.->. E3/2» 9/2> E3/2> 
E 6> m E (E31,->, El/2>) 9/2> £3/2> 
t 7> m E (E34.->.El/2» 9/3> E3/3> A 13/2+ 
[ B> E (E39.->. El/2» 9/2> E3/2> 
E 1> m E ( E66, +>, E3/a» 13/2> E3/2> 
E 3> m E (E67. *>. E3/2» 13/2> E3/2> 
A 11/2+ E 3> m E ([68, +>. El/2» 13/2> E3/2> 
E 4> m E (E69. O, El/2» 13/2> E3/2> 
c 1> E (E21.+>. E3/2» ll/2> E3/2> 
c 2> E (E93.+>> E3/3» ll/2> E3/2> 
c 3> E ( E94, +>, E3/2» ll/2> E3/2> A 13/2-
c 4> E (E99,+>. E3/a» ll/2> E3/2> 
E 9> E (E66,+>,E3/2>) ll/2> E3/2> E 1> E ([33, E3/2» 13/2> E3/2> 
E 6> m E (E67,+>,E3/2>) ll/2> E3/2> 
E 7> m E (E63,+>,El/2» 11/S> E3/2> 
E B> m E (E64,+>,El/2>) ll/2> E3/2> A 19/2* 
E 9> m E (E68,+>, El/2» ll/2> E3/2> 
E10> • E (E69.+>, El/2» ll/2> E3/2> E 1> E (E66. *>, E3/2» 19/2> E3/2> 
C 2> - [ <C67>+>. C3/2» 19/2> C3/S> 
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C .  Table of the Eigenvectors 
Table 10 . 3 is a listing of the N and A eigenvectors resulting from 
the diagonalization of H in a 6w basis. The notation is 
tV  = ï® | [ i>  .  
I 
where is the mass eigenvalue of the resonance in the 6u basis, as 
given in Table 4.3. The states [l> are the basis functions of Table 
10.2 and e^ is the coefficient of [l> in the eigenvector. 
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Table 10 .3 .  The eigenvectors corresponding to the 6w eigenvalues of 
Tab le  4 .3  
N 1/2+ 
C 9S4>" (-0.9164)1 l>+(-0. 9849)[ S>4-<-0. 4791 )C 3>+<-0. 1B77)C 4>+(-0. 2901IC 9> 
+(-0 0893): 6>+(-0.1637)[ 7>+(-0.0493>C B>+(-0. 0139>C 9>+( 0. 0630>C10> 
+(-0. 0S26>Cll>+( 0. OOS9)tlS>+( 0.0026)C13>+( 0. 0196)C14>+(-0. 0069)C19> 
+( 0. 0090)C16>+( 0. 0992)tl7>+(-0. 0222)C18>+( 0. 0132)C19>+( 0. 0027>C20> 
+( 0. 0022>C21>+( 0. 0030)t22>+( 0. 0026>C23>+(,0. 0136)C24>+(-0. 0069)C29> 
+( 0.0083)C26>+(-0. 0038)t27>+(-0.0039)C28>+(-0. 0002)C29>+( 0. 0026)C30> 
+( 0. 0030)C31>+(-0. 0001)C32>+( 0.0021>C33>+( 0. 0009>C34> 
[1983>- (-0.0048>[ l>+( 0. 0169)C 2>+( O. 0140)C 3>+( 0. 0293)C 4>+( 0. 0029)C 9> 
+( 0.0099)1 6>+( 0.024B)C 7>+(-0. 2642) [ B>+( 0, 4681 ) C 9>+( 0.2609)C10> 
+(-0. 1249>Cll>+< 0. 0328)[12>+(-0. 0173)C13>+(-0. 3672)C14>+( 0. 2396>C19> 
+(-0. 2893)[16>*( 0. 1729)C17>+(-0. 1041)C18>+( 0. 0404)C19>+( 0. 0233)[20> 
+(-0. 0112>C21>+( 0. 0282)t22>+<-0. 0161)C23>+(-0. 2134)[24>+( 0. 1947)C29> 
+(-0. 1827>C26>+( 0. 1203)[27>+( 0.1089)[2B>+( 0. 0134)C29>+( 0 2396)C30> 
+< 0. 2649)C31>+(-0. 0047)C32>+( 0. 1739)[33>+( 0. 0771)C34> 
tl689>- ( 0.0447)[ l>+(-0. 0680)C 2>+(-0.0849)[ 3>+(-0.0779)E 4>+(-0. 0447)C 9> 
+(-0. 0293>t 6>+(-0. 0791)C 7>+( 0.9117)1 8>+( 0. 3094)[ 9>+<-0. 9082)C10> 
+( 0. 1923)Cll>+( 0.0011>tl2>+(-0. 0032)E13>+(-0. 2349>C14>+( 0. 1496)C19> 
+(-0. 1917)[16>+(-0. 3369)[17>+( 0.1490>ClB>+(-0. 0682)[19>+( 0.0012)C20> 
+( 0. 0017)E21>+( 0.0009)E22>+(-0. 0039)C23>+(-0. 1302)E24>+( 0. 1179)t29> 
+(-0. iai8)E26>+( 0. 0794>E27>+( 0. 0722>t28>+( 0. 0078)E29>+(-0. 0991)E30> 
+1-0.0996>C31>+(-0. 0008)E32>+(-0. 0380)E33>+(-0.0167)E34> 
C1B22>- ( 0.0904)E l>+(-0.0196)E 2>+(-0. 0277)E 3>+(-0. 0397)E 4>+(-0. 0126)E 9> 
+1-0. 0126)E 6>+(-0.0379>E 7>+( 0. 1770)E 8>+(-0. 1919)E 9>+(-0. 1809>E10> 
+( 0.0173)Ell>+( 0.0093>C12>+( 0.0033)E13>+( 0. 1984)E14>+(-0. 0906)E19> 
+( O. 1303)£16>+(-0. 1229)E17>+( 0. 0024)Eie>+(-0. 0160)E19>+( 0. 0017>E20> 
+( O. 0036>C21>+< 0.0094>E22>+( 0.0037>C23>+( 0. 0990)E24>+(-0. 0326)E29> 
+( O.Oe09)E26>+(-0.0321>E27>+(-0. 0440>E28>+(-0. 0022)E29>+( 0. 9483>E30> 
+( O. 9911)t31>+<-0. 0090)E32>+( 0. 3687>E33>+( 0. 1714>[34> 
N 1/2-
[1397>> ( O. 0133)[ l>+( 0. 0128)[ 2>+(-0. 0069)1 3>+( 0. 3076)E 4>+( O. 9270)E 9> 
+( 0. 3003) E 6>+( 0. 9197)E 7>+( 0. 1230)E 8>+( 0. 2047)E 9>+(-0. 0069)E10> 
+( 0. 1906)Ell>+< 0.3297>E12>+( 0.0449>E13>+( 0. 0671)E14>+(-0. 0B69>tl9> 
+(-0. 1938>E16>+( 0.0792)E17>+( 0. 1363)El«>+(-0. 0089)E19>+(-0. 0020)E20> 
+(-0. 0331)E21>+(-0. 0397>C22>+( 0. 0086)E23> 
E1486>- (-0.09B4>E l>+(-0. 0969)E 2>+( 0.0193)E 3>+(-0. 9414)E 4>+( 0.3193)E 9> 
+(-0. 4914>E 6>+< 0. 2909>E 7>+(-0. 2944)E B>+( 0.1437)E 9>+(-0. 0093)E10> 
+(-0.2911)Ell>+( 0.1718)C12>+(-0.1178)tl3>+( 0.0613)C14>+( 0. 1488)£19> 
+(-0.0906)E16>+(-0. 1419>E17>+( 0.0839)E18>+(-0.0031)E19>+(-0.0039)E20> 
+( 0. 0100)E21>+( 0. 0106>E22>+(-0.0036)E23> 
ES080>- (-0. 7a96>E l>+(-0.9206)E 2>+( 0.1963)E 3>*(-0.0161)E 4>+(-0. 0103)E 9> 
+( 0. 1896) E 6>+(-0.0389)E 7>+(-0. 2132) E B>+( 0. 0099)E 9>+(-0. 0997) E10> 
+( 0. 1424)Ell>+(-0. 0313)E12>+(-0. 1806)E13>+( 0. 0091)E14>+(-0.0220)E19> 
+( 0.0027)E16>+( O. 0097)C17>+(-0. 0102)Cie>+(-0. 0686)E19>+(-0. 0366)E20> 
+(-0.0790>E21>+(-0.0624>C22>+( 0. 0112)E23> 
E2149>- ( 0. HIDE l>+< 0.0802)E 2>+(-0. 0234)E 3>+(-0. 0068)E 4>+(-0. 0187)E 9> 
+( 0.0312)E 6>+( 0.1172)E 7>+(-0. 1823)E B>+(-0. 3428)E 9>+( 0. 1166)E10> 
+( O. 0263)Ell>+( 0.0988)E12>+(-0. l304)E13>+(-0. 2477)E14>+( 0.0098)E19> 
+( 0. 0179)E16>+(-0.0692)E17>+(-0. 0972)E18>+( 0. 0780)E19>+( 0.0487)E20> 
+ (-0. 6996)E21>+(-0. 4977)C22>+( 0. 1102)E23> 
168 
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N 3/2+ 
[1676>- ( 0.2314)1 l>f( 0. 2396)t 2>*( 0. 0809)t 3>+( 0. 1465)[ 4>+( 0. 0938)C 9> 
• < 0. 09B4>C 6>+( 0. 0914)[ 7>-»(-0. 2270)[ 8>^(-0. 3889)[ 9>4-(-0. 3024)C10> 
*( 0. 2129)Cll>+(-0. 1197)C12>+( 0. 0113)[ia>+( 0 0409)[14>+( 0.3019)C19> 
*( 0. 2211)tl6>+<-0. 1466)[17>*(-0. 1908)[18>K 0 2971)[19>+( 0. 1999)C20> 
+( 0. 0092)[21>+< 0. 1334>C22>+(-0. 0996)C23>f( 0. 0344)[24>+( 0. 0077)C29> 
+( 0.0296)[26>+( 0.0093)[27>+( 0.0362)C28>+( 0.1714)[29>+( 0. 1176)t30> 
+<-0 1074)[31>+(-0.1179)[32>+( 0. 1703>[33>f( 0. 1229)C34>«<-0. 0836)C39> 
*•(-0. 0812)[36>+(-0. 1041)[37>*(-0. 0763)C38>f<-0. OI00)[39>+(-0. 0089)C40> 
*( 0.0067)t41>+( 0.0071)[42>+(-0.0016)[43>+< 0.1118)[44>+( 0. 1214)C49> 
+(-0.0278)[46>+< 0.0780)[47>+( 0.0344)[48>+(-0.0299)C49>+( 0.0147)t90> 
C1729>- ( 0.4040)C l>+( 0.4134)[ 2>*( O. 1299)C 3>+( 0.2974)C 4>+( 0.0922)C 9> 
+ < O. 0961>t 6>-^< 0.0720)1 7>+< O. 0677)C 8>f(-0. 1320) t 9>+( O. 4293>[10> 
+<-0.0603)[ll>+( 0.0389)[12>+( 0.0014)[13>+(-0.0272)[14>+( 0. 1192)tl9> 
+(-0. 3367)[16>+(-0.0114)[17>+( 0. 1847)[18>+< 0 0910)C19>+(-0.2942)C20> 
+(-0. 0041)[21>+<-0.0360)[22>+( 0.0323)[23>+<-0.0098>C24>+( 0.000B)t29> 
+(-0.0170)C26>+( 0.0014)t27>*(-0.0236)[28>+< 0. 0728)C29>*(-0.1960)C30> 
+(-0.0020)[31>+( 0.1414)[32>*( O.0672)C33>+(-0.1644)[34>+(-0.0103)C39> 
+< 0.0921)[36>+(-0.0387)[37>+( 0.0927)t3e>+(-0.0012)C39>+( 0.0117)[40> 
+<-0. 0097)C41>+<-0. 0016)[42>+(-0. 0019)C43»-( 0. 0200)[44>+( 0. 0226)C49> 
*( 0.0119)C46>+< 0.0149)[47>+( 0.0071)[48>+( 0.0111)[49>+(-0.0099)[90> 
C1797>- ( 0. 1310)t l>+< 0. 1284)[ 2>+( 0. 0902)1: 3>+( 0. 0799)[ 4>+( 0.0309): 9> 
+< 0. 0349)[ 6>+< 0.0321)1 7>+( 0. 9249)C 8>+(-0. 0991 )[ 9>+(-0. 2232)[10> 
+(-0.9027)[ll>+< 0.2369)tl2>+<-0 0038)[13>+<-0.0268)[14>+( 0.0691)C19> 
+( 0.1813)[16>+<-0.0247)[17>+(-0.0948)[18>*< 0.0716)[19>*< 0.1309)C20> 
+( 0. 0033)[21>+(-0.3189)[22>+( O. 1889)C23>+<-0.0769)[24>+(-0.0036)C29> 
+(-0. 0184)C26>+<-0.0031)[27>+(-0.0229)C28>+( 0.0394)C29>+( 0.1079)C30> 
*(-0. 0196)[31>+(-0.0729)[32>+( 0.0487)[33>+( 0.0839)[34>+(-0.0179)C39> 
•<-0. 0477)E36>+<-0. 0299)[37>+(-0.0474)[38>+<-0.0017)[39>+(-0.0036)C40> 
*( 0. 0026)t41>+< 0. 0022)[42>+(-0. 0007)C43>K-0. 1946)[44>+(-0. 1696)[49> 
+< 0. 0002) [46>4-<-0. 1042)C47>f (-0.0463) C4e>4-( 0. 0006)l:49>+(-0. 0001 )C90> 
C1823>- (-0.3692)[ l>+(-0.3610)C 2>+(-0.1148)[ 3>+(-0.2169): 4>+(-0.0744)[ 9> 
*(-0. 0843)[ 6>+(-0.0648)[ 7>+< 0. 1989)[ B>+<-0. 3907)1 9>+< 0.1848)C10> 
+(-0. 1919)[ll>+( 0.0621)C12>+( 0.0090)tl3>4-( 0. 0099>C14>+( 0.2938>C19> 
+(-0. 1389)[16>+(-0. 1797)[17>+( O. 0829)tl8>+( 0. 2394)[19>+(-0. 1160)l:20> 
*( 0. 0021 ) t21>+<-0. 0997)C22>+( 0. 0472)ES3>i-(-0. 0209)Ca4>«-( 0.0026)C29> 
+( 0. 0096)[26>+( 0.0049)[27>+( 0. 0021 ) [28>*( 0. 1609)C29>+(-0. 0798)[30> 
+(-0. 1392)t31>4-( 0. 0626)C32>+( 0. 1489)[33>K-0. 0724)[34>+(-0. 0919)[39> 
*( 0. 0428) C36>-^<-0. 0879)[37>*-( O. 0440)t38>+(-0. 0072)C39>*( 0. 0019)C40> 
+( 0. 0026)t41>+< 0.0012)C42>+( 0.0007)[43>*( 0.1856)C44>+( 0. 1987)C49> 
+(-0. 0116)[46>+< 0.1236)[47>+( 0.0967)C48>*(-0.0108)[49>+( 0.0096)C90> 
N S/S-
C1931>- <-0. 0339>E l>+(-0. 0329)C 2>+( 0. 0132) t 3»(-0. 0020)C 4>+(-0.4418)C 9> 
*(-0. 4922): 6>+(-0. 3991)[ 7>+(-0. 4291 )C 8»(-0. 2009)C 9>+<-0. 1789)C10> 
*(-0. 0092)Cll>'*.(-0. 0030)C12>+( 0. 0060)tl3>f(-0. 2347)C14>+<-0. 2967)C19> 
+(-0. 0909)[16>+<-0. 0695)tl7>+( 0. 1179)C18X-( 0. 1193>[19>+(-0. 1111)C20> 
+(-0. 1101)Eai>+(-0.0099)[22>+(-0.0016)[23>+(-0.0017)[24>+(-0.0029)C29> 
+( 0. 0061)[26>+( 0.0022)[27>*(-0.0017)[28>*( 0.0013)[g9>*( 0.0041)C30> 
+< 0. 0041)I3t>f<-0. 0014)t32>f( 0. 0022>t33> 
C1977>" ( 0.0429)t l>+( 0.0394)C 2>+(-0.0166) t 3>+(-0.0007)C 4>+( 0.4984)C 9> 
+<-0. 4494): 6>*( 0. 3989)t 7X.<-0. 4094)C 8>+( 0. 2220)C 9>+(-0. 1889)C10> 
+<-0.0048)[ll>+< 0.0169)[12>*( 0.0096)[13>*( 0.2269)[14>*(-0.2373)[19> 
+( 0. 1076)[16>+(-0.0749)C17>+(-0.1183)[18>+( 0 1192)[19>+( 0. 1163)C20> 
*(-0. 1103)t21>+(-0.0099)[22>+( 0.0192)[23>+(-0.0019)[24>*( 0.00B0)C29> 
0. 0093)[26>+(-0.0011)[27>+(-0.OOl9)[g8>+( 0.0013)[g9>+( 0.0221)C30> 
*( 0. 0231)t31>*(-0. 0071)[32>+(-0. 0012) t33> 
CS113>> ( 0.7607)1 l>+( 0. 9331)1 2>4-(-0. 2174)1 3»( 0.0038)1 4>+( 0. 0124)C 9> 
*( 0. 0073)t 6>*(-0. 1622)[ 7>*l 0.0310)1 8>+( 0. 1329)C 9>+(-0. 0930)C10) 
+< 0. 0162)[ll>+( 0.0499)C12>+( 0. 0300)[13>+(-0. 1139)[14>*< 0.0276)C19> 
*( 0. 1266)C16>4'(-0. 0339)C17>4.( O. 0362)tl8>+( 0. 0141)[19>+(-0. 0309)C20> 
+(-0. 0099)[21>+( 0. 0092)C22>+( 0. 0296)t23»( 0 0094)[24>+( 0.0241)C29> 
*< 0. 0242) [26>+( 0. 0097)C27>+{-0. 0018) C28>f( O. 0061)C29>-f(-0. 0472)C30> 
*<-0,0362)(31>*( 0.0111)t32>+( 0. 0026>C33> 
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N 7/2-
E2279>- (-0.2285>t l>+<-0. 0a72)t 2>+( 0.1523)C 3>+(-0.0017)C 4>+« 0.0247)C 9> 
0.7634)C 6>+(-0 0394)[ 7>+( 0.0160)C 8>f( 0.0078)1 9>+< 0.4779)E10> 
+(-0.0247)Cll>+(-0 0183)[12>+(-0.0108)[13>+(-0.2417)[14>+( 0.01S2>[19> 
+< 0 1736)[16>+(-0 0070)[17>+( 0.0020)C18>+( O. 0079)tl9>+<-0. 0002)ca0> 
+( 0. 0039)[21>+<-0. 0918)[22>+(-0. 0464)C23>+( 0. 0551)t24>+( 0.0050)t25> 
[2296>- (-0. 11S7)C l>+(-0. 0589)C 2>*( 0.0611)C 3>+( 0. 0064)[ 4>+(-0. 1036)[ 5> 
*(-0.0886)[ 6>*<-0.7720)[ 7>+(-0.0611)C 8>+(-0 0519)C 9>+(-0. 0599)C10> 
+<-0.5001)Cll>+( 0.0085)[12>+( 0.0140)[13>+( O.0206)C14>+( 0. 2168)C15> 
+(-0 0202)[16>+<-0.1582)[17>*(-0 0003)[18>+( 0.0013)C19>+( 0.0046)C20> 
4-(-0. 0080)[21>-f<-0. 1414) t22>4-(-0. 0729)C23>+( 0. 0808)C24»-(-0. 0018) C29> 
[2346>- < 0.7416)C l>+( 0.3545)C 2>+(-0.4093)[ 3>+( 0.0003)C 4>+(-0. 0843)[ 9> 
+( 0. 1949) [ 6>+<-0.0814)[ 7>*(-0. 0528)[ 8>+(-0. 0339) C 9>+( 0. 1336)C10> 
+(-0.0512)[ll>+( 0. 0080)C12>+( 0.0098)[13>+<-0.0428)C14>+( 0.0196)[19> 
+( 0. 0344)[16>*(-0. 0155)[17>+(-0. 009S)[18>4-(-0. 0004)C19>+(-0. 0007)C20> 
•f( O. 0079)[21>+(-0. 2225)[22>+(-0. 1182)[23>+< O 1165)[24>+( 0. 0010)C25> 
[23673- < 0. 1872)[ !>+( 0.0892)C 2>+(-0. 1020)[ 3>+( 0. 0024>[ 4>+( 0. 2540) C 5> 
+ ( 0. 1230) C 6>+(-0. 2082)[ 7>+( O. 1591 )[ e>+( 0. 1008) [ 9>+( 0. 0768) [10> 
+(-0 1243)[ll>+( O. 0029)[ia>+( O. 0095)[13>+(-0. 0438)[14>+( 0. 0803)C19> 
•»( 0. 0221)[16>+(-0 0363)[17>+(-0 0041)C18>+( 0. 0032)C19>+( 0. 0048)C20> 
+( 0 0051)C21>+( O. 7003)C22>+( 0. 3780)C23>4.(-0. 3919)[24>+( 0. 0015)C25> 
N 9/2+ 
C2452>- ( 0.6573) C l>+( 0.4600)[ 2>+< 0.0937)1 3>+( 0. 1628)[ 4>+<-0.0237)[ 5> 
+( 0.3479)[ 6>+( 0. 1370)C 7>+(-0. 2481 )[ 8>+( 0.0096)C 9>4-(-0. 0110)C10> 
+(-0. 0173)[ll>+( 0. 0079)[12>+( 0. 2230)tl3>+( 0. OB42)C14>4-(-0. 1437) [19> 
+<-0.0138)[16>+( 0. 0988)tl7>+< 0.0676)tl8>+(-0.1639)[19>+( 0. 0033)C20> 
+(-0. 0010)[21>+(-0. 0030)C22>+( 0. 0093)[23>+( O. 0061)C24>4-( 0. 0024)C29> 
*( 0.0034)C26>+( 0. 0009)[27>+( 0. 0010)[28>+( 0. 0030)C29>4-(-0. 0016)[30> 
+(-0.0044)[31> 
[2900 - <-0. 3609)[ l>+(-0. 2912)C 2>K-0. 0636)[ 3>+(-0. 0818)1 4>+(-0. 0939)[ 9> 
+( 0.3461)( 6>+( 0 9069)C 7>+(-0.1886)[ 8>*(-0.2946)C 9>+(-0.0913)[10> 
+(-0 0909)[ll>+< O. 0178)[12>+< 0. 2200)[13>*-< O. 3290)[14>+<-Q. 1388)[19> 
*(-0. 2121)[16>+( O. 1016)[17>+< 0. 1401)[18>«.(-0.0998)C19>+<-0. 1963)[20> 
+( 0.0092)E21>4-( O. 0099)[22>+<-0. 0049)[23>*< 0. 0009)[24>+(-0. 0097)[29> 
+(-0.0049)[26>+(-0.0067)C27>+(-0. 0048)[28>»(-0. 0011)C29>+( 0. 0037)(30> 
*(-0 0048)[31> 
C2987>- (-0. 2636)[ l>+(-0. 1817)C 2>+(-0. 0930)[ 3>+<-0.0932)C 4>+< 0. 0491 )[ 9> 
*( 0.3890)[ 6>4-(-0. 4903)( 7>+(-0. 4030)[ 8>*( 0.2403)[ 9>+( 0. 0244)[10> 
+( 0. 0241)[ll>+<-0. 0113)C12>+< 0.2900)(13>+<-0.2B91)[14>+<-0. 2397)[19> 
+( 0.1709)[16>+< 0.0619)[17>+<-0.1239)[18>+(-0.2241)[19>+( 0. 1321)[20> 
+( O. 0021)C21>+( 0. 0003)[22>+(-0. 0009)[23>4-( 0.0009)[24>+( 0. 0030)[29> 
+<-0.0080)[26>*< O.0008)[27>+(-0.0091)[28>+( 0.0079)[29>+(-0.0124)[30> 
+(-0.0048)[31> 
C2974>" ( 0. 0680)[ l>+< 0.0497)C 2>+<-0.0011)[ 3>+( 0.0194)[ 4>+( 0. 1672)[ 9> 
+(-0.1484)C 6>*(-0.28a2)C 7>+<-0. 2367)E 8>+(-0.6671)[ 9>+( 0.0823)[t0> 
*< 0 0973)[ll>*(-0.0198)[12>+<-0.0918)[13>*<-0.1798)[14>»<-0.0996)[19> 
+<-0. 2990)[16>+<-0.1018)[17>+<-0.2499)[18>*<-0.1279)C19>+<-0. 3391)[20> 
+(-0.0078)[21>+(-0. 0109)E22>f(-0. 0009)(83>4.<-0. 0003)[24>+<-0. 0032)E29> 
+( 0. 0027)[26>+(-0. 0001) t27>4'< 0. 0010)[28>+(-0. 0079)[29>+<-0. 0071)[30> 
*(-0. 0031)[31> 
N 9/2-
[2391» ( 0.0047)[ l>+<-0.0061)[ 2>+( 0.8116)[ 3>+( O. 9021 )[ 4>+(-0.0160)[ 9> 
+(-0 2414)[ 6>+( 0. 1746)E 7>+(-0. 0079)[ B>»< 0.0025)( 9>+< 0. 0004>[10> 
*(-0.0072)[ll>+(-0.0069)[12>+( 0.0072)[13>+( 0.0090)[14>+(-0.0002)[19> 
t2933>> ( 0.0249)[ l>4-C-0. 4469)[ 3>i-(-0. 0021)[ 3>*(-0. 0009) C 4>+(-0. 0419) C 9> 
0. 0173)[ 6>+( 0. 0049)t 7>+( 0. 0492)[ 8>+( O. 0979)C 9>+( 0. 8902)[10> 
+( 0.0126)[ll>+(-0.20e9)[12>+( 0.029g)[13>*< 0.0317)[14>+( 0. 1946>[19> 
Table 10.3. Continued 
C2991>- (-0. 0092)C l>+(-0. t998)C 2>+( 0. 019B>t 3>«-(-0. 1163)1 4>+< 0. 1027)C 9> 
*<-0.1337)[ 6>+( 0.0320)[ 7>4-<-0. 0990)C 8>+(-0.1308)[ 9>+<-0. 0320)[10> 
*(-0. 8613)[ll>+( 0 0010)[12>+< O. 2B16)C13>t'(-0. 0169)C14>c(-0. 2729)C19> 
[2971>- ( 0. 0077)[ l>+( O. 0317)[ 2>+(-0 0930)[ 3>+( O. 9449)C 4>+<-0. 1247)[ 9) 
*( 0.7198)C 6>*(-0.1617)[ 7>*< O.0992)[ 8>+< 0. 1307)C 9>+<-0 0912)C10> 
+<-0. 2839)[ll>+(-0. 0403)1:12>+( 0. 0089)tl3>+( 0.0319)[14>+( 0. 1494>C19> 
N 11/2* 
I2963>B (-0. 0060)C l>+( 0.0092)C 2>+( 0.6362)1 3>+(-0.4941)C 4>+( 0.4006)C 9> 
+(-0.3073)[ 6>+( 0.1484)[ 7>+(-0.2723)[ B>*T 0.0044)[ 9>+(-0.0096)[10> 
+<-0 0009)[ll>+( 0. 0028)[12>'F(-0. 0090)C13»-< 0. 0022)[14>+(-0. 0069)[19> 
+( 0.0093)[16>+(-0.0001)C17>»(-0. 0074)[18>+<-0. 0016)C19> 
t2691>- ( 0.0017)C l>+(-0.0046)t 2>+< 0. 4916)t 3>+( 0. 6381>t 4>+( 0. 299S)C 9> 
*( 0.2990) [ 6>+< 0.3142)1: 7>+( 0. 3096)C 8>+( 0. 0047) ( 9>+( 0.0026)C10> 
+1-0. 0018)[11>*( 0. 0030)E12>+< 0. 0036>E13>«-(-0. 0029>C14>+(-0. 0030)C19> 
+( 0.0013)[16>+<-0.0004)[17>+( 0.0003)[18>+(-0.0091)tl9> 
C3091>- (-0. 7445)C l>+(-0.3342)[ 2>+( 0.0028)1: 3>i-(-0.0091 )C 4>+(-0.0271)[ 9> 
0. 0485)[ 6>+< 0.0274)t 7>+(-0. 0431)[ 8>+(-0. 0149)( 9>+(-0. 0013)[10> 
+( 0.0306)[ll>+< 0.0164)[12>+( 0.0015)[13>+(-0. 2910)tl4>+(-0. 1649)[19> 
+( 0.4637)C16>*<-0. 0117)[17>+(-0.009B)[18>+<-0.0066)[19> 
E3109>- (-0.0729)C l>+(-0.0462)[ 2>+(-0.0984)0 3>+( 0.088B)C 4>+( O.OB27)C 9> 
+(-0. 7929)[ 6>+<-0. 1396)[ 7>+( 0. 9989)C 8>+( 0. 1410)C 9>+( 0.0020)C10> 
+«-0.036?)tll>+( 0.0074)C12>+(-0. 0261)[13>+( 0. 0128)[14>*( 0.0687)C19> 
+( 0.0379)C16>+<-0.0141)[17>+( 0.0410)[18>+(-0.0121)C19> 
N 11/2-
C2969>- ( 0.3283)C 1>*( 0.0026)C SX-i-0.9139>C 3>*t 0. 1139>C 4>+( 0. 1680) C 9> 
+(-0. 0694)[ 6>+( 0. 1099)t 7) 
C2980>> (-0. 1209)[ l>-f (-0. 0499>C 2>+(-0. 1887): 3>»<-0. 9438)C 4>+( 0.0023)C 9> 
*( 0. 2114>C 6>*<-0. 1103)t 7> 
C3004>> <-0.9339)[ IX-i-0.0019)[ a>+(-0. 2809)[ 3>*< 0. 1973)C 4>*( 0. 1194)C 9> 
*(-0. 0285)[ 6>»( 0.0976)[ 7> 
C3043>- (-0.0429)1 l>+(-0.1824)[ 2>+(-0. 1136)C 3>+< 0. 1612)[ 4>+(-0. 0181)[ 9> 
•< 0.0496)C 6>+(-0.9609)1 7> 
N 13/2+ 
C3116>- ( 0. 7647)t l>+( 0.3993)t 2>+<-0. 0299)C 3>+(-0. 0046)C 4>+( 0. 3499)C 9> 
+( 0. 1301 )[ 6>+<-0.3898)C 7>+(-0. 0031)C 8>+(-0.0087)[ 9> 
E3147>- ( 0. 4131 )E l>+( 0. 1999)E 2>+( 0.0382)E 3>+( 0. 0332)E 4>+<-0. 4197)E 9> 
+(-0.422e>E 6>+( 0.4721>E 7>+( 0.4630)E e>+( 0.0003>E 9> 
E3199>> (-0. 2926)E l>+(-0. 0968>E 2>+( 0.0201)E 3>+( 0. 0117)E 4>+< 0. 2803)E 9> 
+(-0.9037)E 6>+(-0.9109)E 7>+( 0.9764)E 8>+(-0. 0300)E 9> 
E3211>" ( 0.094e>E l>+( 0.0896>E 2>+( 0. 1926)E 3>+( 0.0683)E 4>+<-0. 3610)E 9> 
+(-0. 9769)E 6>+<-0.3462)E 7>+(-0. 6036)E e>+< 0.0283)E 9> 
N 13/2-
£300e>- <-0.9B30>E l>+< 0.1839)E 2> 
E3141>- (-0.1839)E l>+<-0. 9830)E 2> 
N 19/2+ 
E3179>- ( O. 6129)E l>+(-0. 7902)E 2> 
C3296>- ( 0.7903)E l>+( 0. 6129) E 2> 
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A 1/2+ 
C1733>- ( 0.9743>t l>+( 0.9906>C 2>+< 0. 1793)C 3X-( 0.3709)C 4>+( 0.1169)1; 9> 
+( 0. 1399)C 6>+( 0.0971>t 7>+( 0. 2037>C 8>+(-0. 1949)[ 9>+( 0. 0992>[10> 
+( 0. 0111>Cll>+(-0.1239)C12>+< 0. 0773)C13>+(-0. 0290)C14>+( 0. 0100>C19> 
+( 0.0063)[16> 
[1763>- ( 0.2039): l>+( 0.3099)C 2>+< 0.0704)1 3>+< 0. 1240)C 4>*< 0.0441 ) [ 9> 
+( 0. 0949)[ 6>+( 0.0408)C 7>+<-0. 9810)[ 8>+( 0. 9981)C 9>+(-0. 2971 )C10> 
+( 0.0091)Cll>+( 0.3943>ClS>+(-0.2037)C13>+( 0.0891)tl4>+( 0.0047>tl9> 
+( 0.0076)[16> 
[2339>> ( 0.0073)C l>+(-0.0362)C 2>+( 0.0777)C 3>+<-0. 0413) C 4>+« 0. 0028)C 9> 
+< 0.0246)C 6>+( 0.0918)C 7>+(-0.0819)1 8>+( 0 2866)C 9)+( 0.7099)[10> 
+< 0. 1460)Cll>+< 0.2937)[12>+< 0. 9419)[13>+(-0. 0929)[14>+( 0. 0829)C19> 
+< 0. 07B0)C16> 
[2430>- ( 0. 0941)C l>+(-0.1902)[ 2>+< 0. 4499>[ 3>+(-0. 1997)C 4>+<-0. 0900)C 9> 
+( 0. 1009>[ 6>+( 0.3149)[ 7>+< 0.0431)C 8>+(-0.0624) C 9>+(-0. 1961)[1Q> 
+< 0.9e99>Cll>+l-0.0911)C12>+<-0. 1116)C13>+( 0. 030B)C14>+( 0.318B)C19> 
+( 0. 3319>[16> 
A 1/2-
C1971>- ( 0.0S00)C l>+( 0.0206): 2>+(-0.0023)C 3>+< 0.0022)C 4>+(-0.6379)C 9> 
+(-0. 9774)[ 6>+(-0.2804>C 7>+(-0. 3399)[ 8>+<-0. 1160)[ 9>+( 0. 1683)C10> 
+(-0.1611)C11> 
C2191>- ( 0.7932)1: l>+( 0.9690>C 2>+(-0. 1872)C 3>+( 0.0149)C 4>+( O.OOODC 9> 
*( 0.0997>E 6>+<-0.0622>C 7>+( 0.0484>[ B>+<-0. 0464)C 9>+(-0. 0039)C10> 
+<-0.0039)Ell> 
C2341>> (-0.0899): l>+<-0 0910)C 2>+( 0.0389)[ 3>+<-0. 0022)C 4>+(-0.1089)C 9> 
*< 0.3878)C 6>+(-0.683a>C 7>+( 0.3449)C 8>+(-0.4779)E 9>+( 0.0799)C10> 
+(-0.0B33)Cll> 
E3493>- (-0.0041>E l>+(-0.0093)E 2>+( 0.0149>E 3>+< 0.0134>E 4>*(-0.7393) E 9> 
*( 0. 2990) E h>*t 0.S640)E 7>»( 0.3S39)E 8>»( 0. 1735 )E 9>+(-0. 2433) E10> 
+( 0.3293)Ell> 
A 3/2+ 
E1168>- < 0.9493>E l>+< 0. 9947>E 2>+<-0. 0271>E 3>+< 0.4978)E 4>+< 0. 1B34)E 9> 
+(-0. 0393)E 6>+(-0.0079>E 7>+( 0. 2609)E 8>+( 0. 0819)E 9>+< 0. 1907>E10> 
+<-0. 0287)Ell>+(-0. 00B7)E13>+(-O. 0097)E13>+(-0. 0042)E14>+( O. 0002)Et9> 
+(-0.0177)E16>+( 0.0033)E17>+< 0. 0206)E18>+(-0. 0071>E19>+( 0.0107)E20> 
+( 0. 0030)E21>+( 0.0032>E22>+( 0. 0178)E23>+<-0. 0068)E24>+< 0.0098)E29> 
+(-0. 0037)E26>+(-0. 0038)EB7>+(-0. 0004) E28> 
E178t>- ( 0.0130)E l>+(-0.0436)E 2>+<-0. 9808>E 3>+(-0.0927)E 4>+<-0.0332>E 9> 
+<-0. 9939>E 6>+<H>. 1642>E 7>+(-0. 03i7>E 8>+(-0. 0100>E 9>+(-0. 0319>E10> 
+(-0. 3682)Etl>+(-0. 1204>E12>+(-0. 1330)Et3>+(-0.0892>E14>+( 0.0027)E19> 
+(-0. 1934)tl6>+( 0. 0061>E17>+( 0. 1680)tl8>+(-0. 0632>E19>+( 0.1040>E20> 
+( 0. 0062)E21>+( 0. 0096)E22>+( 0. 1099)E33>+(-0. 0448)E24>+( 0. 0716)E29> 
+(-0. 0278) E26>+(-0. 0336)E27>+(-0. 0069)ES8> 
E1B43>- < 0.0061)E l>+<-0. OllDE 2>+< 0. 2007) E 3>+(-0. 0192) E 4>+(-0. 0009) E 9> 
+( O. 1939)E 6>+< 0.073S>E 7>+(-0. 0149>E 8>+(-0. 0069)E 9>+(-0. 0006)E10> 
+ ( 0. lt32)tll>+( 0. 03e0)ElS>+( O. 0909>E13>+( 0. 0447)E14>+( 0. 0017>E19> 
+(-0. 9834)E16>+(-0. 0038)E17>+( 0. 4932>E18>+(-0. 2310>E19>+( 0.3919)E20> 
+(-0. 0042)E21>+(-0. 0023)ES3>+( 0. 2969)E23>+(-0. 1689)E24>+( 0.2238)E29> 
*<-0.1174)E26>+(-0. 1276>ta7>+<-0. 0103)E3e> 
E19e9>- < 0.7631)£ l$+(-0.096a)E &>+< 0.0293)E 3>+<-0.4007)E 4>+<-0.27ie)E 9> 
+( 0.0342)E 6>+( 0. 0169)E 7>+<-0. 2867)E 8>*(-0. 1064)E 9>+(-0. 2737)E10> 
+< 0.0211)Elt>+< 0.0120>E12>+( 0.0l49)E13>+( 0. 010t)E14>+(-0.0001)C19> 
+( 0.0212)E16>+( 0.012S>E17>+(-0. 0046)E18>+( 0. 0190)E19>+(-0. 0268)E20> 
+( 0.0094)E21>+< 0.00ei>ES2>+< 0. 0037)Ea3>+( 0. 0144)E24>+(-0. 0168)E29> 
+( 0.0118)E26>+I 0. 0114>Ea7>+< 0. 0004>E28> 
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[a368>- < 0.0471)C l>+<-0.00ia)C O.OaSB>C 0196): 4>+(-0.9> 
+( 0. 0036)c 6)+< 0. 002B>C 7>+<-0. 0024)C B>*( 0. 8004>C 9>+( 0. 0379>C10> 
+( 0.5067)Cll>+< 0 3121)[12>+( 0.0182)[13>+<-0.0104)[14>*<-0.0175)[13> 
+( 0.0073)[16) 
A 7/2+ 
C1929>> ( 0.6373>C l>+( 0. 6t43)[ 2>+( 0. 2012)[ 3>+<-0. 0160)C 4>+< 0. 3960)C 9> 
+( 0. 1229)C 6>+( 0. 1432)[ 7>+( 0.1122): 8>+< 0. 0022)[ 9>+(-0. 0142)C1Q> 
+(-0.007B)Cll>+<-0.0040)[12>+(-0.0l43)[13>+<-0.0029)C14>+<-0. 0134)C19> 
+<-0. 0107)C16>+(-0. 0094)C17>+( 0.0031)[18>*<-0.0014)[19>+(-0. 0103)E20> 
+<-0. 0071)C21>+(-0. 0073)C22>+( 0. 0017)C23> 
[2490>- (-0.0061)C l>+< 0. 0375): 2>+(-0. 0199): 3>+< 0.7724): 4>+( 0.0319): 9> 
+( 0.0079): 6>+< 0.0090): 7>+(-0. 0169): 8>+(-0. 0061): 9>+( 0. 9419):10> 
+( 0. 1930)[ll>+( 0. 16B3):i2>+( 0. 0206):13>+( 0. 0699):i4>+( 0.1697):19> 
+< 0.0144):16>+< 0. 00B7):i7>+(-0. 0060):i8>+( 0. 036B):i9>+< 0.0794):20> 
+( 0.0793):21)+< 0. 0634):22>+(-0. 0024):23> 
t2494>> (-0.0026): l>+< 0. 0036): 2>+<-0. 0124): 3>+<-0.0074): 4>+< 0. 0019): 9> 
+( 0.0019): 6>+< 0.0012): 7>+(-o.oui): 8>+< 0.0040): 9>+<-o. oio9):io> 
*< 0.0029)Cll>+( 0.0064)tl3>+( 0.0380):13>+( 0.7439):14>+<-0.2831):19> 
+( 0. 0234):t6>+( 0.0187)[17>+(-0.0031):18>+< 0.4819)C19>+(-0.2336)[20> 
+( 0. 2308):21>+(-0. 1993):28>+( 0.0079):23> 
C2927>- ( 0.0373): l>+(-0.0698): 2>+( 0.0979): 3>+( 0.1904): 4>+(-0.0709): 9> 
+(-0.0100): 6>+( 0.0102): 7>+( 0.0660>: 8>+( 0.0119): 9>+( 0. 1344):10> 
+( 0.0299):ll>+( 0.0439):12>+(-0.1729):13>+(-0.2471):14>+(-0.7002):19> 
+(-0.1058):16>+(-0.07B7):i7>+( 0. 0060):18>+(-0.1929):19>+(-0.3349):20> 
+(-0.2907):21>+(-0.3478):22>+( 0.0060):23> 
A 7/2-
C2307>- ( 0.2492): l>+( 0.0048): S>+( 0. 1291): 3>+(-0. 1307): 4>+(-0, 0091 ): 9> 
+( 0.0064): 6>+( 0.7669): 7>+( 0.4923): 8>+(-0.0171): 9>+(-0.2172):10> 
*( O. 1618):il>+< 0.0069)C18> 
[2392>- (-0.7676): l>+<-0.0128): 2>+(-0. 3898): 3>+( 0.4072): 4>+(-0 0077): 9> 
+( 0.0033): 6>+( 0.2918): 7>+( 0. 1963): 8>+(-0.0230): 9>+(-0.0721):10> 
*( 0.0499):ll>+(-0.0039):12> 
[2909>- (-0.0946): l>+(-0.0194)C 2>+( 0.6027): 3>+( 0. 5842): 4>+(-0. 0371>C 9> 
+(-0.0140): 6>+(-0.0079)C 7>+( 0 0291): 8>+( 0.0123): 9>+( 0. 0213):10> 
*(-0.0309):ll>+(-0.0393):12> 
C2939» ( 0.0098): l>+( 0.0291): 2>+(-0.0369)C 3>+(-0.012B)C 4>+< 0 0064): 9> 
+(-0.0464): 6>+(-0.0871): 7>+( 0.9499): 8>+( 0.0974): 9>+( 0 8146):10> 
+(-0. 1304):il>+(-0.0178):i8> 
A 9/2+ 
C2492>- (-0.7887): l>+< 0.0091): 3>+(-0. 9486)t 3>+(-0. 1406): 4>+(-0. 1713): 9> 
+( 0.0069): 6>+(-0.0039): 7>+(-0. 0974): 8>+(-0. 0869): 9>+(-0. 0979>:i0> 
+(-0.0328):ll>+(-0.0677):12>+(-0.0419):13>+( 0.0063):14>+( 0. 0088):i9> 
+(-0. 0069>:i6> 
CS908>B (-0.0461): l>+(-0. 0017): 2>+(-0. 0349): 3>+(-0.0067): 4>+(-0.0120): 9> 
•( 0.0084): 6>+(-0. 0069): 7>+( 0. 7084): 8>+(-0.3669): 9>+( 0. 4498):10> 
+(-0. 2706)tll>+( 0.ai20):12>+(-0.1986):13>+( 0.0062):14>*( 0 0097):19> 
+(-0.ooii):i6> 
C2991>> ( 0. 1243): l>+( 0.0020): 3>+( 0.0891): 3>+( 0.0109): 4>+( 0.0224): 9> 
+( 0.0030): 6>*(-0. 0076): 7>+(-0. 3924): 8>+(-0. 7083): 9>+(-0. 2161):10> 
+(-0. 3113):il>+(-0.2786):i2>+(-0.3989):i3>+(-0.0143):i4>+( 0.0036):15> 
+( 0.0092):16> 
C3086>" (-0. 0198): l>+(-0.0279): 3>+( 0.0081): 3>+( 0.1204): 4>+(-0.0493): 9) 
+( 0. 1934): 6>+( 0.0492): 7>+( 0.0999): 6>+(-0. 0866): 9}+(-0. 0089):10> 
+( 0. 7460):ll>+( 0.0826>:i2>+(-0. 9B92):i3>+(-0. 1309>:i4>+( 0.0268):19> 
+( 0.029B)C16> 
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A 9/2-
t2409>- < O. ei39)[ !>•< 0. 3899>C 2>+(-0. 4347>C 3>+(-0. 0072)[ 4>«-(-0. 0003) t S> 
+( 0.0063>t 6>+( 0.0004>C 7>+(-0.0110)[ B> 
[2928>- < 0. 0822)[ l>+<-0.8160)[ 2>+<-0.9691)[ 3>*i 0. 0092>E 4>+( 0. 029B>[ 9> 
+< 0.0274)t 6>+( 0.0384)[ 7>+<-0. 0272)t 8> 
[2999>- ( 0.0063)C l>+(-0.0389)C 2>+(-0.0313)t 3>+( 0.0430)[ 4>+(-0. 3233)C 9> 
*( 0. 0217)[ 6>+(-0.8938): 7>*i 0. 3032)C 8> 
E29e8>- (-0. 0009)C l>+( 0.00B6>[ 2>+< 0. 0042)C 3>+(-0. 0449)[ 4>+( 0.9430)C 9> 
*(-0. 0180)[ 6>+<-0. 3243>[ 7>f( 0.0982)1 8> 
A 11/2+ 
[2939>> C-O.B043)C l>+(-0. 9496>I 2>+<-0. 1299)t 3>+(-0. 1849)[ 4>+< 0.0106>C 9> 
+<-0.0033)1 6>+( 0.00B4)C 7>+< 0.0079)1 8>+< 0.0043)[ 9>+< 0.006S)tl0> 
C3119>- < 0. 0022)t l>+<-0. 0204)C 2>+<-0. 0229)C 3>+< 0.0139>C 4>+(-0. 9161)t 9> 
+(-0.3996>t 6>+<-0.0131)t 7>+<-0. 0044)t 8>+<-0. 0786)C 9>+<-0. 1996)tl0> 
C3143>- (-O.OOIDC l>+(-0. OOODC 2>+( 0.0079)1 3>+<-0. 0047)t 4>+< 0.0698)t 9> 
+<-0.0041)1 6>+< 0.0189)1 7>+< 0.0112)[ 8>+( 0. 6679){ 9>+<-0.7410)C10> 
C3172>- (-0.1474)[ l>+( 0. 1094>C 2>+( 0. 9189)[ 3>+<-0. 3236)C 4>+(-0.0296)C 9> 
+<-0.0916>[ 6>+< 0. 0423)[ 7>+< 0. 0329)C B>+< 0. 0726)[ 9>+< 0.0762)C10> 
A 11/2-
C29B4>-
1
 
6
 l>+(-0. 2489)1 2>+<-0.9914)[ 3>+( 0. 1809)[ 4> 
C3012>- < 0.0328)1 l>+(-0. 9669)C 2>+( 0.2931)C 3>+(-0. 0019)C 4> 
C3109>- (-0. 1676)C l>+(-0.0497>C 2>+(-0. 1792)1 3>+(-0. 9690)t 4> 
C3144>- ( 0.9e91>£ l>+( 0.0301)t 2>+(-0. 0141)1 3>+(-0. 1694)C 4> 
A 13/2+ 
t313S>- < 0.9094)( l>+( 0.3943)1 2>+( 0.0917)C 3>+( 0.0961)1; 4> 
C3191>" (-0.0090)1 l>+( 0. 0209)[ 2>+(-0.7213)C 3>+( 0. 6923)[ 4> 
C3218>" (-0.0977)1 l>+(-0. 1078)C 2>+( 0.6842)C 3>+( 0. 7148)t 4> 
t3291>- (-0.4042)C l>+( 0.9129)C 2>+( 0.0976)C 3>+< 0. 0273)E 4> 
A 13/2-
[3037>> ( 1.0000)C 1> 
A 19/2+ 
C31*3>- < 0.9064)1 l>+( 0.4229): 2> 
C3329>* (-0.4229)C l>+( 0. 9064)C 2> 
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D. Table of the Eigenvector Characteristics 
Table 10.4 is a listing of the major percentages of basis functions 
In Table 10.2, with particular L, S, and j values, contained in the 
eigenvectors of Table 10.3. The L and S values are the total orbital 
and spin angular momentum, respectively. The j value is the irrep 
in the space variables. 
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Table 10.4. The major percentages of basis functions, with particular 
L, S, and j values, contained in the eigenvectors 
Basis Function 
N 3/2* 
N 3/2-
N a/a* 
N 9/2-
L S j P»reantag« 
994 0 1/2 t33 99* 
1983 2 3/2 t2.1] 64% 
0 1/2 t2.13 20% 
1689 0 1/2 12.1] 70% 
2 3/2 C2.13 27% 
1822 1 1/2 H®3 82% 
1397 1 3/2 (2.13 79% 
1 1/2 t2.13 29% 
1486 1 1/2 12.13 74% 
1 3/2 12.13 29% 
2080 1 1/2 [33 84% 
2149 1 1/2 Il®3 69% 
3/2 [2.13 21% 
1676 2 1/2 [2.13 42% 
2 3/2 [2.13 26% 
1729 2 1/2 [33 44% 
2 3/2 [2.13 90% 
1797 0 3/2 [2.13 73% 
1B23 2 1/2 [33 34% 
2 1/2 [2.13 41% 
1931 1 1/2 [2.13 48% 
1 3/2 [2.13 91% 
1977 1 1/2 [2.13 91% 
1 3/2 [2.13 49% 
2113 1 1/3 £33 91% 
2183 1 1/2 [1=3 22% 
3 3/2 [2.13 38% 
1794 2 1/2 [33 71% 
2 1/2 [2.13 27% 
1849 2 3/2 [2.13 74% 
1907 2 1/2 [2.13 61% 
2 3/2 [2.13 24% 
2393 2 1/2 [2. 13 85% 
1689 1 3/2 [2.13 100% 
2202 3 1/2 [2.13 92% 
2228 3 1/2 [33 19% 
3 1/2 [2. 13 19% 
3 3/2 [2. 13 34% 
2267 3 3/2 [2.13 92% 
3/3 ta. 1] 23% 
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Table 10.4. Continued 
Eigenvalue 
•••it Function 
Percentage 
N 7/a+ 1W2 S 3/3 [2.1] 100% 
2403 4 
4 
1/2 
1/2 
[33 
[2.11 
44% 
37% 
2428 4 
4 
1/2 
3/2 
[33 
[2.13 
31% 
30% 
2442 3 3/2 [2.13 63% 
N 7/a- 2275 3 1/3 E2.13 90% 
2296 3 3/3 [3,13 93% 
2346 3 1/2 [33 84% 
2367 3 1/2 [1®3 76% 
N 9/2+ 2492 4 1/2 
1/2 
[33 
[2.13 
68% 
29% 
2900 4 
4 
4 
3/2 
1/2 
1/2 
(3.13 
(33 
(2.13 
94% 
20% 
24% 
2927 4 
4 
1/2 
3/2 
(2.13 
[2.13 
48% 
41% 
2974 4 3/2 (2.13 83% 
N v/a- 2391 3 3/2 (2.13 100% 
2933 9 
9 
1/2 
1/2 
(2.13 
(33 
77% 
30% 
3991 9 3/3 (2.13 83% 
3971 3 3/3 (2.13 87% 
N ii/a+ 3963 4 3/3 (2.13 100% 
8691 4 3/3 (2.13 100% 
3091 6 
6 
1/3 
1/3 
(33 
(2.13 
67% 
30% 
3109 4 3/3 (2.13 98% 
N 11/a- 2969 9 1/3 (3.13 86% 
2980 9 3/2 (3.13 94% 
3004 9 1/2 [33 
_.a_ 
87% 
3034 1/a Cl-1 vax 
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Table 10.4. Continued 
Elfanvalua L 8 J 
I
I
 
N 13/2+ 3116 6 
6 
1/2 
1/2 
t33 
C2,13 
71% 
27% 
3147 6 
6 
6 
1/2 
3/2 
1/2 
C2.13 
C2.13 
[33 
40% 
39% 
21% 
3199 6 
6 
1/2 
3/2 
[2,13 
[2,13 
34% 
99% 
3211 6 
6 
3/2 
1/2 
[2,13 
[2,13 
70% 
29% 
N 13/2- 3008 9 3/2 [2,13 100% 
3141 9 3/2 [2,13 100% 
N 19/2+ 317? 6 3/2 [2, 13 100% 
3296 6 3/2 [2,13 100% 
A 1/2+ 1733 2 3/2 [33 89% 
1763 0 1/2 [2,13 82% 
2339 0 
1 
1/2 
1/2 
[2, 13 
[2,13 
49% 
94% 
2430 
1 
3/2 
1/2 
[33 
(2, 13 
40% 
98% 
Al/2- 1971 1 1/2 [2,13 100% 
2191 1 3/2 [33 99% 
2241 1 1/2 [2, 13 99% 
2492 1 1/2 [2, 13 100% 
A3/2+ 1168 0 3/2 [33 100% 
1781 2 3/2 [33 89% 
1842 2 1/2 [2,13 90% 
1989 0 3/2 [33 99% 
A3/2- 1609 1 1/2 [2. 13 100% 
2166 1 3/2 [33 97% 
2233 3 3/2 [33 93% 
2278 1 1/2 [2, 13 82% 
A9/a+ 1894 2 3/2 [33 91% 
1883 2 1/2 [2,13 91% 
2400 2 1/2 [2,13 97% 
8419 4 3/2 [33 98% 
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Table 10.4. Continued 
Ba«i* Function 
El L 8 j Percent 
A5/a- 8212 1 3/2 [33 99% 
8862 3 
3 
1/2 
3/2 
[8. n 
(33 
66% 
33% 
8899 3 
3 
3/2 
1/2 
(33 
[2.13 
66% 
33% 
8368 2 1/2 C8. 13 99% 
A7/2+ 1989 2 3/2 (33 100% 
8490 4 3/2 (33 94% 
8494 4 1/2 (2.13 100% 
8927 4 1/2 (2.13 87% 
A7/a- 8307 3 1/2 (8.13 90% 
8398 3 3/2 (33 90% 
8909 3 3/2 (33 99% 
8939 3 1/2 (2.13 100% 
6 9/2+ 8492 4 3/2 [33 97% 
8908 4 1/2 (2.13 100% 
8991 4 1/2 (2.13 98% 
3086 4 1/2 (2.13 94% 
AV/2- 8409 3 3/2 (33 100% 
2928 3 3/2 [33 100% 
3999 9 1/2 [g, 13 89% 
8988 9 3/2 (33 89% 
A11 /2+ 8939 4 3/2 (33 100% 
3119 6 3/2 (33 97% 
3143 6 1/2 (2, 13 99% 
3172 4 3/2 (33 98% 
A11/2- 2984 9 1/2 (2.13 94% 
3012 9 3/2 (33 93% 
3109 9 1/2 (8.13 97% 
3144 4 3/8 (33 97% 
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Table 10.4. Continued 
Eiganvalua 
B«#4# Function 
Percentage 
A 13/2+ 3138 6 3/2 t33 98% 
3191 6 1/2 C2.13 100% 
3218 6 1/2 C2.11 98% 
3291 6 3/2 t33 100% 
A 13/2- 3037 S 3/2 [33 100% 
A19/2+ 3163 6 3/2 133 100% 
3329 6 3/2 133 100% 
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XI. APPENDIX E: THE FOURIER TRANSFORM OF A SINGLE PARTICLE, 
HARMONIC OSCILLATOR WAVEFUNCTION AND 
MATRIX ELEMENTS OF MOMENTUM OPERATORS 
The Fourier transform to momentum space, of a wavefunction in coor­
dinate space, is useful in calculating matrix elements of momentum 
operators. The Fourier transform, $(p), of wavefunction in coordinate 
space, Y(r), is defined as 
$(p) = I d^r e ~ ~ Y(r) . (11.1) 
In (11.1), M has been set equal to one, p is the momentum variable, and 
the integral is over-all of r space. The inverse Fourier transform is 
Y(r) = (2TI)"^^^ I d^p e ~ - $(p) (11.2) 
and the Dirac delta function is defined as 
6^(r - r') = (2Tr) ^ d^P e - ~ , (11.3) 
ip«(r-r') 
For ease in performing calculations, one may take the vectors r and p 
to be dimensionless. Their components satisfy the commutation relation 
["k'Pj' = "jk • 
This transformation theory allows p and r equal footing as dynamical 
variables In quantum mechanics. 
In terms of these dimensionless vectors r and p, the single particle, 
harmonic oscillator Hami1 tonian is 
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H = I (ç + /) (11.4) 
where o) is the oscillator frequency. In spherical coordinates, 
r = (r,0,i|)), the wavefunction Y(r) which satisfies the Schrodinger 
equation 
& +Y 2 " Y 
WC) - "n,'- "-n V'-l • 
1/2 
^nA " ( r(n + & + 3/2) ^ * (11-5) 
&+4* 
(x) is an associated Laguerre polynomial (20) and Y^^(r) is a 
spherical harmonic function (25) where r = r/r. The labels n, Z, and m 
are the radial, angular momentum, and angular momentum projection quantum 
numbers, respectively. n. Si, and m may take the values 
^nJlm '  '^(2n + £ + 3/2) 
n  =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . .  ,  
S t  ~  0 , 1 , 2 ,  . . .  ,  
and 
m = -Z, -&+1, ...,£. 
To find the Fourier transform of , substitute (11.5) into 
(11.1) to give the explicit formula 
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(11.6) 
-ip'r 
The next step is to use the expansion of e " " in terms of spherical 
harmonics (23) 
e ~ = W Î I (-!)'- j, (pr) Y .(p) Y* (r) (11.7) 
L=0 M=-L 
where is the spherical Bessel function of order L (20). Inserting 
(11.7) into (11.6) and integrating term by term over the solid angle 0 
gives 
9 ^ f" 9 Î 9 "7 
0 ^ 
(11.8) 
where the orthonormality of the spherical harmonics gives 
1 • 
Now the integration in (11.8) must be performed. Writing as a 
Bessel function of half-odd order, 
h ' " '  =  ' K >  •  
2 
and substituting x for r gives 
We'  -  i v - " 'VP)  
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" y £+y - y X 
dx X J . (p/x) L (x) e ] . (11.9) 
0 SL + j " 
The integral in the bracl<et is equal to 
2(-l)" e 2 " 
which may be found by using a formula given by Lebedev (33). This gives 
the result 
We> - (-n""(-i)X^p'CV) e'^" y^wi . 
The quantity in brackets is, by (11.5), ' Thus, the Fourier 
transform of a single particle, harmonic oscillator wavefunction in 
coordinate space is the same wavefunction in momentum space multiplied 
by a phase factor. That is, 
W e '  =  1  ^ •  W : '  
= (-1)""^^(i)^ ¥^^^(p) . (11.10) 
The result is not surprising, given the form of the Hami1 tonian in 
Eq. (11.4). There p and r occur with identical form and, hence, a 
wavefunction in the r variable should have the same form, to within an 
overall phase factor, as the transformed wavefunction in the p variable. 
This formula can be used to simplify matrix elements of momentum 
operators between harmonic oscillator wavefunctions in coordinate space. 
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Since p = -iV in coordinate space, the process of talcing derivatives will 
be avoided. Suppose that one has the matrix element of an irreducible 
tensor operator in the p variable, T|^|^(p) (see (7.20) for details of 
W> 
<n')l'».'|Tij,(p)|nSi.i> - I d'r T^/p) • ("•") 
Substituting (11.3) and (11.10) for the wavefunet ions in (11.11) gives 
<n'Jl'm')Tj_^(p)ln£tt> = (-l)""^"''^^(i)^'^^'(Zir)"^ | d^r d\ d\' 
- i k ' T  *  i k 'r 
• "• Vtv";'» V-'!> ' " " W;" • 
(11.12) 
Operating to the right with T|^|^ gives 
ik'r ik'r 
TL„(-iv)e -  -  = T^(k)e " " 
and so by using the Dirac delta function of (11.4) and integrating, 
(11.12) becomes 
<n'll'mMTL„(p) Intro = (-1)''^"'«(i)''-^''' f A V ^  Vm";'-
Comparison with (11.11) shows that 
<n'£'m'|T j^I^(P) |nllniC> = (-1)"^" ^^(i)^^^ <n ' i l 'm'iT^j^(r) |nJlnv> . (11.13) 
Therefore, the matrix element of a momentum operator is the same, to 
within an overall phase factor, as the matrix element with the momentum 
variable replaced by the coordinate variable r. Thus, the complicated 
process of taking derivatives has been avoided. 
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